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.\ -PREFACE

These materials have been prepared fordndividuals receiviny.,
f

training in the use,of the RSA Vocational:Rehabilitation Program Stan-

dards Evaluation System and in collection of information for performance

and procedural standards. The materials have been designed to be used

in conjunction with verbal and,visual presentation materials. More

detailed informaiion on the standards system can be found in two earlier

Berkeley Planning Associates' reports, the Program. Standards Analytic

Paradigm (Berkeley, Califoynia: June 11, 1982) and the Program Standards

Guidance Materials (Berkeley, California: November 17, 1981).

June 8, 1982
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INTRODUCTION A

The 1973 Rehabillfation Act ton'tained, among its many other provisions,

a requirement that evaluation stand ds be devised and implemented to I

measure the performance of the V gram in achieving.its mandate. Ovpr

the last four ylrars, Berkeley Planning'Associates, under contract to th'e

Rehabilitation Services Administration, has developed a reyised system of

evaluation standards. Two distinct sub-systems of performapce measures

were developed. One, the proposed Program Evaluaiion Standards, evaluates

the federal-state VR programs. The other, the proposed rOjbct -Evaluation I

Standardi, measures the effectiveness of individual projects, as well as

aggregated prograM autilorities funded by RSA discretionary funds. During

the last three years, these ,systems were pretested in six model state evalu-

ation units. In,this pretest, 13PA assumed the responsibilities which will

ultimately be under the authority, and perhaps rtual,execution, of. RSA, A,

providing,training in' the instrumets and procedures for their administra-

tion, providing technical agsistance to the states in conducting the pretest

and analyzing their data, hnd providing the basic reporting of the states'

performance.

1,

4

The final recommended Program Standards consist Cf eight .Performance

Standards and associated dp_ta elements; and five Procedural Standards and

associated data elements (see Table 1). The PerforMance Standards pertain

to service outputs and outcomes (e.g., coverage, effectiveness, impact),

while the Procedural Standards pertain to seryice mefhod and process (e.g.,

case handling). -If implemented, the program Standards would require a

revised reportingsstm for all state hencies. The,federal administration

would, in turn,Igenerate information for measuring, the achievement of overall
,

program goals and for monitoring key processes which protect client interests.

In addition, the 'system design iincludes ainechanism for analyzing and under-

Stalding the facOrs contributing to'goa.1.4.achievement, and for applying that

understanding in Support of federal and sfqte program managers andlpolyy
.

makers in deiisioht regarding changes in program proceddres and policy; state
,

needs for technical lassistance, and program needs for further investigation.
"Ar
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Table 1

VII Program Standards and Data Elements: Final Recommendations, 19811%

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS Ap DATA ELEMENTS

1. Coverage

1,11 shuli seme the maximum proporeion of the potentially eligible target population, subject

to the lei,e1 of federal program funding and priorities among clients.

(i) Clients served.per 100,000 populotion
(ii) Percent severely disable4 served

2. Cost-iefectiveness and Benefit-Cost Return

The 1,R program shall use resources in a cost-effective, manner and show a positive.return to
society of investment in'vocational rehabilitafion of disabled clients.

(i) Expenditures per competitively employed closure
(ii) Expenditure per 26 closure
(iii) Ratio of total VR benefits to total VR costs (Benefit-cost ratio)1

(iv) Total net benefit from VR serlAces (Discounted net present value)

3. Rehabilitation Rate

VR shall maximi:e the number and proportion of clients accepted for services who are
successfully rehabilitated, subject to the meeting of other standards.

(i) Percent 26 closures
(ii) Annual change in number of 26 closures

6

4.. Economic Independence

Rehabilitated clients shall evidence economic independence.

f(i) Percent 26 closures.with weekly egrnings at/abpve federal minimum wage

. (ii) Comparison of earvngs of competitively employed 26 closures to earnings of employees 1

in state

S. Gainful Activity

There shall be maximum placement of rehabilitated clients into competitive emplo)ment.
Noncompetitive closures shall represent an improvement in gainful activity for the client.

(1) Percent,26 closures competitively employed
(ii) Percent competitively employed 26 closu'res with hourly earnings at/above federal

minimum Kage
(iii) Percent noncompetitively employed 26 closures showing improvement in function and

life status (implement after FAI/LSI pretest)

6. Client'Change

Rehabilitated clients shall evid:ehce vocational gain's.

(1)
(il)

Comparison of earnings before and after VR services
(In addition,changes in otheestatuses, and functioning ability, when such measures

tiecome available)

Retention,

Rehabilitated clients shall retain the benefits of VR services.

(i) 'Percent 26 closures retaining earnings at follow-up
(II) Comparison of 26 closures with public assistance as primary soufce of support at

closure and at follow-up
_OW Percent noncompetitively employed 26 closures retaining closure skills at follow-up

(implement after FAI/LSI pretest)

S. Satisfaction

Clients shall be satisfied with tAe VR program, and rehablkitated clients shall apftaise
VR services as useful in achieving arid maintaining,their vocational objectives.

(1) Percent closed clients satisfied with oKei.all R experiene
(ii) Percent closed clients satisCied with; counselor, physical restoration,

lob training services, plhcement services
(iii) PerCent 26 closuresjudgingservices received as 'llsefdl in Oktaining their ob/

homemaker situation or in current performance

,



Table 1 (cont.)

PROCEDURAL STANDARDS

9. R-300 Validity

Information collected on clients by the R-300 and.all data reporting systems used by RSA'

shall be valid, reliable, accurate, and complete..

10. Eligibility

Eligibility decisions shall be based on accurate and sufficient diagnostic information.
and 4R shall continually review and evaluate eligibility decisions to ensure that

.

decisions are being made in accordance with laws a d.regulatIons.

ir
II. Timeliness

VR shall ensure that eligibility decThions and client movement through the VR process
occur in a timely manner appropriate to the needs and capabilities of the cliegts.

12. IWRP

VR shall provide an Individualized Written Rehabilitation Program for each applicable
client and VR and the client shall be accountable to each other for complying sith this

agreement.

13. Goal Planning

Counselors shall make an effort to set realistic go.als for clients. Comprehensive con-

sideration must be given to all factors in developing appropriate vocational goals such -
that there is a maximum of correspondence between goals and outcomes: competitive goals

should have competitive sutcomes and noncompetitive goals should have noncompetitive
outcomes.



iv

This Trainee Handbook is designed as an introducition to-the Program

Standards Evaluation System and its uses. It is intended to provide the

Yeader with an overview of the sys.tem's individual componentsps well as

the 'system's overall logic. Individual chapters have been developed to

-provide fuller-detail on the conceptualization and implementation ofspec-

ific dspects of this system.

,

9
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A-1

AN OVERIEW OF THE ,

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS SYSTEM

DESCRIPTION OF THE VR STANDARDS: HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

*

The Federal-State Vocational Rehabilitation (VR) Program provides
A 401 I.

resources to disabled persons who confront handicaps, and have vocational A

potential. The institutionalization,of the VRAProgram, which became laW
\.4

.

in 1920, was assisted by the compelling economic argument that a self-
,

supporting citizen was preferable, in terms of the national welfare, to a

disabled persoh who was dependent upon public Support. Initially, the

legisration was concerned with providing the physically disabled the medical

services necessary for them to find jobs. In subse0ent.amendments to the

legislation, the scope of eligibility and services was expanded to include

services to thd family of the handicapped and to cases! of psychological .

disorder, alcoholism and drug abuse. In addition, the Rehabilitation Act

of 1973 inpluded a mandate to serve the severely disabled, those with the

most handicapping conditionvand in need of more intensive services.

Consistent with-the historical emphasis on employment, the success of

service to a client has been measured by Whether or not the
4
client is "closed

,

rehabilitatecM or placed in a work'tituation for at least,6O days after

closure. Competitive employMent has been the favored placement, but success

may also be claimed for placement in.sheltered employment or*in a hoMemaker

or unpaid family worker situation. Thee last two options are considered

'successes because performance of these roles, may free other family meMbers to

' enter'the work force.

The 1973 Act alsosontained a provision calling for the. development and

use of program performance standards. Specifically, the Aet 'provided'that:

V

"The Secretary shall develop and publish general standards
fox evaluation'of the prOgrams and project effectiveness
in achieving.the objectives of this Act..." tO.L. 92-112,

Section 401(3)(6)]

11



'A-2

.'The first standards,.published ih 1974, wereprePared by RSA and

reviewed by members of the Council of State Vocational Rehabilitation

Administrators (CSAVR). hes standards'identified a number of features

in the rehabilitation proCess. The performance of each state agency

was to be compared against other agencies. States would learn about

their comparative performance after each state result was included in

the standards analysis.

For standards which focused heavily on compliance with the spirit

and management of the rehabilitation process, data elements or Statistical

measures which drew upon regularly reported client and program data were

identified. The norm for performance on most elements waAlset as plus or

minus.one standard deviation from the mean performance of all state VR

agencies.

While the,original set of standards met the requirements for reporti g
\-

set forth in the Act, RSA sought further refinement in the system. A' seco d

developmental activity was supported to build upon the state's experiences

with the first standards in order to develop a better system. In 1975,

RSA contracted with the 'urban Institute to u6 a much more analytical

approach to refin.ing till standards, The Institute had proposed the develop

ment of a simulation model of the rehabilitation system, and the ultimate

setting of standards performance levels baged upon an analysis Using the

model.

' In its final reports; the Institute critiefzed the existing standards

system and recommended.development of sophisticated statistical techniques

needed.for comparison of state programs leading to a comprehensive micro-

,
simulation or "overall evaluation framework." The Institute effort resulted

in. focusing RSA and state attention on a number of conceptual and analyticaf

problems and issues inherent in the development of standards. -It did not,'

however, result in changes in the existing standards.

In the* Fall of 1976, RSA gain callekfor further development and'
A

refinement of the standards iough a contract with BeAeley Planning

Associates' (BPA). This wo)i called for a,new conceptual approach to the

deve'lopment and refinement 'of the standdrds.

The states' reaction to the 1974/75 staridards pointed to the need

for reassessing tile content and purpose of a performance standards system

12
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for rehabilitation% BPA's new design effort began with An ezamination of

.

alteinative conceptual approaciles to tha develOpment of siandfrds. A reliiew
. (-:V

-

v ,

df standardS-setting in 'other .sOcia.i.
.,i

service fields
1

showed a variety of
,

, .

It4proatches, from:a fOcus:rf inputs.(either as structuTal or ."gatee- eping "

eligibPity standards),toprocesses: (measures of "best_ practice") to 6acomes"----

i

.0 . .

..,

Cor program mpatts). After aflalysis of the strength's-alid weaknesses of
. .

these al natfie approaches, an approach.whichemphasized prbgram outcome
. ,

,

was recommended.- In 1978, BPA developed-a.
. .

Atandards, focusing on several measures.of

tion, several seandards'for procedUre were

Following the development of the revi

extensive pre-tet of the Scs--th,,in six sample state-S.
eo

as WI as a carefia reKieW orthe system by nuMerous experts
-

regblted in another wave of,frevisions in 1981. .

BPA's final recommended standards and dat/ elementSfor/measuring

and monitoringtheiy adhievement are shown in Tab4e 1. This table 'dom-

.pares these standards and.data elements to the BPA 'proposed standards of

1978 and -to the existing standards pfomulgated and in use since the mid-1970s.

set of pvIsed gerformance

rehabilitation success. In addi-
,.

defined. ".

sed standards, BPA conducted An

This experience, ,

.

in thefield,

A close examination of the table mill reveal that the changes between.the

two BPA recommended seis of standards are relatively small and technical,

as compared to, the differencesbetween the BPA standards and the existing

standards. Reviewed individually, the standards are as follows: .

The first standard addresses,coverage, or the extent to which the

vocational rehabilitation program' is serving the eligibleLtarget population

The need to ensure accessibility of services to .all the eligible disabled

-

A

is of paramount importcince to RSA and the states. The first data element

-- clients served per 100,000 population -- provides a proxy meastire of
-

coverage of eligible.popillation. The second measure -- percent of clients

served who are severely disabled -- reasures achievement of the priority.

legislated for the seyerely disabled by Congress..

. 1VR'Program Evaluation Standards: , A Critique of the State of the Art.

Berkeley Planning Associates, Berkeley, California, January 7, 1977, pp.

42-48.

, 2AlterRative Conceptgal Approaches to-Standaxds (Working Paper #2),

Berkeley Planning Associates, Berkeley, California, MarIch 25, 1971.-

3
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Table 1 ;

Evolution of VR Program Standards

Performance Stards

11"
le

1161 helis.d hVAJStandards

1. VR shall scrc the maimum propor-
tion of the potentiallypeligible

_target population, subject to the
level of fedeial program funding
and priolities amon# clients'.
(i) Clients serl.ed per 100,000 4,

;pdpulation
(ii) Percent severeleisabled

t.

2. Tlie Vit program shall use resources

in a,post-effective marpier and show
,a positive return to society of
investmcnt In vocatimal rehabl1i-

.<1.......tation of disabled clients

penditures per competi-
tiely'euployed.closure
Expenditure per 26 closure
Benefit-cost ratio
Discounted net present
,value

3. VR shall ifiaAirJze the number nd ,

prop.ortion of clients accepted for
serxicee,who urc successfully r,e-T
habilitated, subject to the

' meeting of other standards

(1) , Percent 26 closures
(119* Annual change in number of

. 26 cl- osures '

r .

*,

1.

1976-1978 BM Standards

VR shall serve the maximum pronkr-
tion of tile potenycally eligibte

target population, subject to the
level of federal program funding
and priorities among clients

(1) Comparison of caseload served
.to expenditures

(ii) Clients serirefl per 100,000
populatkon

Th)14 VR p
..
ogram shall, use regourceS

in a cost-effective manner and show
a positive return to society of
investment in vocational rehabili-
tation of disaplcd clients

-GO
(iii)

(iv)

Expenditure per.competi-
tively employed closure

Expenditure per 26 closure
4Benefit-cost ratio

Discounted net present
value

3. littchald maximize the number and
proportion of clients accepted for
services who arc successfully re-
habilitated, subject.to'the
meeting of other standards

,PerCent 26 closures

197S General Standards for Evaluation

1. To ibure that the rehabilitation program is serving the
cliable disabled population 5nd that these services arc
procd.in aW equitable manner

(i) tstimate of the total population eligible for VR services
.r(ii) Number of actepted cases servea (statuses 10-30) for

theyear
(iii) -Percent of annual increase or decrease in number of

accepted cases served (statoses.10-30)"
Number of cases closed rehabilitated during the year
(status 26)

Accepted cases (statuses 10-241) as a percentage of the
total of cases closed not.acceptedr(statbs 08) plus
those cases.accepted (4tatuses 10-24)

4,

4. To insure that-available.resources are utilized tO achieve
maximum.operational efficiency

(i) Avevage(case service Cost per aosepted case closure
(statuse. 26, 28 and 30) where case service cost to

the stay vocational rehabilitation agency was
-

involved

Percent of clients, receiving rehabilitation services
at no cost to the vocational rehabilitation agency
Percent distribution of total vocational rehabili-
tation dollars spent,for hgcncy operations each
fiscal,oyear as reported on the RSA-2 expenditup
report

Average case servi.ce cost per type of'vocational
rehabilitation case service involving cost to the
state agency, and percentage of individdals re-
ceiving specific'vocational rehabilitation service

(v)

2. To insure that rehabilitdted clients aie placed in gainful

employment suitable to their capabilities,

(i) Percent of those placed in competitive cmployment
(wage and salary earners and self-employment)

(ii) Percent of those places in noncompetitive employ-
ment (sheltered workshop and others)

(iii) Percent of those pluzd as howmakees
(iv) Percent of those places as unpaid family worker
(v) Pprcent of those placed in business enterprise program

" This data element does not appear in the 1979 analysis.
15



Table 1 (contibued)

Performance tandards (continued)

198! Revised GPA Stanbrds

4. Rehabilitated clients sh'all evi-
dence economic independence

(1) Pefcent 26 closures with
weekly earnihgs at/above
fcderal minimum wage

(ii) Comparison of earnings of
competitiyely emplqyed 26
closures to earnings of
employees'in slate

't t,

There shall be maximum placement
of rehabilitate() Llients into
coirpetitive employment.' doncom- ,

petitive closures shall represent
an impiovemcnt in gdinful activiy
for the client

(i)

(lig)

Percent 26 closures com-
petitiveq employed
Percent competitively em-
ployed 2G closures Nith
hourly earnings at/above'
federal minif.lum wage

Percent noncOpctitively
employed 26 closures
shot.ing improvcaent in
fuhction and life stiitus

6. Rehabilitated clients shall evi-
dence iocatiohal,mins (client
change)

(1)

(ii)

Comparison of earnings
befere and after VR ,erviccs
(In addition, changes in
other statbses, and func-
tional ability, when such
meas(jres become available)

16

1976-1978 BPA Standards 1975 General Standards for Evaluation'

4. Rehabilitated clients shall el.i-
dence increased economic indepen-
dence

(iii)

(iv)

Percent 26 closures with
weekly earnings at/above
federal minimum hole
Comparison of earnings of
competitively employed 26
closures to earnings of
employees in state
Comparison.of earnings be-
fore and after VR services,
Comparison of 26 closures
with public assistance as
primary source of support -
before and after VR services

S. There shall be maximum )lacement
of rehabilitated clients into
competitive employment. Noncom-
Tetitrve closures shall be in

..,'eceordance with the IWRP goal and
.N

shallvrepresent an improvement in
.gainfai/activity for the client.

Percent. 26 closures com-
petitively employed
Percent 26 closqres with
hourly earnings at/above
federal minimum wage
Percent noncompetitively
employed 26 closures showing
improvement in gainful
activity
Percent 26 closdres with com-
petitive outcome's or with 1

noncompetitive outcome and ,

noncompetitive goal

2. To insure that rehabilitated clients arc placed in gainful
employment suitable *their capacities

(viO Average weekly earnings in the week before referral
of all rehabilitated clients, including clients with
zerodivnings

(viii) AveraW weekly earnings at closure of all rehabilitated
clients, including clients with zero earnings

z

2. To insuhe that rehabilitated clients arc placed in gainful
. employment suitable to their capabilities

tr

(i) ' Percent of those placed in competitive emploYMenti
(wage and salary earners and self-employment):

4
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Table 1 (continued)

'Performance ltandards (continued)

ea

c
k

1,
MI Pe,IsL,I BP' Standards 19761978 BPA Standards 0 197S General Standards for Evaluation'

0

.

.

. Rehabilitated clients shall retain
the benefits of VR services

(I) Percent 26 closures retain-
ing earnings at follow-up

(ii) Comparison of 26 closures
wish public assistance as. .
prim,iry source of support

at closure and at follow-

up e

(111) Percent noncompetitively
employed 26 c,lesures re-
taining closure skills at

follow-up

'

. Clients shall be satisfied 'with

the klt program, and rehabilitated
clients shall appraise VR services
as useful in achic+,ing and main-
taining their vocational objec-

tives .
. .

.

.

(i) Percent closed clients

.
satisfied with overall VR

4 experience A

(ii) Percent closed tlielts satis
Tfled with: information pro-

vided, counselor promptness,
physical re.,torat4on, job
training services, place-
Meta services

(iii) Percent 26 closures jAging
services received as useful
in obtaining their job/home-
maker situation or in Cur-

. rent performance

.

7.

1

.

.

1Vocationalgains shall be attri-

butable to VR services (causality)
e

(i) Comparison of earnings
change from referral
closure of 26 closures
'to C5rnings change of

. control group

.
,

,

Rehabilitated clients shall
the benefits of VR services

PErcent 26 closures retain-
ing earnings at follow-up

(ii) Comparison of 26.closures

with public assistance
primary source of support

i
at closure and at follow-
up

(iii) Percent,noncompetitively

. employed 26 closures re-

. taining closure skills

follow-up
,

Clicnts,shall be satisfied with
the YR program, and rehabilitated
clients shall appraisp VR services
as useful in achieving and main-
taining their vocationallipeb-
tives

(i) Percent closed clients
satisfied with overall

experience
(ii) Porcent closed clients
o. satisifed with specific

aspects of VR

(iii) Percent 26 closurds judging
services received' to havC
been uscl in obtai ing
their job/homemaker $
tion

(iv) Percent 26 closures ju
services to be t Aeful
current qerforma nce o

job/homemaker situa t

Ar

to

a

.

retain

as

. .4

,

.

at

i

VR
.

.1.

tua- '-

ging
n

the

n

..

.

/ .

.

.

. '%

6. To inrure that clients closed rehabilitated retain the benefits

obtained from-the rehabilitation pro ss

(0 Percent of rehabilitated c onts still employed at time

of follow-up, specifying ne year,' two years, or three

years after closure
(ii) Percent-with eqrnings at follow-up, mean earnings at

follow:.up

(iii) Percent increase or decrease of earnings at follow-up

*iv) Percent of rehabilitated clients (status 26) tmomplo (A

at follow-up for: less than one month, one to^thr o

months, four to six months, seven to 12 months, m e

than 12 months , .

.

' * e . ,.,

9. To insure that the client is satisifed with the vocational

rehAilitation.servi-Cs s developed with the counsslor

(i) Percent.of clients rehabilitated throughout the fiscJ
year (status 26) and not rehabilitated (statuses 28 plus
30) throughout the fiscal year who express satisfaction
with die following, specifying one year, two years, or -

three years: /
..

Ca) counselor's willingness to listen to client's ideas
and suggestions in developing the IWRP

,Ch). adequacy'of informationa)rovided by counselor to a

Clients foT understanding their disability
(c) promptness in the delivery of-services ,

A (a) kind Of training received .

off,(e) benefits of training reocived .

(f) assistance in seeking job And final employment

'(g) results of physical restoration services

4.
(iv) Peftentage of clients contacted during the folly-up

period who stated they would reco4nd vocationdlmm

re4abilitation to a disabled friend 4

19
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Table I (continued) .

Procedural Standards*

.""

4

BSI Rcvlsca SPA Stinda . 1976-1978 BPA Standards 197S General Standards for Evaluation

. Information collecLed on clients
by thc`R-309 and all datu re-
porting systems used by ttSA shall
be valid, reliable, aceucate, and
complete ,

1.

.

10. Eligibility decisions shall be
based ori accurate and sufficient
diagnostic information, and VR
shall continually review and
evaluate eligibility decisiens to

OK insure that decisions arc bCing
made in accordance with laws%
and regulatiorls

11. VR.shall insure that eligibility
daisions and client movement
through the 1,'R process occur

a timely manner appropriate
to the needs and capabilities

-
of the clients

,

,

.

I
,

.

,

.
.

.

-

12. VR shall provide an individ-
' ualized-Written Roliabilitation

Program for each applicable client
and VR and the client Shail be
accountable to each other for com-
plying with this agreement

9.

10.

11.

12.

Informqion collected on Clients
by the R-300 and all data re-
'porting systems used by RSA shall
be valid, reliable, and

complete

Eligibility decisions shall be
based on accurate and sufficient
diagnostic infermition, and VR
shall continually review and
evaluate ckigibility decisions to
insure that decislons'are being
made in accordance 'with laws
and regulations

VR.shall insueArthat eligibility
decisions and client movement'
through the VR process occur
in a imely manner appropriate
to the needs and capabilities
of the clients

.

.

g,

.

i
),.

N

Po/
1

P

VR sh341 provide an individ-
ualized Written Rehabilitation
Program for each'applicable client
and VR and the client shall be
accountable to each other for com-
plying with this agreerat

Ili
.

.

.

.

.
'N.

-... .

..
.... 1 .

a
.

4

.
, .

. ..

.
.

.
.

.

u

_

A .
I

% .

A

) .

To insure that undue delays are avoided in providing clients
with VR Services

.1. -

(i Average timelrom combined referral-applicant statuses
lk,in (statuses.00-02) to closed not accepted (status 08)

(ii) Average time'in extended evaluation (status 06) for
cases closed not accepted (status 08)

(iii) 'Average time from combined referral-applicant statuses
(statuses 00-02) to accepted statuses for cases closed

,
rehabilitated (status 26) and closed not rehabilitated

, (statuses 28-30) during the fiscat,year
(iv) Average time in extended evaluation (status Ogj for

0 dases closed rehabilitated (status 26) and closed not
rehabilitited (statu4es 28 and 30) -during the f4ca1
year I.

(v) Average time from accepted case statuses (statuSes 10-.
24) to closed rehaidlitated (status-26)

(vi) Average time in accepted case statuses istatuses 119-
24) to closed not rehabilitated after rehabilitation

. program was initiated (stals 28) 4
(vii) Average tinfe in accepted case statuses (s;atuses 10-

24) to clesed not rthabilitated before the rehabili-
tation$program was initiated (status 30)

i.

.

' ' / .

1
.

NroLLdural Standardz, ark. nut mLasured with data elements, but through case review ,nd use of designed instruments. For more information, please
ste BPA's Report on the Pretest of the Revised Vocational Rehabilitation Program Standards, Volume 2, Draft, 16 July 1981.

r. 2u
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Table I (continued)

reiformailCe S taada rds. (coin I ruled),

!IN! 1.4.1., ,d I l'A indards -

1.

1976-1978 BPA Standards 1975 General Standards for Lvaluation

a

I.

>1

e

a

5. To2 insure 'that manag42ble-sized caseloads arc Aeintained

(I) Number of caseload carrying counselor man years
(ii) Number of authorized and ffinded full-time,caseload

carrying counselor positions

44ii) Number and percent of rehabilitation ;Counselor turnover,
i.e., hiring rate, and sepai'ation rate .r

(iv) Average size of caseloads as of Septenber 30 per number
of authorized and funded caseload carrying counselor
positions ,

(v) Descrqe the.process, if any, diqployed by the state
for each of the following functans: caseload manage-

ment; caseload monitoring; caseload review

7. To insure that the need for post-employment services is satis..
fied

(i) Percent of rehabilitated clients in the previous fiscal
year (statue 26) receiving post-emOloyment (post-
closure services during the 12 months following closure

(ii) Percent receiving the following types of'post-employMent
services of the total receiving post-employment services:
(a) diagnostic and evaluation
(b) restoration (physical and mental)
(c). .training

(d) guidance and counseling only
(c) maintenan6

trantportation
(g) other '1

8. To insure that agencies are consistenly identifying rebsons wHY
clignts arc not successfully rehabilitated

(i) Percent of status 08,28, and 30 closures.by the
following reasons:
(a) iunable to locate or unable to contact or moved
(b) handicap too severe.or unfavorable medical

prognosis
(c) refused services orfurther services
(d) death
(c) client institutionalized
(f) transferred to another agency
(g) failure to cooperate

(h) no disabling condition.(08 closure only)
(i) no vocational handicap (08'closure only)
(j) othör

(ii) Cases closed not .rehabilitated (statusee 28 pfus 30)
as a percentage of the total accepted cases closed
(statuses 26 plus 28 plus 30)



Tab4e 1 (continued)

Procedural Standhrds (continued)

1931 'Revised BM Standards
r

1976-197S EPA Standards 1975 General Standards for Evaluation
,

13. Couns.lors shall make an effort
to Net leafi,.tic goals for clients.

Comprelienalve consideration must
,be given to all factors in (level-

oping appropriate vocational goals
such that there is a maximum of
,wrrespondence between goals and ,

outcomes; competialve goalsshould
have competitive outcomes and non-
competitive goals should have non-
competitive otitCompas:

,

-

.

'

.

.

..

2. To insure that rehabilitated clients are placed in gainful 4

employment suitable to thefr capabilities

(vi) Those who received training related to the job family
in which they were placed (as identified by the first
digit of the Dictionary of Occupational Titles code)
as a percentage of the total number who received
training

.

t

I
.

/
,

9
4. 25
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The second standard addresses directly the cost-effectiveness of

the state program's overall use of resources, and the beneflt-cost returns

from investment in vocational rehabilitation seivices. The first two data

elements measure the colt of achieving desirable,outcomes -- first, expend-

itures per competitively employed closures, and second,the expenditure per

26 closure. The focus on-competitively emplpyed closbres recognizes the

policy decision in RSA that such a closufe is, the prvgrams h1hest priority

The second two data elements focus on the two accepted measures of benefit-
,.

cost returns -- the benefit-cost ratio and discounted present Talue. the

benefit-cost model developed at Berkeley 'and used over the years by RSA

and many state agencies for reports to Congress and state legislatures,

and which was favorably reviewed by many independent specialists, is the

model used to generate"these summary'data elements. The mOdel is'to 6

expanded by incorpqration of subsystems being developed by the Texas Institute'

for Rehabilitation Research (TIRR) kor taking the less monetary benefits of

increased functional capacity and other aspects of independent living into-
.

account.

The third standard monitors the quality of service outcomes being

achieved by the program and uses the traditional data elemints of percent of

closures which are successful (the.26 closure) and annual change in the

number of 26 closures. These data elements have a long history_of use and

acceptance in state programs as measures of how many clierqs VR is success-

fully serving.,

The fourth standard focuses on whether rehabilitated clients evi:-

dence increased economic independence, recognizing that VR's.most basic

purpoie is to assist disabled persons in finding gainful employment that

will permit.their economic.self-sufficiency. Two data elements compare the

wages achieved by rehabilitants to national standards (the minimum wage)

and to state Alorms (earnings of employees in the state). These again are
-

measures of ihe quality of service outcomes.

The fifth standard focuses on competitive and non-competitive

employment outcomes in order to assess the quality of ,c:losures obtained by

VR agencies. The first two data elements measure the percent of 26 closures

who achieve competitive employment, and among these the percept employed at

or above the national standards of the minimum wage: The last data element
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1.1

recognizes that competitive employment may not be the appropriat placement

for all clients, buf that it still is important that rehabiiitation services -

achieve improvements in gainful alltivity for those clients for whom emplor-

merit is not the goal'. For non-competitive.closures, then, a data element

measures the percent showing improvements in function and life status': The

instrumentation for determining Such improvements is being developed 6y

, others for inclusion in the MIS, and-will be pretested in subsequent Years

-- by ASA:

The sixth standard is directed at measuring client change before and

after service. The 1978 standards recommended probirii causal relationships

between-services and outcomes andirudglrig how much of the gain exhibited by ,

t'
clients is really attributable to the services they receive. This was because

.

both clients of VR and non-clients may show, over the same time Reriod,
0 4 . .

increased earnings, increased levels of skills, and other vocational gains.
A-

After pretesting a range of measures, including the_use of comparison groups

of unsuccessful closures, data elements are recommended which, simply measure

"before:after" changes in earnind.,(when MIS data beComes available) in
-

functional capability. Thege measures are highly limited for-iliputing caus-

ality to VR service impact but they provide some control for the client's

capability prior to services. BPA has recommended that.the mandate. for

esthb/ishing causality be fulfilled throughTiodic controlled research'

studies of clients on a national level as part ef gupportive evaluation under

taken by RSA. The complexity of such.research makes it infeasible for
A

completion by state programs as part of their routine, ongoing evaluation

activity. -Thus the focus:of the standard.becomes one of measuring client

change, rather than establiShing that the clients' change ds due to 'R

,services. 4
0

The seventh.standard again monitors quality-of serVice outcome arid

overall program effectiveness, and focuses on the retentiOn of client.benefits
A .

from VR services over time. The data eleMbhts draw on follow-up data after

case cloSure to monitor retention of earnings,by individua1.26 closures, theI

, . t

percent of 26 closures whO remain non-dependent on public assistance as their

1 2

.. ,
Nimary source of,support, and the percent of non-competitively employed 26

closures who retain their enhanced independent living and functional skills..
#



The eighth and last performance standard monitors the consumer's

appraisal of services -- client satisfaction witlf VR services. Two data

elemenp include measures of client satisfaction with overall services and

various aspects of services (e.g.,'counselor promptness, th<quality of

placement servicesj. The third data element moves beyond satisfaction to

monitor &e client'sjudgement that services i.eceived were useful in

obtaining his/her job or homemaking situation,

Abandoned in the proposed standards revision are those elements in

the existini standards which focused on post-employment services, manageable-
. 1

sized caseloads, the reasoni for unsuccessful rehabilitation, and the length

in time of the service process. The proposed new performance standards
.40

monitor outcomes and cost-effectiveness, not serPice procets!

'In addition to the performance standards; the revised proposed standards

.include five procedukal standards that do focus attention on critical pro-

cess areas and on data validity. Assessment of performance on these standards

is to occur using.instrumentation and procedures (modifications of the Case

Review Schedule developed by the San Diego, State RCEP,IX) developed for
P

gathering uniform data from.state agencies. The procedural standards focus

on the validity and completeness Of R-300 data, the need for eligibility

decisions to be based on adequate diagnostic data and to conform to federal

laws' and regulations, the desirability that eligibility decisions and move-

ment through,the,VR process be cppleted in a timely manner appropriate to

the needs of clients, compliance with the requirement for the Individualized

Written Rehabilitation Program, and the need for realistic goal-'setting.for

,clients and adherence to the.policy of seeking competitive employment out-

corks mhen feasible.

PURPOSE OF THE REVIISED PROGRAM STANDARDS SYSTEM

, Three principal,purposes.underline all'of the developmental work

BPA has conducted on the Standards System. Simply put, the primary'

purposes of the program standards are:

to guide the behavior of state VR agencies towards greater

achievement;,

28 .
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to make available information on the state VIZ agencies

achievements with respegt to the goals and functioAs of the

VR system, as Measured by the standards data elements; and,

to identify possible problems and corrective actions, when-

ever state VR agencies are unable to reach their objectives

for achievement.

A

Guiding the,Behavior Of the State VR Agencies.

One unique feature of the revise standards system is that it is

/oriented to guiding ahd changing the behavior of-the state VR agencies in

new directions, not just reporting on past.behaviot. Whereas the current

standards system calculates perfoumance norms based upon central tendency

measures for the nation as a whole, the revised standards system is

designed to allow setting ff future performance goals, based upon the

individual stite's past performance. In the revised system, each state

(1) sets its Own objectives under the standards for evaluative comparison;

and (2) has the option of deciding which other state programs, if .any,

should provide appropriate comparison for assessing the state's'performance.

State agencies can consider such things as their past program performance,

their available resources, the detand on these resoutses, and their

particular policies when setting their performance goals.

In short, the revised standards system replaces.a federally-directive

set of "after the fact" norms with future-oriented goals set by the indi-

vidial state programs. By setting goals in advance, the VR system can be.

guided in the directions dictated by the states and RSA. However, it

should be noted that no sapctions are built into the,Prograt Standards
. ,

system. That is, no punitive actions arp tied to the failure of a state

VR agenv, to meet its objectives. Funding decisions are also not based
,

upon the achievement of certain objectives. Instead, the revised standards

system is concerned with flagging problematic attainment, investigating

.possible problems, and identifying and taking corrective actions as

necessary.'

29
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Providing Information'

The revised standards system shares with the existing standards system

the purpose of providing information to RSA, to the state VR agencies, and

to other interested parties,such as OMB and Congiess,on the achievement of

state VR agencies. Infdrmation will be provided on the VR program as a

whole, an0 on each state VR agency. Information will be provided on

current achievement, as well as past achievement. Morepver, other informa-

tion Televant to the VR program will be provided as part of the revise&

standards system.

Identification.of Problems and of Corrective Action

Another unique feature of the revised standards system is that

it does not stop when a state VR agency does not meet its objective on a

particular standard data element. Instead, a newly-developed data-based

decision support system identifies possible problems and corrective actions.

This system is designed to ehable pirogram managers to quickly identify whether

possible problems can be identified or whether further invesiigative research

is required. ,

Summary

- In sum', thefocus of the new standards system is state agency.manage-

ment improvement and evaluation capacity. The federal role is proposed as

one of necessary data provision, the generation and making available of

comparison data as appropriate, and the prOvision of technical asrstance

to the state agency for interpreting staldards data and identifying how to

improve program performance.- The leadership role,in improving state per-
..

formance is assigned to the individual state agency under the revised

standards system.

30
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STRUCTURE OF THE PROGRAM STANDA7S SYSTEM

The Program Standards system has several components, as shown in

Figure 1:

Standards and Data Elements. A set of eight Performance

Standards and fiye Procedural Standards, with associated

data elements', measures the goa4 and functions of the VR

program with respect to coverage, cost-effectiveness, impact

of client services, compliance, data quality, and the process

of service delivery.

Process for Setting Performance Objectives. A process for

setting objectives for each state VR agency on each of,the

standards data elements provides clear expectations for. .

achievement, expectations that are set in conjunction with

each agency.

Reporting System. A reporting syStem presents the levels

of achievement of state VR agencies on the measures of the

goals and functions of the,VR'system which are captured in

the standards data elements. The system also identifies

those state-VR agencies with difficulties in achieving

their performance expectations. Background information

on past achievement, the achievement of other state VR

agencies, the components of the data elements, and on

information data elements are also presented.

.4o Data-Based DecisiOn-Support System. Possible reasons for

problematic attainment of i-particular state VR agency on

a particular data element.are identified, either through

ifivestigation by program managers or through further

evaluation research. In addition, corrective actions,

are identified'for each possiSle problem.

As can be seen from Figure 1, all four of these components aie

oriented to the management of the VR program.

- 31,
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Vigure 1

The Program Standards System

fl

StandaxdO and Data
Elements-Measuring
Goals and Functions
of VR Program ,

Process for-Setting
Objectives vis-a-vis
the Standards

Management of the
VR System

Decision-Support
Sstem to Identify
Problems and
Corrective Actions
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Viewed another way, these components work together in a cirdular fashion

to insure that the information generated through the careful application of

the standards by program managers is retained within the vocationa rehabili-

tation system for the benefit of future clients. As illustrated in Figure 2,

the cycle begins with the agency identifying specific objectives for the

system and then developing reliable and valid measures for addressing these

objectives. Next, the agency and individual program managers work together

in determining the performance goals for each mdasure.. Once the system has

been designed and the method for determining success established, the system

is then rey to begin operating. Monitoring of the system takes place through

the careful implementation of all data collection 'strategies and through the

regulf reporting of thi$ data to the funding agency. Having gathered all of

the required data, the agency can then begin assessing the extent to which

the program's goals were achieved and ddentifying the reasons behind the .

program's inability to achieve certain goals. -As a result of this analysis

and data review, certain changes in the program's policies, procedures, or

components may be made to improve the program's overall performance. Suoh

, changes are reflected in At, agency's setting of new-perforthance,gbals and

the establishment of new operating procedures.

The following discussion explores each of these stages in greaterdetail

and offers Specific examples regarding how the revised Program,Standards

System adheres to this model.

I

Jdentify Objectives and Measures

As previously discussed; the objectives f the standards can, be

,/'/-summarized into four Concepts:

Coverage: Is the agency,adequately addressing the scope and

type of needs of its eligible target populations?

Efficiency: Is the agency sufficiently productivp, given

the resources available o it?

Impact: DIIII e agency help to improve the'quality of life

of the indivdual clients it services? Does the agency return

more benefits to society (in terms of wages, taxes, and other

benefits) than the societal costs-it incurs (e.g. taic revenues

expended)?

4. 3 3 1
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Identify

Measures

Figure 2

Operating Model for the

Revised Program Standards System

Set Performance
Goals and Plan
for Operations

Program Responses
changes in policy
changes in procedures
changes in program
components

\\--IIformanee
Assessment and
Policy Analysis

4

Operations

Data

Reporting

Data

Colrection
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Compliance: Are elibility decisions made in accordance With

the laws and regulations? Are all of the regulations being

adequately addressed?

Each of the 13 Program Standardare designed to address one or more of

these four broad objectives. In some instances, improvement in one of

jese areas may come at the expenses of another area. 'Or'example,-a

program may decide to provide services to more tli nts (i.e. increase

coverage), and therefore require greater resources, a decision which

may result in the program being less cost-effective. Similarly, efforts

to improve impacts may tesult in an agency spending,more resources on each

client and consequently, reducing its eiciently level or reducing its

ability to serve as many clients. (i.e., reduce coverage). These trade-

offs occur continuously throughout the life of a_program and are

by A host of political and service considerations. While these trade-offs

may result in various objectives being weighted more heavily than others

at a given point in time, such.trade-offs do not alter the fact that these

four objectives comprise the basic foundation of the standards system.

It is one thing to express a program goal such as "increased

'economic independence for clients" or "use of resources in a cost-effective

manner." It is another thing to specify the mqasures for such concepts.

Criticism of the earlier standards make it apparent that it was the measure

rather than.the concept.of standards or the standards tHemselves which were

. found lacking.

To identify the most appropriate data elements for the standards, BPA

first reviewed the availaisilility of data at the state and federal levels.
4

The VR system has an extensive clienf-based data system, based upon stage

agencies sending data on closed cases to RSA annually, in addition,to a

number of reports and plans containing aggregate data. To pretest alternative

measures, BPA used annual data tapes and other relevant sources to determint

which of the possible measures best expressed the intent of the standard,

which were most readily constructed from existing data systems, and which

would be of most use to program evaluators and administrators.

36'
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c.

As an example of the measurement problem and the direction taken for

resolution, considerIthe first,performance staudard, which relates to

coverage:

"VR SHALL SERVE MAXIMUM PROPORTION OF THE POTENTIALLY

.
ELIGIBLE TARGET POPULATION, SUBJECT TO THE LEVEL OF FEDERAL

PROGRAM FUNDING AND PRIORITIES AMONG CLIENTS."

A serious methodological problem -- that of eptimating those !Toten-
.

tially eligible" for service -- impedes the precise measurement of perfor-

mance on this standard. No regularly collected population survey indicates

the nUmbei of individuals With a handicap who has vocational potential nor

is it possible,to derive these estimates through cross-tabulationor other

manipulation of existing surveys.

In spite of the lack of a precise measure for the target population,

coverage'is an important aspect of performance. Therefore, in the absenqe

of a precise estimate, a coverage "proxy" was identified. Clients served

per 100,000 state population. While this measure assumes an equal proportion
4P

of disabled across all states (an unlikely situation), it has been broadly
-

used by state and.RSA as a measure of-coverage. Thus it has practical
.

utility for VR managers, currently. Moreover, if uSableiestimates of the

target population were to become available latei, the:dafrelements or

measures for the standard could be refined or re_Sp.p44i64.9So long as

the program mission and vanes remained the samei:VisOtaiidards would remain.

However, changes in program knowledge or in data availability or experience

with use of the standards might result in changes im the data elements,

or even additions to the standards themselves,as measurement problems are

resolved

Set Performance Goals and Operating Procedures

A major shift in the proposed standards system is for state agencies

to S6g :their own objectives, in terms of levels of expected performance by

which the state program is to be monitored and "held accountable." The
,

existing standards draq'upon central tendency statistics to judge whether

a state program performed adequately in the past year.1 The central tendency

statistical approach, while descriptive, did not exam9he the level of typical
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,

performance with what was reasonable, or desirable, but instead automarIcalry

generated "failures" and "successes" among state programs. The more similar

state,agencies, the more arbitrary the central tendency approach becoves.

Finally,_ because the cent al tendency approach required the data for all

gtate programs to be avai able so that the distrib ion could be calculated,

performance "norms" for state programs were depen t upon the timeliness

of state submissions of data. ,- a

The new system for setting performance objectives places responsibility

within each state to set its own objectives for the level of performance

to be.achieved in an upcoming fiscal year, rather than continuing with the

post-hoc system based upon national norms. When setting performance objec-

tives, state agencies might be 9,nticipated to look t their past performance,.

at the,levels of performance being achieved by other state programs that

agency staff view as comparable, at the performance nationwide, and at pend-

ing changes in state economic conditions, policies on client and service mix,

and other unique state factors which might affect performance. RSA may
iv

provide technical assistance to the state agency in identifying appropriate

levels, and participate in the state's setting of its goals, but the lead and

principal responsibility in setting objectives for performance for the coming

,fiscal year would be with the state agency. The new sYstem recognizes. that

state agencies best understand the needs of their programs, that there are

appropriate differences among state agencies in policy priorities, and thai
.

.

it is the state agency which must accept that there afe performance problems

.or shortfalls if needed improvements are tb be identified and implemented.

A particular advantage of this reliance on state agencies to set

performance level objectives is that it permit4 the standards system to

,be used for monitoring and assessing the ongoing program. State agencies

can use their in-house data systems to monitor individual data items

on a monthly.or quarterly basis, and to see if the program is on target

in terms of moving toward annual goals or sustaining acceptable rates of

quality closures. Thus, the standards Ipluation system can provide much

more immediate feedback to pr,ogram management to lead to improvements in

performance.

38
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Eventually, state agencies or RSA will s t performance levels that

would indicate "poor" performance. In some cases, this would involve a level-

setting process-that is informed by, but not set by, statistical norms.. For

example, some data elements might best be Set as policy levels, not statis-

tically; it is conceivable that all states could be performing poorly or

adequately on a given-data element, and that the cue that triggers examina-

tion of the problem should not merely result in some subset of states being

identified as having a problem if all states have problems. Data elements

recommended for performance levels being set by policy makers as opposed

to being determined by data include: lii (percent severely disabled)

4ii (comparison of mean weekly earnings); 3i Cpercent.closures that are 26)1 .

and benefit-cost. Review of past statistics will help in goal-setting.

However, BPA strong/y urges that the current post hoc statistical norms

system not be used by state agencies as the basisfor flagging problems.

Rather, performance levels shouldvbe set to reflect policy goals and be based

upon reasonable expectations in light of the state's past performance. Trade-

offs between coverage, impact, and efficiency should be explicitly considered

in setting state agency goals. While states may/use the approa, to central

tendency for descriptive information dnd comparison purposes, such statistical

procedures should not set the performance levels for the standards, or be

the sole basis for state investigation.

Implement the System and Begin Data Collection Efforts

In order to acquire the data necessary to determine the extent to which

each state is meeting its performance objectives, uniform data collection

procedures must be developed and illplemented. As previbusly discussed,

one of the criteria used in determining the data elements for each of the

13 standards was the current availability of the data at both the state

and federalilevel. Building.upon the existing R-300 system, BPA developed

a number of additional data collection instruments to Complement the range

of information currently available to RSA through the R-300. The following

discussion briefly summarizes the data collection procedures for both the

Performance and Procedural Standards.
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Performanse,Standards

The Performance Standards are designed.to be calculated each fiscal

year. States alreadY have been routinely Collecting much of the daia

required by the Performance Standards. Of the Seven separate data sources

used for the Performance Standards, three are in reports that have been pre-

pared for RSA historically; or on new-report designs:
.

the RSA-300 Case Service Report (providing data on individual

11.client outcomes);

the RSA-2 Annual Report for Vocational Rehabilitation (provid7

ing data on aggregateagency expenditures); and ,

the RSA-113 Quarterly Cumulative Caseload/Expenditure Report

(providink.data oh the agency's caseload flow)... 4'

RSA is currently involved in efforts to revise the RSA-300 and RSA-1I3

reports, in response to OMB requirements. Because of this, the reader should

be aware that the references tO-specific data items may not correspdnd to (

specific forms designs now underway.

The RSA-300 report woufd need a few additional data items to re4pond

to all the Performance Standards. It .11AS four parts which'are completed

at different points in the rehabilitation process: at first referral, at

completion of the referral process, at completion of the IW , and at

closure. The information gathered pertains to the clients' work status,

disability, primary source of support, the results of their movement through

t e VR system, and other demographic and personal informaiton.

The RSA-2 has been discontinued by RSA; the report's irdormation was
,

cluded as part of the proPosed RSA-113. However, references to the RSA-2

have been retained in order to show data collectors the type of information

. required. The precise location of the data (i.e., t report containing the

needed information) is irrelevant, as long as the data is accessible from
lY

som where within the state4agency acc unt,ing system.

The RSA-113 is a new report created by RSA to gather ,quarterly fefor-

mation about client flow withinftach VR agency. It shows how many clients the,

agency accepted,in the previous quarter, how many closures were made during

the previous quarter, and the types of closures. As well, the report pro-

vides informationon the number of applicants and entrants in extended

I.
r
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Standards, the standards also call for implementation of two different client

<6survew

the:Client Ciosure Survey (pt6viding information on client

satisfaction with VR services); and

the Client Follow-up Survey (providing tnformation on client

retentisin of benefits).
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evaluation; gives proiections on new adceptances and rehabilitations; and

provides informatIon on expenditures. However, as noted above, the expendi-

ture information is insufficiently detailed for some data elements.

In addition to the three program reports used for the Performance

"1

These two.surveys are administered as mail=back surveys, dompleted by a

sample subset of the agency's total group of closed clients for the given

fibcal year. The Closure Survey functions as the data source for measuring

a client's satisfaction with varibus aspects of his/her VR services and

should be administered as soon as possible after closure from:VR. In con-
-,

trast, the.Follow-up Survey is used-to measure clients' success in maintain-
, .

ing, over time, the "benefits" resulting from VR service: thus it is conce ed

with whether or not rehabilitated clients have retained their jobs, earni

levels, freedom from public assistance, andofunctiOnal abilities. The

Follow-up Survey is sent to the client one-yea'r after closure from VR.

Finally, implementation of the Performance Standards aill re4uire

, accessing two "exogenous" data sources:

the,anndal b.s. Census publication Statistical Abstract of the

U.S. (to provide data on the curcent federal minimum wage and

on state wage norms); and

the U.S. Bureau of the Census Current'Population Reports,

Series P-26 (to provide state popuj,ation estimates).

Any stAte may prepare the dtandards data items from state data.
,

If RSA we re to pregare4he item,states would submit the.necessary data to

RSA. 44- .

Procedural Stindardt

The Procedwal Standards will be reported for,agiven state agency,

every third-fiscal year,. RSA will conduce the data collection and will
I.er-

41
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k %

'report the results to each state
,

agency. Tim data.elements for the Pro-

--h. Zeddral-Standards consist of a number of individua4 information items

. pertaining ta various aspects of the particular issues addressed by a

-given Procedural tandards. Thus, RSA.and state agency program managers

e will be presented with information on "how things are done" in the agency,
. ,

- With respect to the key,processes embodied in he Procedural Standards.
,

It is intended for states io use the Proced al Standards to benefit their

program evaluation efforts and facilitate the improvement of services to

clients. e information obtained via the Procedural Standards will form /----:
, .

he basis agenci, decisionya_make apprOPriate changeS in practices,
IA

,

where current processes are 14qii-Aeeping with client interests and positive
..

A-2t

, I

,
program p ormance:

The methodology for implementing the ytocedural Standdrds reflects
. .

the desire to allow maximum flexibility to states in the VR process, yet

still ensure attention to the> teas addressed by the Procedural Standards;

,-6"---

,

-1.4 d provide sufficient data in these areas ta allow for program-wide,angI

sis. Ideally, a uniforM procedure would be followed by all states for

monitoring these process areas, even though states retain differences in
. .

the ways they .organize and conduct case service delivery. Indicators of

'compliance-with legal requirements, such as eligibility and'IWRP, should

be the same for all states; that is, the same questions should be asked
.

,

and the same summary data should be reported.

Most of the needs of the Procedural'Standards arp best met through

case review. Thus, a single case review process will be implemented to

address the case review ngeds of'four of the ProCedural Standards. This

proeess will use the Case Review Schedule (CRS), developed by the San

Diego State RCEP IX, frs the basic document for ProcedOral Standards data

collection. The CRS has already been mandated by RSA as the 'standardized
. .

instrument to be used by regional RSA offices whenever they conduct case

reviews. For Procedural Standards 10 (eligibility) and 12 (IWRP), the

CRS items essential to adequately assess comp liancehave been selected.

These items make up the Modified Case Review Schedule (MCRS), which is

xonsiderably shorterAthan the full CRS. RSA could choose either the CRS

or the MCRS as the instrument for collecting procedural Standards data.

,

4 2
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While the CRS is an appropriate vehicle for collecting compliance

data, it lacks certainitems needed to assess the validity of R-300 data

(Standard 9) or to assess timeliness of case service (Standard 11). For

these standards, two separate instruments have been developed to comPlement

the CRS. These two instruments have been incorporated directly into the

MCRS to provkde a unified data collection instruMent.

Finally, Staildard 13,on the correspOndence between the IWRP occupa-

tional goals and final outcomes,uses data from the R-300 and consequently

can be reported annually.

Data Reporting

The standards reporting system brings together the various sources

of standards input data so that a particular agency's attainment for a

specific time period can be compared to its objectives for the period. In

addition, the reporting system will provide the program managers with the

capability to flag and investigate problematic attainment. To do these

two things, the reporting system has been designed:d

to keep track of past Performance as well as current expectations;

to present the findings,in an. .easy to use, easy to understand way,

without unwieldy reports, emphasizing graphical presentations 'as

well as plain numbers; and

to make sure that the reporting of results occurs in a timely

fashion, so that future performance can be influenced.

The standards system is compatible with the kinds of data compilatiOns

routinely generated even now in many state agencies' internal informa-

tion systems. Thus, the evaluation standards System could Ile adapted by

individual state agencies for their use; the calculation of national

norms will require a national data system.

Tables 2,.3, and 4 illustrate the main reports in the Performance .

Standards system. The first set of repoils (One stat's eXample is seen

in Table 2) will show achievement on each, of the standards(for a given

agency. In addition to showing this year's performance, the table afso will

show the state's goal for the year, its last year's performance, and the

previous year's national norm. With this information agencies can see how

successful they were in meeting their goals, for each of the data.efements.

)'
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Table 2

ACHIC4CHENT UN PERFORmANCE STANDARDS

TEAK:

STA1C:

L9S..

CALIPORNIA

COVORAGE

(i) servea Der :.00.000
110DIAAIAVIon

:,everely alsgolea
servo:a

THIS ).980
ThIS YEARS NATI_
YEAR GOAL i9S0 NORH

XXX.A XXX.X XXX.X

AX.AX AA.AX xx.x.

CO.:if-C.I:YCCFM:NC.S.3 AND el:A:Li-J.1
COST Rr...TURN

,Exnaiures comnel.,-
.LsIv.41u C.Lo:mre ...)XX./XX %;XX.XXX AX.XXX $XX.XXX

0_1) rJer 264 c.Losur,.-) 4,XXXXX ',XX,XXX ')XX,XXX s,XX,XXX

o* .,.,o1.,a1 4R ,Jeneil.-.,s
cOsTA,

fotut-ne neneilt .1:rum Vi-c

servlces

PerCem, cosures

(ii) AnnunL cnange in numner
of ,6

Oe

4. viuumuN7.6

(.1.) c).osure.4.:, Wir.,E1

weeKtg o,i1rnlnns at/apt:we
.;eaera4 mln,mum wane

k.11). LomlJurL:mn oi earnincri
copmet.7:,u emvea.otlea..2o
closures v,o wvna.nds,or
A..reiDAntlee,s

XX.XY.

XXXX

AX.XX XX.AX

AAAA.A AAXA.A XAXA.X.

XXXZ XX.XZ XX.X:4'

XXXX XXXX XXXX

I.

XX.XX XX.X1

A . AX X . AX

.o c:Ani.tres
-XX.AZ XX.XX XX.x/ XX.X

i 1'.ercenT, connetitivelu
emoloyea 26 clotiures; wisn
lodriv earna.nns aI/anove_-_-
;eaeral minlmilM wage XX.XZ XX.XX XX.XZ

rerceni, noncomnetitivelv
eolDlogea :6 .'ouri.
imorovemem in tunczionIng
ana wr,a4.1s XX.X:f XX.XZ XX,XX XX..XZa
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Table 2

.4.

.ACHICV..:HCNI ON PkrORMANCE-STANDAROS (cont.)

'TEAR»

STATfl.: CALSFORNIA

THIS
THIS YARS ar IIE
YEAR GOAL L980 NORO

ad CLICNT CHANGE

C:ompurlsioh of earninas
ufter %,c;.

XAX2C.,0, 'AXXA.AA ',XAAA.XA AXXAAXXI

lull LIA101(.11::S 111 otrAt.,r i,tutuses
eine func-,Ionino xxx,Y, XXX.X -XXX.X XXX.XI

*.n,tn% ,0 rel;a1n-
_tun -:,Jrnaool. ionow7up

kii) Lompuri.:;m) of 26 clo..iures
w isrl nuDIIC assu,livance QS
nrimaru source ot qutoc,ort

c!.(:o-~urr uric ut t(DilDw-uh

.11.1) noncomne!:,I;Lve4t
e00.:110tit-U CIWAUr:5)
retuininu cLosuru I.e. UT.

a. SAii.'.WACTION.

A.

rcent Cer.: clierrcs
saILIstieri pith overaiL vA
ext.tfrience

r'orcent cLosea clients
satisiled with:

coumie4or

.pausic.L 'restorutLon

jot:, trhinIno serw..ces

Dju6me..ne,'servict:::i

NA.XA

XX..X/

XX.AX AX.AX

4
XX.4/

XX.X.A1

xx.U
xx.xr

xx.x/ xx.xzI

xx.xz

1...1......, '1:rct..711.., ..0 (:..0'51.1rt*S. j li C.: (11. n CI

'/ Le.:.:.i i 11.:zi.vell. iiii Wilt:I'll!. I-

..

1.11 ro.Y...1.0 iolici ,r0::i.r irmi
1on1,-11.1.v.;,:1' .,,i t. CI.11.% t',.1.1.)11 Or In

.
cur rt-tir. Tet.riOrtrie.kr)(:e; XX.XX xx.x;'.. XXAXX ,<'.;,.
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They can also compare this year's performance with last year's to, see where

they have and Save not improved. Finally; agencies"can aSsess their Current

performance in relation to recent national norms. This type of report

gives program_managers an overall view of agency performance,while at the

same time pointing out specific,strengths ana weaknesses, currently and

over time. A particular ,advantage of such reports is that their "turnaround"

time can be relatively short. The short turnaround time is possible because

fhe reports use only the individual agency's data (and a previous_ year's

national norm). Computing the current year's national or regional norms

requires data submissions from all relevant states. bus, production time

for reports like that shown in Table 2 will be a function primarily of the

agency's own data preparation.

In addition, reports could be prepared for each data element which'will

display all agencies performance.on each particular element. Table 3 shows

an example for data element 1(i). This year's goal as well as performance

in the four previous years will be presente

tion to compare their performance and th

encies can use the informa-
.

oals to other similar agencies%

By providing data for the four previous years, trends over time can be

analyzed. Agencies and RSA will be able to determine if performance has

steadily improved over time or if this year's performance is noticeably

different than previous years.

1w Finally, Talible 4 shows an example report of national performance for

each-data element for all agencies, and for general, combined, and blind

agencies. This allows a program-wide view of performance in VR. .

These three.types of reports will be generated routinely for all of
,

the agencies and all of the data elements. In addition, RSA and the agencies

will have th

t

apability to use thNystem to generate special purpose

rreports and nalyses. For example, the basic reports could be run separately

for special population. These may,take the form of statistical reports or

of graphic displays.

.

Finally, the system will provide access to a large number of supporting

information items useful in a lyzing 'the interpreting the routine reports.

These iniormation items feed in o the decision support system, disclissed

earlier. Based on any problems Lfhich emerge in ihe aze cy's standards
. 4-

performance, program manigers will inspect,particular information'items k yed

to thB various standards data elements."

60 46-
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Tab14 3

Ahi.:V:mCrif ON PJg0:0QMANCE'SfANDARDS: STAfE COMPARISON
s-

a Grlh:RAL. AND'COriiia.04.ED AGENCIFEn

STANDA:ZD1 I. GOW:i.RAGE

k-ATA C.Alemts

NAT2:6NA.... PORN:: XXX.X.

ALAArIA

ALASNA

ARIZONA

ARKANSW)

t:AUFORN.AA

COLORADO

CONNEC)1Cul

ZAIST. 1.11: 1.1)LohJA

7,LOR:OH.

6E0R6.:.A

vuHri

IDAHO

.1s.DIANA

; ;,:AW.-;AS

rIft

MARYLAND

MICHit!iAN

MINNEbfrIA

MISSISSIPPI'

raSSOUR1

THIS
YEAR

Servec per ?.00,000 PoDulatioll

THIS

GOAL 1980 .1979 1978

AXX.X' AAX.X AAX.X AAX.X XXX.X

xXX.x XXA.A AXA.A MX.X. XXAsA

XXX.A AAX.X XXX.A XXX.X XXX.X

AAA./ XXA.A xxx. AAA.A

Aii.X AXX.X AAA.X

AAA.A XXX.A XXX.A

AAX.X XXX.X XXX.X

A/0./1 XXA.A XXA.A XXX.X

Xx:/./ AAc./ XXA.A xxx.x XXX.X

XXX.A AXA.A, XXX.A. XXX.X XXX.X'

KXX.A XAA.A XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X

XXX.A1 XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X

xXX.X ;AX.X XXX.X XiX.X XXX.X

XXX.X AAA.X XXX.X XXX.X, XXX.X

xXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X *XXX.X

XXX.X AXA.X. XXX7X. XXX.X XXX.X

XXX.A "xX.X.X XXX.X XXX.X AXX.X

XAX.X sAAA.A XXX.A. XXX.A XXX.X

AXX.A A/X.A XXX.A XXX.X XXX.X

AXA.A AAX.X XXX. XXX.A XXX.X

AAX.X XXX.X XXX.X 'XXX.X

XXA.X XXX.A XXX.A XXX.X XXX.X

AAX.A xXx.X .xXX.X XXX.X

AXA.A XXXrA X.A XXX.X Xs*X.X

,XXX:X, XAX.X XXA.X XXX.X XXX.X

XXX.X XXX.x XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X

XXX.X XXX..X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X.

II

1977 s

111

Rxx .

XX>: . X I
XXX .

x >GC. x I

xxx.x
XXX.XII
xxx:xit
xxx.x
.XXX.X11

XXX.X

XXX.X11

XXX.X

XXX .X I

XXX.X

XXX. X

XXX. X M.

XXX .X

xxx..xI
XXX."Y,,

XXXI
xxx.x.
xxX...X

)(VC>: ir
XXX,X

XXX. X

XXX.x
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Table, 3 (continued)

ilmiriWorli ON i:'ERFORMANCE STANDARDS; STATE COMPARfSON (cont.)

GEN6-(AL AND COMKNED AGENCIES

57.fiN1iciRg):: t . COViERAGIF.:

DATA

NnTi6rA...

AG,Ti.UY

nON44.,A

0,EVr:1),m)

NEw nEXi.CO.

f.41Ew TORI:

*1.1(0

!If:v.1'116

4,ILf k,%N:t):.r;')j-1

4,i.SCONbiN

miGhiM0

TIA1,10

(i) Giients Sered per,?.00,(WO,PoouTation

NORM:

THIS.

XXX.x

THIS
YEARS

-
1'

YEAR GOAL i980_
1979

...POP= OP. ..,1=.

1978 1977

XXX.X, XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X xXX.X XXX.X

XXX.X xxxx XXXX XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X

XXX.A AAX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X

AAA.A XXA.A XXX.x XXX.X XXX.X

xxx.X Xxx,"A xXX.X XXX.X XXX:X XXX.X

XAA.A XXX.X XXX.A XXX.X XXX.X

xxxl XXX.X xxx.x xxx.x

AXA.A XXX.X XXX.X. .

AAA.): x.XX.X XAX.A XXX.X

AXS.A AAXX XXX.X XXX.X XXAx

XAX.X AXX.X 'XAA.A XXX.X XXX.X

AXA.A AAX.A XXAA XXX.X XXX-.X XXX.x

4X7,1, AAX.X XAX.A XXX.X XXx.X XXX.X

XAAA i0X.A XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX:X

A*X.Y. AAX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XX.X.X

AXA.A XXX.A X.AA.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X

XXX.X AAX.X XXX./. XXX.X ,XXX.X XXX.X

W/X XXX.X` XXX:X

AX1.1,

A/0.1?

XAA.X.

AAA.A

xXX.x

XX/.x

XXX.X XXX.X

xxx.x

):XX.X

XXX.X

AAA.A xXX.X XXX.X XXX.A

AAAh,X XXX.X 'XXXI);

XXX.): XXX.X XXX.): XXX:X XXX.X XXX.):

x/X.A XXX.X ,XXX. XXX.X

xXX.X AAX.A AAA.A XXX.X xXX.X XXX.X

XXX.X XXA.A XXX.X XXX: X XXX

XXX.X AAA.. A XXX:X XXXrX' XXX..X XXX.X

1' :48
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Table 3.(continued)

AHIEW,HENT ON PE:.OR1ANCE STONDARDS4, STATE COMPARISON

6GENCY

.:000EUIVU)

DELAWARC

IDAHO

:r1WA

,;ANSAS

04:ENTUCKY

mAssAf:HuSI:Xi

mICi-6GAO

nIONCiSOYA' r.

viC5:assiPN

erISSOUi:Y.

,IONTAI\q,

NE.BriWil<A

NEA

NEo

NORI'r

QR1::o0N

-,ENOSYLVAN7A

T:1 fdwOUNA

TEXA:'4

uTAm

JEROON1

VIRISENXA

WASH1NOON

BLIND Aci!:NGIES

STANDARDg L. COW:RAGE 0

ClATA (1) Clients Servea per 1.00,000 Poyulation

NORm: XXX.X4

THIS
#.

THIS 'YEARS
YEAR GOAL 1980 1979. 1978

XXX.X XXX.X :XXX.X XXX.X XXX..X

XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X

XXX.A XXX.X XXX.X' XXX.X xXX.X

XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX,X

XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X

XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X

XXX.X XXX.); XXX.X XXX.X' XXX.X

41XXX.X. XXX..X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X

XXX:X xXX.X XXX.X XXX.X .XXX.X

XXX.X XXI;X XXX.X. XX.X.X XXX. X

>cxx.x wx.x- -vkx.x Xxx:x xxx.x
AAA.): XXX.X XXX.X XXX0X XXX.X

XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X

XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X

xxx.x xxx.x xxx.x xxx..x xxx:x

1977

111

1XXX.X

XXX.X

XXX.X

XXX.X

XXX.X

XXX.X

XXX.X

XXX.X

OX.X 0
xxx.x
XXX.X

XXX.X

XXX.X
1r

x x.x- xxx..x xxx.x xxx.x xxx..x xxx.x

xxx.x xxx.x xxx:x xxx.x xxx.x xxx.x

xxx.x, xxx.x xxx.x xxx.x xxx.x xxx.,x

XXX.X xxX.X XXX.X XXX.X xXX.X XXX.,X ;

4

LO:ax XX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.1( XXX.X '

It KXX.X :PfxX.X XXX.X XXX.X, xXX.X XXX.X., :II

XX::.X 4`XX.X XXX.X -XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X

XXX.X XXX.X , xXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X II
I

XXxox XXAUX AAX..X14' XXXO0X xxxax XXXO.X.1
1.

AXX.X XxX.X XXX.X' XXX.X XXX..X4, XXX.X
,t

XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X

XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X: XXX.X XXX.X XXX. MC91 ,
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Table 4

ACHICVEmt.:Ni ON PERFORMANCE STANDARDS

ALL AGENCIES

) rEA1- L9k

NAM GEN- COM-
NORm ERAL.V BLIND BINED

1. COVERAGE

' 1:1 Clients servea per !.00.000
oopulation

aiuublea

XXX.X XXX.A XXX.X XXX.X

4A.K/ AX.x/ XX.XI

2. LOST-1-70.;riva::: ANU BEwEFIT

26 ci6sure
,

OT ;h !Jenetits
VR cw.ts

Co.rda oenefic, irom

RWTE

kl) e'erce-nt closures

ill/ AnnuaL crIgnne in number
oi closufes

4. EuuNOmiC LNDLr'LNDENCC..
. , .

il eer,eenT 4.4'4 (:lowlres witrt
weeKLu.eqrninw; 11./th)OVE.
-).2.1.2.e.P,,J. Minimum wuce

i til!- LOWIT)..tri,i011 01: earnino o
(:UM1')..Ve-.- employee 26
closur-1.1 -rm t..-urnl.no.5

e07-...Lotrt

, 7
)ipit0;,,L

l'ecrcent closkires CnMnOt-
114Vely kmpAoyea

ve,rcon.f. comPkvti.tivelu
..:6,cldsures W17,r .

rtourLq,eurningl, tianove
minimUm waqe%

c11.0 .n'tt.'noncomoetitivelu.
empluua ..1!6.t;ipsures .nowino
'.1.mvrilve.ment, in funcx,ionino
,and tfe s'yltus'

%.,Xx,xXx s-x ,XXX SXX,XXx

XX,xxx ,>XX,XXX sXX,XXX

XX.XYN XX.xx* xX.xX XX.xX

XAAA.A XXXX.A iXXX.X

XA.A:

XX.XX

X./X

XX.XX.

'xxxx XXXX ,XXXX

,

X.XX

xX.X: XX.X% XX.X
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Table 4, (continued)

?ACHIEvi ON WERFORNANCE SJANOARDS (coni.) -'

-ALL lit:NCle:S

fEAA: 19u,

a. C,LI:ol CmAN611

Nmri. COMA'
NORn ERAL EtLfND BIWA.

(a. Comv.arion oi earnings
neiore 1.11W afti.:r vR
,:urw.cte, ''1XXXX.XX ':iXXXX.XX XXXX.M s=XXXX.11

CIOMULtd in-otner :31:al.:use5
ana Fonc( n doillw XXX.X 'X:XX.X XXXX XXX.X

k

III. 7...-.1:1,1.161)

..L) i'l(enl, ,:b closUres 1t.70.1.111 .

IOU 1,131'1)1001.) Ut 1Ula014-11 XX..A..: XX..0 XX.X.,5

"11
Ili) Loon:JarL:ion oi 2o ci9sures .

Witrk nunlic al,Als?tance us .

w., L.Los-ore Anc Ql.', ib).(1w-up., XX.:0( ; xx.XX XX..A XX.Al
cfrImkirq .:oltri7.2. ot tiuDvora -

-
k111) .-Qqc-,:n.:, moncomot,itLvetr

gAD.1.04(e ,:.0 cio,iures

-o1;.ow-it
f-t.7.,u.Liuil

XX:././ xx.YZ XX.X:f, XX,"
r4o c icpiurl AiL!. L' ot

8. SAFE::,r:AdfON

ki, r'ercens closeg cilems
Slati'lit10(1 witn.overall
oxperience

!.--ercenr,';Loseri. ciienT,s

" witn:

or 0

rer.oraGion

InerviceA

pIacemont serv1c.,s

H. . II
xx.x/ xx;P xx.xz XX.11

XX.0 XX;X::' XX.XX XX.11

XX.X:;: XX.X% ,,XX.XZ MAI
XX.XX -;X.X'if XX...X.%'

-

ocv:)1. JUILCInq
servIce kv;

T.A4.1.3% A0.)/

e10MM'11e.v.r :iltilIV,1011,0r in -

corren (q:1-formance ):X.XY Xx".X;:'

0,===44. al* au 40.0.7.1:.
-

Aroveovt4.
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0

1.

. Performance Assessment and Policy Analysis
a

Out of theesiandards reporting system will come the clear indicatiOn

that some agencies will pot haye met their objectives for level_of attainment

on some data elements. The standards systeM,doeS not stop there, however,

but instead provides a system foi investigating the causes for prOblematic

attainment and for developing Corrective actions as part of the decision-__

suppbrt system. This system is described in detail in the Analytic Paradigm

for thqtVR Program Standards,1 but can be ilrustratedbriefly here. Basicarly,

the decision-support,system is designed to provide VR program managers with

.0-1.z..-informat4on Which is:

relevant to the issues (i.e., problems).under sideration;

quickly and easily interpretable;

timely; and

. suggestive either of an immediate policy response to the

problem, or of further investigation-needed before an

appropriate response can be formulated.

The basic flow of the decision-support system is shown in Figure

3. Problematic attainment, where an-agency is unable.to meet its agreed-
.

4

upon objective for a particular standard data element, is the signal for

the process to start. First, program managers within RSA and within the

state VR agencies investigate the problematic attainment. If they are

able,to identify problems and possible corrective actions, then imple-
R

mentation is the next step. If not, then more forMal evaluation research

is called-for. Implementation of the correct,ive actions will affect state

VR agency operations in the next cycle of the standards system; As a

resurt of the corrective actions, the agency may be able to meet its ob.,-

jectives. Otherwise, the cycle starts anew.

As noted, the investigation of problematic attainment has been broken

into two parts:

1
Berkeley Planning.Associates, Program Standards Evaluation System,

Final Report Volume II, Analytic Paradigm for the VR Program Standards.
This report iS available from RSA.
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Figure 3

The Flow of the Decision-Support System
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no
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4
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'sible corrective
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no
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basic problem identification, carried out by program

managers.within RSA and within the' state VR agencies,,

usingthe'standatds.reporting system plus the managers'

knowledge af program operations;:and-

evaluation reserch, carried out by,evaluation researchers

A ,within RSA or'within the state VR _agencies, Or by outside

consultants, existihg data bases as Well'as new data

eolleciion.

These"two parts 'differ in who catries them out, but especially io the ex-

tent that the basic problem identification occurs in _a timely fashion,
ft.
ing the reporting system and the MIS-. If evaluation reseatch is re-

quired, then most likely corrective actions will not be passible in time

for the next cycle of the process. In tact,the results of the evaluation

research may not be avaV.able for'a year or more, given the nature of

evaluation research. This lag is the reasons that the investigation of

problematic attainment is.braken into two parts, so that timely corrective

actions 'can be taken, if possible.

The Process of Problem Identification

The process of problem identifiCation outlined below is to be Carried

out by program managers, within RSA and within state VR agencies. The

information for the problem identification will come from the standards

reporting system, as well as from the managers' knowledge of program 'V

operations. The proCiSs consists of tracing the possible problems by

first organizing the components of the standard, then examining as

"second-Ievel" indicators other data,elements and other informational

elements of the reporting system. Examination of these will then lead

to further examination of third-level indicators, and so on. At any

point in tracing out these indicators the problem may be identified to the

inanager's satisfaction. At that.poAnt, corrective action is formulated-.

Or, at any point initracing out these problems, further analysis in the

form of evaluation research may be required. This process is like.
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that normally illustrated by a decision tree. Of course, the process of

problem identification may lead down several paths at once. Also, more

than two liaths may need investigation from a particular node, or more

than three levels of indicators may have to be examined. The point is to

do the analytical tanking and utilize exlsting information to identify-
,

possible problems and corrective acions. This process is illustrated in

Figure 4.

If a data element shows problematic attainment, the first level of

analysis is to uamine the components of the element, dissecting the ratio *

or measure into its separate parts, to pinpoint the areas needing attention.

For example, ifthe numerical value of a ratio.is too large, the problem

may be in the numerator (too large), .tie denOminator (too small), or both.

Comparison of attainment on the data elements or their components with that

of other agenCies with 4131-1,ar programs, or historically, or on.other data

items, can help determine the extrnt,to Which'theindicator shows a real

problem or if there is a goodekplanation for the attainment.' The goal in

this analysi's is to seek explanation, or the identification of which

components or related measures pinpoint the areas to be explored further.

This analytical process may take several iterations before a cause is

pinpOintod. The first levels ofospe.09Apcesgs are Ipt,to be seen as complex

statistical analysis problems, but rather straightforward, simple program

comparisons that allow VR managers to progress through a dec ion tree,

diagnosing problems and using.program infor clusions

about probable causes. *Some branches-of a decision tree process may lead

to problems or investigations that requife complex stgtistical analyses,
A

,(
4

but only after several'levels of4he process have occurred.

Table 5 shows the decision steps in an example exploration; this ds

a modelmfor investigating the possible causes or problems if "expenditures

per 26 closure", data element 2(ii),is problematic.
1

4

1
The Analytic Paradigm, pr es similar decision trees for other

Perforthance Standards clata elem ts.
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First-level
Indicators

COmponent 1
i/s a problem

do;

Figure 4

Process-of Problea-reentification

Component 2 .ACorrective
is a problem-7 action

Second-level
Indicators

Thir&level
Indicators

Anothtr standards ,

Evaluationdata element
researchindicates a

problem

Informational
element in-
dicates a
problema

Informational Corrective
element -:/action
indicates a
problema

,

Informational Corrective
element action
indicates a
problema

Component 3 At
is a problem Evaluation

Research

a
An "informational element" is a piece Qf data that comes rom the MIS or other reporting system, butis not a standards data element.
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Table 5

Investigating Inada4aate Performance ,on Data Element 2(ii);
Expenditures rer 26 Closure

Scen-
ario

,

First Level Indicators

Impli-

cations of
First Level
Indicators

-

Second Level
intlicators

"Leading

Questions"
(and answer)

Third Level
Indicators
(if applicable) Research Questions

.

Cost/CTOsure cia7T7inTTIF-

1 Acceptable

,

.

Acceptable Agency is
achieving

too low a
proportion
of 26 clo-
sures

Standards Data
Element 3(i)

'76

Is the % too
low?

.

If yes, why?
-

If no, which.

clients or
components
cost too

m uch?

'

. ,

'None (go to next
column)

.

Administration
coSts

Service costs
to: .

-- 26s

-- 28s and 305
-- 08s

Vrom the rgsl_

Service costs
by service
type

Conduct Outcomes Analysis

.

1, What proportion of total costs go tO ad-
ministration? ,

, '

2. What is the average life-of-case cost for
each closure group?

3. What proportion of total life-of-casb
costs are spent on each closure group?

1. What proportion of current.service casts.
went to each service type?

2. What is the average cost of each service
type, for clients receiving that service?

.6428430)

.

2 Un-

acceptable
Acceptable Agency is

serving
clients
too

slowly:
achieving
too few

closuris

MIS element:

Post-Acceptance
Closure .

Rate .

(026+828430)
open cases

1. Ik the

service,
process
too slow?

2. Have we
had a recent

influx of
acceptances?

1. Timeliness
10-12/12-24

R-300 item 3,M,2:

Average time fron
acceptance to
closure (10-24)

MIS element:
rate of
acceptance

Which aspect of services for accepted clients
takes relatively too long?

None (end of investigation)
,

3 Acceptable

.

Un-

acceptable.

,

Agency has
recently

deveLoped
a bottle-

neck in
intake

process:
.

too few
clients
being
accepted
into the
system

1. Standards Data
Element 1(ii),

served (10-30)

1. Do we have
too few

applicants?

2. Does use
of Extended
Evaluation

account for
the low
acceptance
rate?

3. Do we have
too many in-

eligible
applicants?

11 of applicants

(From RSA-101)

1. R-300 item 3MI
TIP06 (06 takes
too long)

2. MIS element:
% 02 w> 06
(too many enter
06)

M1$ elements:
02 *1008 and
06 r> 08

_

Could outreach be made more effective?

.%

1. What kinds of clients are going into 06?
.

2. What kinds of services are provided during
06?

.

.

I. What reasons are given for cloSingoclients
ineligible?
2. From where are theSe clients being

.referred?
,

100,000 population/

(4,

2. MIS element:

Rate of Acceptance

0 of new status lOs
I new applicants +
M on-band applicants

I on-band 065
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The Column headed "first level indicators" shows four posSible com

binations of two other indicators, Cost/Closure and cost/case, which are

used to investigate an unacceptable (high) value of data element 2(ii).

Depending on acceptable or unacceptable levels of these indicators, a

different "scenario," or type of problem, is identified. For instance,

if both of these indicators are "acceptable," then this indicates that

the agency is achieving a 'proportion of 26,cloSureS which is too low.

This can be confirmed by referring to data element 3(i). If cost/closure

is unacceptable, but the coSt/case is acceptable, then the agency is achiev-

As can beeen here, this first-level diagnosising too few closures.

leads to in-dep h investigation of different parts of the system. The

table shows tI types of second- and third-level questions that could be

pursued, depending on the initial comparisons and explanation.

At each level of the investigation, the goal should be to quickly apd

more finely tne inon the precise nature (i.e., cause) of the problem.
,

Depend ng on the findings generated by a given level of the analysis, the

jprogr m.managei hay decide either: that further investigation is warranted
,,..-

before fotMulating a policyresponse; that the findings,are a.deqpate to

suggest afi cppropriate response; or that, despite. the adequacy of the

findings, no useful policy response can be offered (e.g.; due to prior
.

institutional, legislative, or funding c nstraints).
/

% The indicators used.inlhe.investiga ion of ptoblematrc attainment

-I

are grouped and sequenced in-suCh,a way as to answer increasingly detaile

questions. This allows panagers to go a fair distance in determining the

nature of the problem before needing recourse to'moresophisticated and

time-consuming "causal" analyses. This.is not to say that other sophis-
...'

ticated analyses are undesirable or unnecessary. On the contrary, they,

as often as not may,prove useful to managers in pinpointing precise causes

of problem performance. However; the,advantage of-this model is that it

allows managers to quickly investigate,and discard certain hypothesis re-

garding the problem's Cause, and there4re to more quickly direct the

investigatii toward what seems, to be,thetlikely cause. Once the likely

cause is identified through Use of the:indicatots, the manager can direct

the evaluationIce.search staff toconduct the needed causal,analysis.
, .

.
,
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Evaluation Research
. 05

As noted above, corrective actions may not always -result from the

problem identification procedure. Instead, the program manager may need

to Conduct "causal" evaluation research and prograth analyses to determine

the source of program performance problems. These (often multivariate)

analyses control for various state factors which simultaneously influence

performance. Such research often examines the VR program as an inter-

related system of activities and may require special data collection.

program Response

The key to effectivefy using the standards system as a management tool

ill rest with the ability RSA and the states to incorporate new proce-

dures or policies which may emer e from the careful analysis and review

of the standards' data. These changes may involve policy decisions;

federal and state congressional legislation and regulations; resource

committment adjustments; data system revisions; technical assistance to the.-

states; research agendas; university counselor tr nil-1.g programs; and

coordination with other programs. The primary actors with responsibility

for making changes in the standards iYstem are the same'as in the VR

system at large: Congress, OMB, Department of Education, RSA, Regional

Offices of Rehabilitation Services, state governments, and state VR

agencies. The set of actors and associated types of corrective action

include:

Congress, OMB, Department of Education: Funding levels,

allocation formulas, priorities to Client groups, procedural

requirements;

41. RSA: Regulations, moatoring, evaluation, Research (along with

NIHR), program development, guidance materials, training

programs, demonstrations; '

Regional ORS: :Technical assistance Zo ttate VR agencies,

dissemination of information; diffusion of innovations, training;
1

State governments: funding levels; and

State VR Agencies: same as RSA (e.g., regulations, evaluation),

eligibility determination changes, counselor traiDing, ease

management changes; service provision changes; management of

sub-units (e.g., districts, offices).
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Evaluating th4- Standards System Over Time

One of the problems with the current standards system is that no

evaluation of the use of the standards is included; For the revised

standiidS system, such evaluation is clearly-included:

The criteria tor evaluating the reviise& standards system are very

simple. The most important evaluative criterion is whether the attainment

of the state VR agencies is improving, in the areas measured by t46 standards

data elements. While it may be very difficult to prove that the cause of

the improvement was the implementation of the standards, at least the

attainment of the agencies after the implementation can be compared to

their attainment before the implementation. The second evaluation criterion

is whether thettate VR agencies are meeting their objectives. If they

never meet their objectives, then the objective setting process is not

working properly. If they always meet their objectiveS,.then the process

is also not working properly. Identifying for which state VR agencies,

for whiA data elements, or,'for both in,combination, which objectives

are not being met will indicate where attention needs to be paid.in the

standards system. The third evaluative criterion is whetfier the program

managers find the system useful. Program managers should.be regularly

canvassed for'their reCommendations.

Changing the Standards System

A key word for the standards system should be flexibility. As the

standards system operates, several factors outside the system may change:

the goals and functions of the yR program may change, necessitating

changes in the standards;

reporting requirements within or without VR may change, changing

what will be available for, the reporting system;

the actors,and types of corrective actions possibly may change;

actions taken by state VR agencies might push the:VR program in

undesirable directions, as state program-managers try to respond

to the standards system, thus requiring additional standards or

changed expectaiions; and

the achievement of the.state VR agencies may not be improving

ovet time.
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A number of factors inside the s$,stem may need Change:
'

some data eleTents may be found to have lower data quality than '

is acceptable ? and thus require new procedures or even replace-
/

ment;'

some of the data collection activities may require.change, because

of logistical uroblems;

difficulties in the reporting system and in_the reporting cycle

may arise; and

objectives b,eing set may not be correct.

As such, RSA must monitor the operation of the standards system over

time. In the beginning, the system should especially be closely monitored,

so that problems can be discovered early, and RSA mus .ready td change

the standards system as th. need arises.
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COMPUTING AND PRESENTING THE

EIGHT PERFORMANCE STANDARDS

OVERVIEW

411

The Performance,Stlftdards consist of eight goal Statements for the VR

program, and data elements to be used in measuring achievement of those

goals. The Performance Standards focus on outputs of the VR program:

that is, on client outcomes and agency productivity. They provide measures

of an agency's level of coverage of the eligible population, efficiency in

service provision, and impact on clients' lives.

States already routinely collect much of the data required by the Per-_

formance Standards. Of the seven separate data sources used for the Perfopm-

ance Standards, three have been in use or recently designed by RSA: '

the RSA-300 Case Service Report (providing data on individual

client outcomes);

the RSA-2 Annual Report for Vocational.Rehabilitation (provid-

ing data on aggregated agency expenditures); and

the RSA-113 Quarterly Cumulative Caseload/Expenditure Report

(providing data on the agency's caseload flow). .

The. RSA-300 report halyeen expanded to provide certain additional data

needs required by the Performance Standards. .It has four parts which arej

completed at different points in the rehabilitation process: at first refer-

ral,at completion of the referral process, at completion of the IWRP, and at

closure. The information gathered pertains to the clients' ork status, dis-.

primary.source of support, the results o:fqheir movement through the

VR system, and other demographic and peonal informatipn.

The RSA-2 has been discontinued by RSA, and the.rep4)s:information is

part of the proposed RSA-113., However,-we retaiii a referenceto the RSA-2

because the RSA-03-financial informatiort is insufficienily.detailed for the

benefit-Cost data elements.. Our concern is to shOw.dita cOliectorsrihe,type

of information required; thus we indlude the RSA-2 to. illustrate the speci-
. 404,01P-

fic information needed. The precise location, of the data (i.e., the report'

containing the needed information) is irrelevant, as long as the data is

accessible from somewhere within the state agency Accounting system.

a
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The RSA-113 is a new report created by RSA to gather quarterly informa-

tion about client flow within each.VR agency. It shows how many clients the

agency accepted in the previous quarter, how many closures were made during

the previous quarter, and the types of closures. As well, the reportl pro-

vides information'on the number of applicants and entrants in extended

evaluation; gives projections on new acceptances and rehabilitations;'and

provides information on expenditures. However, as noted above, the expendi-

ture information is insufficiently detailed, for some data elements.

In addition to the three.program reports used for the Performance Stan-
.

dards, these standards will alse require implementation of two,different client

surveys:

the Client Closure Survey (providing information on client

satisfaction with VR services); and

the Client Follow-up Survey, (providing information on client

vetention of benefits).

These two surveys are adminis ered as mail-back surveys, completed by a'

sample of the ageincy's total group oT6sed clients for a given fiscal year.

The Closure Survey functions as the data sonrce for measuring a client's

satiskaction with various aspects of his/her VIZ-services.' In order to tap

the person's opinions while the VR experience is still "fresh in mind," the

surrey must be administered as soon as possible after closure from VR.

In contrast, the Followrup Survey is uSed to measure clients' success in

maintaining, over time, the "benefits" resulting from VR service: thus it

is concerned with whether or not rehabilitated clients have retained their

jobs, earnings levels, freedom from public assistance, and functional

abilities. The Follow-up Survey is sent to the client one year after closure

4-om VR.

Finally, implementation of the Performance Standards will require access,

ing two "exogenous" data sources:

1M-6-annual U.S. Census publication Statistical Abstract of the

U.S. (to provide data on the current federal minimum wa& and

. on state wage norms); and

o The U.S. Bureau of the Census-Cui-rent Population Reports, Series

4
P-25 (to provide state population estimates),.

Bach,of these data sources will be accessed by RSA, and RSA will input the

required,data into the MIS for computing Of the relevant data elements.

_a



INSTRUCTION FOR COMPUT G THE DATA ELEMENTS
/

/

STANDARD 1: VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION SHALL SERVE THE MAXIMUM PROPORTION
OF THE POTENTIALLY ELIGIBLE TARGET POPULATION, SUBJECT TO THE
LEVEL OF FEDERAL PROGRAM FUNDING AND-PRIORITIES-AMONG CLIENTS.

Data Elements: (i) Clients served per,100,000 population

(ii) Percent of clients sevexely disabled

This.standard addresses the extent to which the vocational rehabilita-
,

tion program is serving the eligible target population. The need to ensure

accessibility of services to all the eligible disabled is of paramount import-

ance to RSA and"the states.

Data Element : Clients served per 100,000 population

Rationale

Although this data element does not provide a true esiimate of the level

of coverage of the eligible target,population, it provides an adequate:proxy

,measure of the target population in terms of the total state population. Also,

the data item is'currently used by state agencies and, therefore, has manage-

meni utility and validity as a performance measure.

Formula

Annual number of clients
State population (in 1001000's)

Data Sources

RSA-113

U.S. Bureau of the Census, Series P-25

Data Element 1(ii): Percent of clients severely disabled

Rationale

The proportion of severely disabled within a caseload can reasonably bq

expected to impact negatively tpon a state agencyl,s caseload size and On its

total costs. Isaih a high proportion of sev-6Fely disabled clients, time in

67
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process would be expeCted-to increase and counselor capacity decrease, thus

decreasing a program's overall caseload capacity. TO effectively assess' .

coverage, the proportion of the caseload that is severely disabled must be

-taken-into-account. Furthe-r, given the legislative importance attached to

service to severely disabled, it is most appropriate to include this data

elethent under the standard on cbverage of the eligible client population.

.Formula

Annual number of seveiely disabled clienti served
Annual number of clients served ,

Data Sources

RSA.-l13

STANDARD 2: THE VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION PROGRAM SHALL USE RESOURCES IN A
COST-EFFECTIVE MANNER AND SNOW A POSITIVE RETURN TO SOCIETY OF
INVESTMENT N 'VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION OF.DISABLED CLIENTS.

Data Elements: (i) Expenditures per*competitively employed 26 clogure

(ii) Expenditure per 26 closure

(iii) Rati6 of total VR benefits to total VR costs
(benefit-cost ratio)

(iv) Total net benefit from VR services.(discounted net
present value)

Two issues are addressed by this standaid. The first is the.issue'of

cost-effectiveness: with the financial resources available to'the stafe, how

successfully did it achieve desired objectives? The second issue revolves

around cost-bereft concerns: are we getting more out of the program than -

we put in?

Data Element f(i).: Expenditure per cOmpetitively employed 26 closure

tRationale
1

°

This data element compares total agency expenditures to the number of-

competitively employed 26 closures. It applies the most strintent criteria

,to the measurement of cost-effect,iveness by focusing on only those 26 clo-

sures who are competitively employed at the time selAices terminate. While

r .
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this-data element closely parallels element 2(ii) (expenditure per 26 closure),

it is included because of the long-standing consensus that competitive employ-
*

ment is the highest quality and most desirable type of closure obtainable.

Formula

Total agency expenditures
Number of competitively employed 26 closures

.

Data Sources

RSA-'2

RSA-300

s

Data Element 2(ii): Expenditure per 26 clqsure

Rationale

This cost-effectiveness measure-relaxes the measurement criteria, assess-

ing value to all types of rehabilitations. It recognizes that some clients

are not ,capable of.achieving competitive employment and that other empLoyment

outcomes can represent achievement commensurate with these clients' abilities.

This data element compares total agency expenditures to all 26 closures, thus

capturing the effect of gainful activity, whether it lies in the realm of

competitive or noncompetitive employment.

Formula

,Total agency. expenditures
Number of 26 closures

-Data Sources .

RSA-2

41- RSA-300

60
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'Data Elements 2.(iii) and (iv):

(iii) Ratio of total VR benefits to total VR costs (Benefit-Cost ratio)

(iv) Net total benefit from VR services (Discounted net present value)
.

Rationale

Because

these two data elements are very similar in concept, they ill be'

discussed together. Beiefit-cost modeling of social service delivery steMs

gurrently enjoys wide acceptance as a measurement tool, with usage extending

far beyond the VR field. The figures proyided by,benefit-cost analysis yield

a single number which is an immediate indicator of program success. Unlike

cost-effectiveness measures, which'determine the unit costs for achieving a

given objective (such as costs per competitive closure), benefit-cost models

estimate total behefits and total costs in terms of dollars. These models

are neutral, with regard to type of.delivery strategy. As such, they do not

penalize agencies which choose to spend more per client in order to roduce

better results. Because of their surface simplicity, and because they are a

popular sophisticated analytic- tool for evaluating program worth, benefit-cost

measures of the'VR system ara included in the Per.formance Standards.

As a review for the National Science Foundation has noted, benefircost

applications in the VR field are more extansiVa and have generally been re

sophisticated (or at least at a higher level of technical quality) thanin

most other social service and manpower program areas.
I

There are a number

of models available for us. In one case, RSA commissioned the development

of a model for outine use by the program, which was designed to be adaptable

to the needs of many users (i.e., state agencies, RSA contracted evaluation

studies, RSA itself) and to be capable of periodic updating and refinement as

new data became available. That model, developed at tbe University .of Cali-

fornia, Berkeley, and subsequently refined by BPA staff, has been used by RSA,

several state agencies, the Urban InstTtute, Abt Associates, National Analysts,

and Greenlcigh Associates, aMong others, usually under RSA recommendation. .

7.
1

Berkouitz and Anderson, PADEC -- An Evaluation of an Experimental Rehab-
ilitation Project, Rutgers University, 1974.

-Frederick C. Collignon and Richard Dodson, Benefit-Cost Analysis of
Vocational Rehabilitation Services Provided to Individuals Most Severely
'Handicapped (ISMHI, Apri4 1975.
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This model is the basis for the two data elements proposed for use in measur-

ing benefits in relation to costs in terms of:

(Benefits)
a ratio

. ( Costs )

a net difference (Benefits-Costs)

Currently, the BPA model does, not account for gains in functional ability'

and life statusjalthough it does include monetary valuations for the unpaid

output of don-wage earning rehabilitants). However, the model is currently

undergoing revision bY a project at the Texas Institute for Rehabilitation

(TIRR), which will develop subsystems within the model to account for such

functional and life status gains. Because of these impending revisions, we

cannot include,the precise mathematieal formulation for the model in these

materials. However, upon final revision the benefit-cost model will be incor-

porated within the MIS, and the interested reader can obtain documentatioR on

the mathematical formulation from RSA. Further, We can specify the components,

of program benefits and program costs which are in the current version of the

model, and which will remain after final revision.

Both of the benefit-cost data elements use the discounted present value
*

of social
1
benefits and costs, and rely upon the same components to arrive at,

benefits and costs. These components are as follow:

Benefits

discounted value of paid earnings;

change in output of homemaker closures;

change in output of unpaid family workers;

1.
A

,

comparison of the full costs and benefits of a VR program cansbe
undertaken from several perspectives. Perhaps the most common benefit-cost
perspectives arc the "taxpayer" perspective and the "social" perspective.
In taxpayer BC, we compare direct administrative and service costs of the
VR program as well as the costs of other government agencies providing bene-
fits and services to the client population (SSI, $SDI, Food Stamps, Medicare,
other employment and supportive services) with benefits such as taxes that
successful rehabilitants pay from their earnings and savings in public assis-.
tance. Social BC takes the broadest perspective, incorporating the widest
range of costs and benefits and including on the cost side, for example, costs
borne by clients and, on the benefit side, client earnings as an addition to
the GNP.

7.1
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change in "after hours work" (e.g., homemaking tasks performed

by wage-earning rehabilitants);

fringe benefits;

change in output of families of rehabilitants (as a result of

rehabilitantS assuming homemaker tasks);

reductions in public assistance benefits; and

repeater costs (a "negative benefit").

Costs

total program costs during the fiscal year, 'minus carry-over

costs and maintenance costs;.

costs borne by parties other than VR;

research, training, and demonstration costs;

benefits forepne by clients during participation in VR ser-

vices (i.e., any wages and fringe benefits foregone by clients

with earnings at referral); and

client-borne costs for VR services.

The Model uses two basic types of input: (1) "variables" which are

input or coMputed,from program documents (e.g., the RSA-300 and RSA-113)

for the year in question; and (2) "parameters" which take the form of cOn-

stants which are derived by estimation or inference based on previous related

research, current macroeconomic conditions, and so forth. Again, we cannot

include an exhaustive list of all the input variables and parameters which

will be required by the final revised model. Upon final model revision, the

interested reader may obtain docu7entation on all input variables and pare-
-

meters from RSA.

A few final notes are in order with regard to the components of the
4 I,

cdtrent version of the model, as listed above. The costs associated with
:7

homemakers and.unpaid family workers are the same as those for any other.26

closure. The benefits of a:homemaker are determined,by estimating the "worth"

of homemakers in the'genera:1 population; that is, by estimating the dollar

value of the various functifOns performed by a homemaker. The worth of dis-

abled homemakers is assumea to be some proportion (less than 1) of the worth

of homemakers in general. 6This proportion is then estimated to be the same

as the proportionate yorthrf disabled workers to normal workers. Unpaid

'

72
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family workcrs are treated similarly. The value of a sheltered workshop

employee is his/her market value, i.e., his/her wages, gardless of wh ther

they are above or below the minimum wage.

There'is a term in the model for workers who have been displaced by_

handicapped workers. The term estimates the negative impact on these dis-

placed workers. The term currently has a value of zero because there is no

evidence of substantial impact in today's economy. This is, of course, not

relevant to BEP or sheltered workshop employees.

The net benefit measure (B-C) is included amorig the standards data ele-

ments primarily because it is the preferred approach of economists. The

problem,with the measure is that it is very sensitive to the scale of program

operation: in the case of VR, for example, larger agencies Would produce

greater total net benefits than small agencies, simply because of their larger

caseloads. Thus, the measure is iriappr9priate for comparing across state

agencies, although it is useful for observing change over time within an

agency. The ratio measure (B/C). overcomes the problem of agency size, thus

allowing for comparisons aci.oss agencies. As well, B/C can be used to observe

change over time within a single agency.

Formula

. . (Benefits)
2(iii)

( Costs )

2(iv) (Benefits - Costs)

Data Sources

RSA-300

, RSA-2

RSA-113

Follow-up Survey 'o
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1.

STANDARD 3: VR SHALL MAXIMIZE THE NUMBER AND'PROPoRTION OF CLIENTS AccEFIpa
FOR SERVICES WHO ARE SUCCESSFULLY REHABILITATED, SUBJECT TOrTRE
MEETING OF OTHER STANDARDS. "

Data Elements: (i) Percent 26 closures

(ii) Annual change in the number of .26.closu4s

Traditionally, success in VR has be n measiired by the number'of "26,

closures," or successful rehabilitations btained. Because a eentral goal

.s."-Vatiof"VR rehabilitate.clients, it is e sential that the s nards system

includes a:way of.presenting how many indiv'duals werR successfUlly served

and the extent to which this number increa es over time. / .

0.

Data Element 3(i): Percent 26-closures

Rationale

This data glement,movides a straightforward measure of an agency's

success in rehabilitating the clients it accepts for .servies. The data

element focuses on the proportion of clients, accepted for'service' (i.e.,'

excluding 08'si), who axe successfully rehabilitated.

Formula

Number of 26 closures,
Number of 26 + 28 4-30 closures.

Data Sources

RSA-113

Data Element 3e11): .Annual change in the number of 26 closures

1

'Rationale

2

"L

This data element attempts to assess an agency's succeA in maximizing

ihe number lof Cljents, accepted ./56c7rervices, who are successfully rehabili-'

Stated. Th meaSure use.s the state agency's prior perfoimance,ag a baseline
A

for determining success 'in"maximization." An agency is judged to have maxi-
.

OP mized the number of reObilitants if,it hAs increased the number of'2§, closures
-

by some previouslr S/pecified amounq:ItS Set by the state.agency, cO'n njunctio

with RSA.

2.

'
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Formula
.

(Number of 26 closures in current year)

- (NUmber of 26 closures in previous year)

Data Sources

RSA-1.13

1

STANDARD 4: REHABILITATED CLIENTS SHALL EVIDENCE ECONOMIC JNDEPENDENCE

Data Elements: ( 1 ) Percent of 26 closures with weekly earnings at
or above federal minimum wage

(ii) Comparison,of earnings of comnetitively employed
26 closures to earnings of otiler employees in

state

. VR's most basic purpose is to assist disabled persons in finding gainful

employment. One fundamental aspect of gainful employment is the ability to'

be economically self-sufficient.

) ,

Data Element 4(i): Percent.of 26 closures with weekly,earnings at or above
federal minimum wage

,

.

Rationale '

In.addressing\conomic independence, the logical place to look is to

wages. This first data element a es wages as they,Compare to the federal

minimum wage. The normative implications of this data element are that a

disabled person should be expected, under equivalent circumstances, to make

at.least the minimuth wage required by law. This data element uses the weekly

Minimum wage figure as the standard rather than the hourly wage,.betause the

former more accurately captures the cpncept of this standard. Whereas hourly

wage indicates a measure 410:.the employee's worth to "the employer', total earn-
.

ings is a better indlCator ct the employee's finaneial.well-keing. If,an

employee is able to work tnly fivOrhours'a week, his/her economid condition

will be affected by thia ,as well as by the hourly rate. 40(

mom.
Formula .

A

Number of.26 closures with weekly earnings at or above federal

MiniMum wage' ,

Number of,26 closures
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Data Sources

RSA-300

U.S. Census Bureau, Statistical Abstract of the U.S:

Data Element 4.(ii): Comparison of earnings of Competitively employed 26
closures to the earnings of other employees if-Istate

-Rationale

This data element controli for state-to-state variation in earnings

levels, whereas data element 4(i) does not. In some respects, this is a
00

more comprehensive indicator than data element 4(i) because it provides an

client's standard of living rel ative to other persons in hisestimate of a
1,

or her state.

Formula

Mean weekly earnings of competitiv ly.employed 26's
. Mean weekly earnings Of ether empl ees in state

Data Sources

RSA-300

U.S. CensUs Bureau, Statistical Abstract of the U.S.

STANDARD 5: THERE SHALL BE MAXIMUM PLACEMENT OF 'REHABILITATED CLIENTS INTO
COMPETITIVE EMPLOYMENT. NON-COMPETITIVE CLOSURES SHALL REPRE-
SENT AN IMPROVEMENT IN GAINFUL ACTIVITY FOTHE CLIENT

/(
bata Elements: (i)

(ii)

Percent 26 closures competitively,employed

Percent competitively employed 26 closures with
hourly earnings at or above the federal minimum wage

(iii) Percent non-competitively employed 26 closures
showing improvement irlfunction and life status

Like Standard 4, this standard is concerned with the impact of VR ser-

vices on their clients. As previously discussed, competitive employment has

been seen as the best kind of closure. Recognizing that competitiVe employ-

ment may not be the appropriate placement for all clients, VR regulations

require that any placement of a successfully cloed client, whether in com-

petititye, sheltered, or non-coMpetitive employment, be into,"gainful and

76
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suitable employment consistent with his/her capacities." For this reason,

improvement in gainful activity for non-competitive clOsures is also

included'as a data element for this standard.

Data Element 5(1): 'Percent 26 closures Competitively employed

Rationare

This standard's bias toward competitive employment reflects the belief

that vocationil rehabilitation should focus on etployment,,preferably compet-

itive employment. For a standard emphasizing maximum placement into competi-

tive employment, perhaps the most obvious data element is to determine the

proportion of 26 closures placed into competitive employment.

Formula

Number of competitively'employed 26's
Number of all 26 closilTes_,

ata Sdurces

RSA-300

Data Element 5(ii): Percent of competitively employed 26 closures with
hourly earnings at or above the federal minimum wage

Rationale

This data element applies more stringent criteria to the measurement of

"maximum placement of rehabili-tated clients into'competitive employment." It

coMpares the number of competitively employed 26 closures with, hourly earnings

at or above the federal minimum wage to the total number of competitively

employed 26- closures. As in data element 4(i), this data element implies that

a disabled person in the competitive labor market should be expected to earn '

at least the federal minimum wage. Unlike 4(i) however, this measure repre-

sents an employee's worth to the employer, as determined by.the client's hourly
.

'4%17

e. 'Thus, this data element provides a measure of the value of rehabilitated

V clients who- are in the competitiVe labor marke`relstive to the federal mini-

mum wage.

7 7
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Formula

Number of competitively employed 26 closures with hoprly
earnings at or above federal minimum wage
Number of competitively employed 26's

Data SourcQs

RSA-300

U.S. Census Bureau,, Statistical Abstract of the U.S.

Data Element S(iii): Percent of non-competitively employed 26 closures
showing improvement in function and life status

Rationale

Closures into non-competitive employment may be legitimate for certain

clients, but in order to attribute any credit to VR for "rehabilitating"

C1ient5. into non-competitive employment, there mist be some indication that

VR helped improve those clients' capacities for gainful activity. This data

element will use information gathered on clients at acceptance and at clo-

sure, usin ements of the Functional Assessment Inventory (FAI) and Life

StatuS Indic ors (LSI) instruments which will be added to the client's

RSA-300. RS is currently undertaking a. pretest of the FAI and LSI items

td determine which specific itess to include on the RSA-300.

Formula

Number of non-competitive 26's with improvement on LSI-FAI
measures from plan to closure
Number of non-competitive 26's

. -

Data Source

to RSA-300

78
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STANDARD 6: REHABILITATED CLIENTS SHALL EVIDENCE VOCATIONAL GAINS

Data Elements: (i) Change in average egrnings foriv216. closures

. (ii) Other changes in functional ability and life satus

It is axiomatic that rehabilitated clients should evidence sone sort

of vocational gains either in monetari Or nón-monetary terms at point

,VR services.terminate. This standard assures that attention Kill be paid

by the VR field.to the documenting and speking changes in a client's earn-

ing status, functional ability, or life status. It supplements The concern

for meas3.1ring post-service outcomes (as in Standards 3-5) by,p8ing the

client's pre-service circumstances as a baseline for comparison.,

.)

Data Element 6(i): Change in average earnings for 26 closuaeSs'

RatiOnale

This data element is included because wages are the,most stl-aight-

forward indicator of vocational change. Weekly earnings are used to measure

the change in a client's wages which occurred during the period of time hp .-

or she'received VR services:

Formula

(The sum of clo'sure earnings for all:26 clotures) minuS
s '(the sum of referral earnings for all 26 closures)*

Number of 26 closures

'Data Element 6(ii): Otherchanges.in functional ability and life status

Rationale

An addition to voCationat change.(as-measureqy data elemen't 6(i)),'

the VR program also often acts as a change-agent in terms of non-vocational

aspects of a client's life. As with the data elements associated with non-
.

,competitive employment clospres (as in data element 5(iii)), the methodology

for assessing non-vocational change .reAuires further development before a

#
76
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specific computation formula can be developed. Following RSA's pretest of

the FAI/LSI data.items and the selection of those items which will be added

td the R-300, further refinement of this data element will be undertaken.

STANDARD;7: REHABILITATED CLIENTS.SHALL RETAIN THE BENEFITS OF VR SERVICES

. ,

Data Elements: (i) Percent of 26 closures retaining earnings at follow-up

(ii) Comparison of 26 closures with iiublic assistance as
the primary source of support at closure and at follow-up

(iii) Percent of non-competitively employed 26 closures retain-
, ing closure skills at follow-up :

Vocational iThabilitation.programs, like all service programs, ideally

strive to have the gains realized by their clients through program participa-

tion retained over time. Job losses shortly following ,s_uccessful closure can

identify serious short-comings in a program's service strategy and may point

to an insongruence between program g,oals and individual client goals. Are,

clients being "rehabilitated" on Jya temporary basis, or are the gains

achieved during the service period 1retained overtime:? This question has a

great degree of importance to the over VR mission and thus a standard in this

area i highly appropriate. Aside from employment measures of benefit reten-

tion, additional attention is given to expanding the data elements for this

standard to include non-employment measures.

Data Element 7(i): Percent of 26 closures retaining earnings at follow-up

Rationale

As noted, retention of benefits gained through VR services is very impor-"
.

tant both to the individual client and to the overall effectiveness of the

program. This data element looks at retention of wages earned as one of the

most dmportant benefits obtained from VR.

Formula

Number of 26's with earnings at cloSure who retained or increased
earnings at follow-up
Number of 26 closures with earnings at closure, surveyed at follow-up

80
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Data Sources

RSA-300

e_ Follow-up Survey (merge with RSA-300)

Data Element 7(ii): Comparison of 26 closures with public assistance as the
primary source of support at closure and at follow-up

t Rationale

This data element provides a needed dimension in assessing benefit-

retention for non-competitively as well as competitively placed successful

. closures. Here benefits are proxied by measuring the extent of the clients'

use of public resources. By focusing on the degree to which there is a

reduced need for public assistance, an emphasis is given to the eConomics

self-sufficiency of the client in terms of stability or imprgvement.

This data element requires a new definition of,"primary source of support"

where "source of support" is broken into only two categories (public versus

private) and where primary is taken to mean the source supplying 51% or more

of a PersOn's total monthly support.

Formula

Percent of 26 closures with 4,ublic assistance as the primary
source of support at follow-up
percent of.26 closures with Public assistance as the primary
.source of support at closure ,

Data Sources

RSA-300

Follow-up Survey (merge with RSA-300)

Data Element Percent of non-competitively effiployed 26 closures

retaining closure skills at follow-up
.-

Rationale

Retention of functional and life status benefits is equally important

as the retention of vocational benefits, particularly in the case of2non-

competitively employed 26 closures for whom non-vocational improvemtn may

be a primary benefit derived frork.participation in VR services. This data

81. 4.
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element'Updates the information provided by data element 5(iii), and will

use the same FAI and LSI data items usedfor data element S(ifi). Howeve-r-

for the purposes of this data element,'..the FAI and LSI items will need.to

t
be m ified into a form suitable for self-administration by the clients,

via e Foliow-m, Survey. The specific i'tems and their forms_ will fe deter-
,

mined after completion of the RSA's JPAI/LSI pretest. .Once pfiplemented, the,

data element will have the folldwing formUla and data sources.

formula

Number of non-competitive 26 closures retaining LSI/FAI closure
skills
Number of non-competitive 26 closures surveked a; follow:up

-4a

Data Sources

RSA-300

. Follow-up Survey (merge with RSA-300)

STANDARD 8: CLIENTS SHALL BE SATISFIED WITH THE VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION
PROGRAM, AND REHABILITATED ,CLIENTS SHALL APPRAISE VOCATIONAL
REHABILITATION SERVICES AS OSUMI IN ACHIEVING AND MAINTAINING
THEIR VOCATIONAL OB4ECTIVES.

Data Elements: (i) Percent of'closed clients satisfied with their'
overall VR experience

(ii) Percent of closed clients satis
aspects of VR

(iii) Percent of26 closures jud ng the services they
received to have been usefhl in obtaining their
job/homemaker situationtor in'current performance

As an indicator of consumer appraisal of services, the standard on

client satisfaction with vocational rehabilitation' services has considerable.

merit. Since client satisfaction polls usually offer a high degree ofsupport

'for the program, this standard is viewed as having distinct political value

in lobbying for expanded financial support at bog the state and federal

level. Complementing the political utility of a satisfaction measure is

inclusion of a client utility assessment in.the standard. The intent of :

this clause is to ensure that successfully closed cliqkts assess the utility.

of VR sèrvices,positively in terms of actually having'contributed to their

with specific

1
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4

getting a job and functioning in it. As a Substantive rationale for the

satisfaction standard, utility assessment offers a valuable entree for

probing areas needing program _improvement and for ensuring consumer involve-
-

ment in iMproving the xesponsiveness of lift services to client needs.

.t

Dafa Element 8fi): Percent of closed clients satisfied with their overall
VR experience

Rationale

As one of the data elements of the origiinal nine standards, retaining

overall satisfaction as a measure of program perfo ance has several advan-

tages including: pia' the procedure is in place; (?) developmental costs have

already been absorbed; (3) it constitutes a composite measure of client satis-

faction which responds to legislative and consumer advocacy concerns; and (4)

the data show.some disCrimination among closure sttatuses.

Formula

Number of closed clients surveyed who are satisfied with their'
overall VR experience
Number of closed clients surveyed

Data-Source

Closure'Survey (merge with RSA-300),

7 ,
Data,Element'8(ii): Percent of closed clients satisfied with specific

aspects o VR

Rationale

0 This data element cat pts to gain a more detailed picture of client

satisfaction with specific k y aspects of the overall VR process. In par-
e ,4 0

ticular, the aspects ii' lated for inquiry include questions-about the client's
. 1

..
,

courelor, the*physica restoration services received, the job training ser-
.

t .

vices received, and the j facement proceu. Consist t negative asOssment
/

in any one ofehese la be highly useful ingu ding state evaluations

1.-trid PrOviding substan ive input to programmatic improvements.
. -'

00

e
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Formula

a. Number of closed clients satifsfied with their counselors
Number of closed clients surveyed

b. Number of closed clients satisfied with physical restoration services
Number of closed clients surveyed

c. Number of closed'clients satisfied with job training services
Number of closed clients surveyed

d. Number of closed clients satisfied with job p/acement services
Numker of closed clients surveyed 4

Data Source

Closure Survey (merge with RSA-300)

1.14
Data Element 8(iii): Percent of 26 closures judginrthe services they-

% received to have been useful in obtaining their
job/homemaker situation or in current performance

Rationale

Rehabilitted clien can ma e fairly objective assessments of whether

the services they received were instrumental in sedUring their outcome sit-

uations. It is equally as important to assess thdrcontribution VR sermices

make both to the attainment of a speLfic.closute situation or job and'to
,

the development of more general skills which help clients function iniithese
'

new positions. While not unequivocably ob'ective,
,

the client's assessment
v

iof whether he or she uses the skiljs and/ lr knowledge gained from VR services

is the closest approximation of the case.

Formula

Number of 26 closures jUdging the services :they received to have
been useful in obtainitg'their job/homemaker situation or-in
current performance
Number of 26 closures.. surveYed

0
f)ta SoUrce

ClOsure Survey fmerge with RSAP-300)

As

d

a 0 4
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.Closure and Follow-up 5urveys will need to be "merge-a" with the individual

clients' RSA-300's. In the case of the Follow-up Survay, this ds reqUired
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COMPUTING THE PERFORMANCE STANDARDS DATA EL 4ENTS

Having provided the reader with an over ew of the Performance Standards'

and data elements, the next task is to provide the detailed information. needed--

to access the required data and compute the data elements. Table 2 serves

this function. Reading from left to right, the table provides the following,

information for each data element:
AP

the data element wording and the equation for computing the data
. .

element;

definitions of terms used in the-data element's equation;

the sources (i.e.", docaments, reports, or surveys) which provide

the informatibn needed :to compute the data element;

the data specifications, which identify the location of-the spec-

ific information items used "1:) compute the data element.
1

Table 2 should suffice as the general instructions on how to compute the

data elements. However, there are two additional points which must be made

regarding the process of accessing data and computing the data element:

1. Nergitg of client 'surveys with client.RSA-300 records: The client :

so that comparisons may be made between tile client's siluation4at Closure

(e.g., earnings level) and' hisor her situation at the PQint of follow-up. .

Thedata items using the Closure Survey do not require any.over,-time compar-

isons. Houever, the Closure Survey should-bemerged with the RSA-00 data

record so thaf,RSA and state agencies-may have access t-o data on thi client's"

personal characteristics and services provided. In this way, RSA and state

agencies may conduct policy-related analysis whep problems in performance-
appear in the satisfaction/service utility data elements. For both the

1
The reader must bear in mind that these locations may change As a

result of revisions to RSA reports.
. -

5' 5
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Closure and.the Follow-up Survey, merging requires that a consistent identi-

fier appear both on the RSA-300 and on the Survey. the ciierit's case number

or Social Security number are the most logical client identifiers to use.

2. Using only "valid" cases to compute data elements: Most of,the data

eleyrfts for Stattiards 4-8 require input of client-level data. All calcula-

tions must be made using only those cases for which "legitim te" data exiat

(i.e., using only "valid" cases). This excludes cases on whi h data are

"missing," because:

the counselor could not obtain the information for htry on the

RSA-300;

the client gave no response to a question on the survey;

the client could not remember or did not know the answer to a

question on the survey; or

the question was not appropriate to the client's circumstances
,

(e.g., clients receiying no physical restora?on services should

not be used-to assesas _satisfaction with Physical restoration

services):

For most ofjthe data elements using client-level data, the valid cases

will determine the denominator f data element. For example, data

.element 4(1) computes the percent 26 closures earning the weekly minimum

wage at closup. Assume that there re 1,000 26,closures, total; but that

200 of those cases are missing data on earnings at closure (leaving 800 with

"valid" data). Assume further that, of the 800 with valid data, 400 earned

the weekly minimum wage at closure. Depending on the denominator used, the

state agency's performance on data (1-ement 4(i) will vary:

. using all 26 closurcs:'

400 (# earning weekly minimum wage)

4- 1000. (all 26 closures)

4 40%

using only valid cases:

400 Net earning weekly minimum.wage)

4 800 (26 cioiSures with'validlLta)

4

-
*
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Clearly, in this case (and in fact, in all caSes where a percentage

score is computed) state agency's performance will appear "bettee when

only valid cases ire used for the'computation. Further, since we do not

know the true situation of clients for whom data are missing, we:may mis-

takenly bias the score downward when including invalid cases. (For exaMpie,

in the numerical example above, the 200 cases with missing data may in fa'cl

have been earning the weekly minimum wage. Had the data been available, the

agency's score would have been 60%. We must, however, assume that they wexe

not earning the weekly minimum wage, if we wish to include them in the cal-

culation.) In short, because we wish to provide as accurate a picture of

pexformance as possible, based on the available data:, we must compute the

data elements usineonly those cases for which all data exist;_ that is, the

valid cases.

a.,
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Table 2

Simmary o'f Data Elements, Definitions. and Data Specifications,

for the VR Program Performance Standards
:

STAND1RD 1. VOcATIONAL RLHABILITATION SHALL SERVE.IHE MAXIMUM PROPORTION OF ENNALLY ELIGIsLE TARGET

TIFTPOPULATION, SUBJICT TO THE LEVEL OF FEDERAL PROGRAM FINDING AND PR TIES AMONG CLIENTS.'

4

.
..

n.ri flement and rqUation

-

.

Definitions
el

.

Data Sources
.

,

data Specifications
1 . -

(Os Clic.nts served per 100,000 0.,

i servcd'in a ,given year

.

#,served = all active and
closed cases (statuses 10-30)
in the'year. ' .

- -
State population = current _

best proiy for "eligible
population," Divi-de stnte

population by 100,000 and
truncdle at two decimal

points.

RSA - 113
(Oct - Sept)

.

,

U.S. BureaU of
the Census,
Current Population

II.A.3.a

'...,

-

,State.population estimate

as ,of July
'

1

.

s.t,ate popullidon (in 100,000s)
-

, u

'

Reports, Series
P-25-

(ii) Percent severely 'disabled

served: .

# severely disabled served
in a given year

# sevete1y disabled served = ,

all active and closed
.

severely disabled cases
"(statuses 10-30) in the year.

# served = same as 1(1),

,RSA - 113
(Oct - Sept)

RSA - 113
(Oct - Sept)

II.A.3.b

II.A!.3,a# served in a given year

88
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STANDARD 2: THE'VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION PROGRAM MALE USE RESOURCES IN A COST-EFFECTIVE MANNER AND SHOW
A Pos1111.4. RuuRN TO SOCIL1Y 01 INVES1M1 IN VOCACIONAt REHABILMTION OP DISABLED MINIS.

,

tia I a
...

.i. I t mem al/a I pint ion

',
Definitions Date Sources Data Specifications

(1)

.

ixpcnditure per competitively
ciploed 24 closure:

total 14ency 6,rend itures
i ror etitively employed
26 closures .

.

. .

. t,

i

,-

.

lotal agency expenditures =
all moilies (state and federal)

spent under control of,statc
agency 1110, Trust Fund, SSI:\
14E, and any other funds under
control of state agencyc).

-4 - I-,

o competitively eMployed 26
closurds = il of non-BCP self-
ce:ployed and wage and salaried
workers in the competitive

klaor maret.b

RSA - 2
(Oct - Sept)

,

-...-

RSA - 300

.

. 4 ,

, i

III.C.8 (Sec. 110)
+ IVA (Trust Fund + SSI)

a

+ V.C.7 (14E)a
,

.

Item 4.P.2 (26 closures);
dbdes 1 and 3 on Item 4.1
(competitively employed)

(ix) Ixpenditure per 26 closure:

Total agncy exiienditures
""lame
Total agency expenditure =

as 2(i).
. '

.

t 2.6 closures = closures
.

during fiscal year.

RSA - 2 .

.

RSA - 113
.

III.C.8 (Sec. 110)
. IV.4 (Trust Fund + SSI)a
+ V.C.7 (IGE)a

Itep II.A.4.a

0;0:00 closures .

/-
.

t.

(ill)

.
,

.

1

.

.

.

.

i
Patio"of-tojal. VR benefits to
total VII tchts (benefit -

Cost rat10)4

Btoet i tj .

_

,

. .

,

Benefits = paid corningl ,

. + liomemaking monetary.
,

valuation
+ unpaid work monotar Y

valuation

,
+ fringe benefits
. change in labor
force participation

. -- repeater costs,
,

Discfunted present value.

.

,
.L osts = total program costs

+ costs .borna by norP-VR

parties
4 .4. client-borne costs

+ foregone client.beii4-

fits, (wages:and .:.

fringe behefits)

+, research costs
4. training c6sts . 'f,,
. demonstratiOn costs

- icarryover costs and
smaintenance costs).

Discounted preent value. .

RSA - 300

ItSiv- 2

'BSA- 113

Ecilldw-up Survey

,

,

--available

_

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

SOmmary of data requirements

appears in Appendix 1.
Model currently undergoing

, . . .

revision. Final version
of model will be incorpora-

ted in. the MIS. Documenta-
tion on data Tcquirementt
and mathematicIal formulation
of reOsed model will be .

from RSA

afr final revision.te
-.

,

.

. ,.
..

e
.

.

.

. t

Costs ,

- . ,

.

. -c
_

,"
','

.

,'

,
, , , ,

- ,

.

.
.

,
. .

.

t

.

i,' r

41

.,
(iv)

,

, -
.

lotal'net benefit,from VR
services (discoupted net
present value): ;;

_
.

.

,

Benefits - Costs .

.

Benefits = same as 2(iii). .,

Costs.= same as 2(iii).
'

.

RSA -.300
RSA - 2 ,...

RSA - 113
_, 1

Follow-up Survey

,Same As 2(111)
.

.

- .

lf the fund is, relev'arkt to currer4 operations

89
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Table 2 (continued)

,

..

-

9,

S1ANPARD 3; VR SHALL WINIZE THE NUOBER AND PROPORlION or CLIENTS ACCEPTED FOR SERVICES WHO ARE
SUCUSSRILLY 111.11ABILITAMD, SUBJLCT30 1111.hILIING OF OMER SIANDARDS.
_

,..!

Data Ilement and Equation Definitions Data Sources Data Specifications
t-

(1) Percent 26 closures:
9

A 26 closures

N 26 closures = 26 closurcl
during fiscal year.

-

II 26 + 28 + 30 closures =
total accepted,clients closed
(26 + 28 + 30) during fiscal.

year.

RSA - 113

Re,A - 113
..

v.

II.A.4.a

,

II.A.4ea
.

+ II.A.S.a

+ II.A.6.a
.

A 26'4 28' +,.30 closures .

(it) Annual change'in number of
26 closures:

/ (0, 26 closures in cur ent year) -
(N 26 closureS ih pr ious year

N 26 closures, current fiscal
year.

26 closures, previous fiscal
year.

RSA - 113
(Cuil'ent year)

RSA - 113
(previous year ) '

II.A.4.a

.

II.A-.4.i

\

7'
-

9 J

4
9,



labia 2 (continued)

STANDARD 4: REHABILITATED CLIENTS SHALL EVIDENCE ECONOMIC INDEPENDENCE.

Data Llement,and rguation Definitions

Weekly earnings = earnings
at closure.

Weekly minimum wage = 35
hours x hourly minimum wage

v.
(BLS definition of full-time
employment).

01 26 closures = closures
during fiscal year.

Data Sources

RSA - 300

U.S. Bureau of the
Census, Statisti-

Data Specifications

Item 4.J

-

Federal hourly minimum wage

.

-

Item 44%2

(1) Persent 26 closures 6ith weekly
earnings at/above the federal
minimum wage:

M 26 closures wit weelfy. h

earnings at/above the federal
minimum wage al Abstract of the

U.S.# 26 closures
-- -

RsA -.30,0

(il) Comparison of earnings of com-
petitively employed 26 closures
to earnings of employees_in the
state:

Mean weeltly earnings of com-
petitively employed 26's

Competitively employed 26s =
wage and salaried workers
(competitive labor market),
Nind self-employed (non-BEP).

st.

Mean weekly earnings.= aveyage
earnings, week of closure, for
competitive 26 closures.

.-

Employees in state = produc-
tion workers in manufacturingir
industries.

RSA - 300

RSA - 300 .

U.S. Bureau of the
Census, Statisti-

Item 4.R.g (26 clOsures);
codes 1 anj 3 on Item 4.1
(competitively employed)

Item 4.J (average)

-

Labor Force, Employment,
and Earnings: Production
Workers, Manufacturing
Industries --
Wours and GroIss Earnings,
by state, average weekly
earnings .

Mean weekly earnings of cm-
p loyees in'the state

110

,

s act-TT-EC
.S.

-

a

92

r



Table 2 (continued)

411

1

9 3

STANDARD 5: THERE SHALL BE MAXIMUM PLACEMENT OFIltHABIL1TA EliCLIENTS 1NTCPCOMPEiITIVE EMPLDYMENT.
NON-COMMT1TIVE CLOSURES SHALL BLPRESLNT AN IMP ,.MENT IN GAINFUL ACTIVITY KRIM CLIENT.

. ,

Data Moment mid Equation Definitions .

'

/

Data Sources Data SpecifiCations

(1) Percent 26 closures competitively
. employed:

,

0 competitively employed 26s

0 competitively employed . wage
and salaried workers (compcti-
tive labor market) plus self-
employed (non-0E0).

4 26 clostves l

ASA-300 - .

RSA-300,

Codes 1 and 3 on ltcd 4.1

-

.

-

Item 4.0.2-

-

Item 4.J (weekly earnings-at
closurc).; Item 4.M (0 hours

worked at closure)

Federal hourly minimum wage

.
_ , 4

- .

Cdcics 1 and 3 on4qteM4.I; -,

Item 4.0,2

N 26 closures

.

(ii) Pereeirt competiti cly employed
2( closures with hourly.earnings

Hourly carningS . (weekly
carrOngs at closure) 4- (0 hoUrs
worked),

Hourly minimum wage

"

0 competitively employed 26,s =
same as'5(j).

RSA-300 .

-

atistical Ab-
-s act of theU.S

RSA-300

at/above the federal minimum wage:
,

% competitively employed 26
closures with hcCurly earnings

at/above fe deral minimum wage
0 competitively employed 26s

(iti) Percent non-com etitivtly cmpPoyed
26 closures sho g improvement in
function and life tus (impl

, ment after LSI/FA1 pr

0 non-competitive 26s With
improvement on LSI/PA1 measures

' from plgin to closure

Non-competitive 26s =
sheltered workshop worker,

sclf-cmployed (0E0), home-
makers, ana unpaid family
workers.

.

Improvement on LSI/FA1 =
positive change 1A1 functional

and status indicators; mcauircs
to be determined by pretes4f.

RSA-300

.

R-300:

acceptance

closure

.1tem 4.0.2 (26 closures);
Codes 2, 5, 5, and 6 on
Item 4.1 (non-competlitivcly

employed). '-

*iiw

-

.

Item 2.V

Item 4.N

M non-sompctitivc 26s

r
Ai

9 4 _

4



Table 2 (continued)

Its

STANDARD 6:' REHABILITATED CLIENTS SHALL imp= VOCATIONAL GAINS.

7
Data Clement and r uation Definitions Daa Sources Data Specifications

(i) Average earnings change of 26
closures, before versus after
VR services:

(Sum of closure earnings for 26
closures) Vnus (Sum of referral
earnings foi 26 closures)

Sum of earnings for 26
closures = total earnings fOr
the group of 26 closures:

at closure

at referral.

126 closures = closures

during current fiscal year.

RSA-300.

RSA-300

RSAz300

g
4

Item 4.J (sum for all 26s)

Item 2.p"(sum for all 26s)

lieM 4.P.2
1 .26 closUres,

(Li) Other changes in TunCtional
ability and life status
(implement after LSI/FAI
pretest)

Changein functional ability
and life status = same as
S(iii); measures to be
determir_d by pretest.

RSA-300:

acceptance'

close-e

Item 2.V,

Item A.N



Table 2 (continued) ,

ST;1RD 7: REHABILITATED CLIENTS SHALL RETAIN THE BPNErITS OF VR SFRVICES.

Data Element and Equation

(1) Percent 26 closures rdtaining
earnings at follow-up:

I of 26 closures with earnings
at.plosure who retained or
increased earnings at follow-up

m".126 closures with earnings at'
.c.rosure, surveyed at follow-up

DefinitiOns Data Sources Data Specifications

Retained or increasea RSA-300
earnings = cases where follow-
up earnings arc greater than
or equal to closuie earnings.

1 26 olosures with earnings
at closure . cases hhere
weekly closiire earnings arc

,greater than zero. .

Only 6 elosures'are surveyed '

at follow-up.

Follow-up Survey
(Merge with 11-300)

RSA-300

lteM14.4 (Weekly closure
earnjngs

-

Question 3 (Weekly earnings-
at follow-up)

Item 4.P.2 (26 closures)

Item 4.4 (Weekly closure
earnings)

(ii) Compai7ison of 26 closurs with
public assistance as primary
source of support at closure
and at follow-up:

% 26 closures
assistance as
of ,support at

% 26 closures
assistance as
of support at

with public
primary source
follow-up

with public
primary source)
closure

Public assistance as primary
source ec support cases
where SS1, SSD!, Arm, cA,
Workmen's Compensation, and
public institutions account
(singly or in combination),for
more than 50%of wperson's
total monthly support:

gt follow-up

at closure.

26 closures (Only 26 closures
arc surveyed at follow-np).

Folloii-up Survey Questions 4:

(Merge with 11-300) Q.2 4- (Q.2 + (Q.3x4) + Q.4)

RSA-300 Item 4.N.1

RSA-300 Item 4..2

(iii) Percent non-competitively
employed 26 closures retain-
ing closure skills at follow-
up (implement after LSI/FAI
pretest):

non-competitive 26 closures
retaining LSI/PAI closure skills

non-competitive 26s survej,ed
at follow-up

,Non-competirive closures =
sheltered workshop worker,

self-employed (BEP), home-
makers, and unpaid family
workers.

Retaining clOsure skills =
equal or greater score on
functional and status
indicators at follow-up,
compard to closure:

'closure (measures to be

determined by'pretest)

follow-up (measures to be
determined by'pretest).

RSA-300

RSA-300 (closure
section)

Follow-up Survey
(Merge with 11-300)

Item 4.P.2 (26 closures);
Codes 2, 4, 5, and 6 on
Item 4.1 (non-competitively

employed)

Item 4,N

Question p
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Table 2 (continued)

98

SIANDARD 8. CLIENTS SRALL BE SATISFIED MU THE VR PROGRAM, AND REHABILITATED CLIENTS SHALL APPRA1SL
VR S1RVICIS AS MIDI IN ACHIEVING AND HAINIAINING 11LIR VOCATIONAL 01k11.C1IVLS.

.

Data Ilment and lquation°

. '

Definition
,

Data iJurces,: Data Specifi.cations

(I)

,

Percent closed clients satisfied
with overall VIt experience:

f cl osed clients surveyed satis-

,fied with overall VR experience

Closed clients = 26, 28, and

30 closures (Closure survey
given only to 26, 28, and 30
closures).

--

CloArt Survey
(Merge with R-300)

,

...

* .

Question)] (all_respondents)
,

; closed clients surveyed

(II) Percent crosed clients satis'ficd

with specific aspects of VR:

0 closed clients satisfied with
specific aspects of VR

Closed clients = 26, 28, and
30 closures.

Specific aspects = satisfied/
not satisfied with counselor,
physical restoration services,
job training seivices, job
placement services.

.Closure Survey
(Merge with R-300)

.

'

'

Questions 2 - 8.

(All respondents)
.

,

,

N closed clients surveyed

(four equations)
' ,

(ill) Percent 26 closures judging
services received ti have been
useful in obtaining their job/
homemaker situation or in cur-,
rent perfoTmance:

0 26 closures judging services

received to have been useful
in obtaining-their job/home-
maker situation or in current
Erformance

Closure Status . 26.

-

Useful = "useful in helping
get or perform in" the
person's closure occupation.

RSA-300
,

Closue.5nrvey
p (Merge with R-300)

.1

.

1 .

Item 4.P.2

Question 9 (26 closures
only)

.

.

0,26 closures surveyed
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ADMINISTERING THE CLOSURE AND FOLLOW-UP SURVEYS

The Vocational Rehabilitation pecformance Standards.require that,VR '

clients be satisfied with the services and training sreceived, that the

services are useful in obtaining and per.rrning jobs and that the benefits

of the VR program be retained. In the past, VR agencies have gathered in-
-

formation addressing issues such asrthese through the useof follow-up

questionnnaire surveys. Hqwever, an early' BPA rview of the VR Program

Evaluation Standards noted many criticisms ofthis effbrt (i.ncluding non-

comparable sahpling designs, survey formats; definitions,tand resulting

dataracross states; high nonresponse rates; and repOrting biases. The

closure and follow-up'surveys described here are designed ito replace the

current unstanaardized System with a new approach, standardized across

states.and yielding valid, useful data.

)

a

CLOSURE SURVEY
)4

The closure survey is designed to be distributed at case closure to

clients whose servicd'are terminating. As a self-completion mailback

questionnaire, it is designed to be self-explanatory.

The closure.survey wilr sepve.as the source'of data about client

satisfaction with overall services and various Apects of serVicesje.g.,

counselor performance,'-the quality of pracement services). It Vso will

provide data on the clients' assessment of the 'Usefulness of their services

in obtaining and fUnctioning in their job or homemaking situation (See

Figure'l).

Both the clos'Ure and follow-up surveys are essential sources of data

for computing speCific data elements. Table, 1 shows"' hoWthe closure

surve relates io the VR Performance StandayS by indicating which items

on the survey are tased to provide data for specific data elements. As c

with the otheytandards and data elements, these afe usefui not only for

measuring.totai agenty performance, but also as a closer lookat district

and even individual counselor performance.. The closure survey can be used
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Figure 1

X

CLIENT' ASSESSMENT SIURVEYS.
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Table I

Uses of Closure Survey Data fort Performance Standards

.

Closure Survey Question:
s .

Used in Data,Element:

.
1 8(i) (Percent of closed.clients satis-

fied with overall VR'experience)

2
.

8(ii) (Percent' of closed clients'satis;
fied with their clounselori)

'.4

.

3, 4

-

8(ii) (Percent of closed clients-re-
-ceiving physical restoration

.

serViceS, who are satisfied with
those services)

5, 6 8(ii)

.

,(Percent of closed clients re-
ceiving job training'servides,
who are satisfied with those .

. .services).

7, 8

,

;

.

8(ii) (Percent of Closed cljents re- "
ceiving job placement services,

-who are satisfied with those'
services) -

.

9

N.-

ir

8(iii )

.

(Percent of 26 closures judging
services receivea to have been
usefill'in obtainifig their job/
homemaker situatkon or in current

-1performance)
.

tit
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to help idttify strengths and weaknesses in specific service areas. Also,
.

by linking this data to data on individual client characteristics, it is

possible to study satisfaction with services-and utility of services across *
0

differ'ent client groups.

FOLLOW-UP SURVEY
40

.,
The follow-up,survey is designed to be ditributed as a mail-back

questionnaire to be completed by former clients one'year folfOwing com-

pletion of VR servicei. The major purpose of `the follow-up survey'is to

determine the extent to which the benefits gained by the VR/client have
. *

a long-term effect. This is accomp shed by asking clients about work

status, earnings, and other sources f support, and 'about a variety ofi

skills, to determine to what extent the benefiti'of services have been

retained over a l2Lmonth pe iod.

Once again, a table has een prOvided illustrating the relationship

between items on the survey'and specific data elements of the standard.

Also,'as in the case of the closure survey, the follow-up survey can- pro-

vide valuable information at the district and counselor levels in addition

to prco.iding the necessary data for computation of the standards. :Through

she follow-up surveys, in conjunction with data about individual client

characteristics, VR can learn much about the long-term impact of the

program's services on different types of clients, as well as how that

impact might vary across districts or counselors.

10,1

09

t'
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Table 2 47

Uses of Follow-Up Survey Data for Performance Standards

-Follow-Up Survey Question:
,

Used in'Data:"Element: '
.

(Update-on work status. Not used
explicitly for standards.)

. 2 7(ii) (Primary source of support)

3
.

2(iii),
2(iv)

7(i)

7(ii)

(Benefit-cost)
(EarningS retention)
(Primary source of support)

4 7(ii) (Primary source of support)
,

a
5 7(iii) (Retention of'functional

abilities and life status)

a
Questions to be added after pretest of the Life Functioning Index (LFI).

195 4-,
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ADMINISTRATION OF THE SURVEYS: PLANNING.AHEAD
r

Having presented a basic overv,iew of what the closure andsfollow--up

surveys are, the next sections of this guide will describe methods of,
,

effectively implementing the surveys. The first step in this' process is

to plan ahead. This may seem at first like stating the obvious, but the

importance of planning for the administration of the surveys cannot be

adequately stressed. Just as error can be reduced :through appropriate
8

sampling methods or questionnaire design, so it is also possible to reduce

error through adequate planning. For example, one woUld be unable to

impleMent a, carefully timed follow-up procedure requiring replacement

questionnaires if too few are printed. Likewise, processing returned

questionnaires and follow-up reminders requires planning in advance for

adequate staff. Attention to administrative details may be as crucial

to obtaining high quality data as the questionnaire, or cover letter.

There are four Major steps in planning the implementation of the

surveys:

- 1) identifying all tasks to be accomplished;

2) determining how each task is dependent on the others;

3) determining in whatlprder the tasks must be.perPormed; and

4). deciding the means by which each task is to be accomplished.

While it will not be possible here to take the reader through all of

these steps, the sections that follow will identify the major tasks and

provide methods for accomplishing them.

There are five major activities involved in implementing the stii-veys

.and collecting the data:

Sample Selection;

Instrument Development;

Survey Distribution;

Survey.Collection; and

Cleaningland Coding the Data.:

106



Each one of these activities.or tasks is essential to collecting quality

data.. Perhaps these tasks can best be viewed as links-in a chain. If

any one of the links is weak, the whole chain is weakened. 4In, order to

ensure an effectively administre\survey, each one of 4he e activities

must.be.planned ahead. The following pages describe the components of

these activities and the recommended methods,for darrying them out.

Al

ks

A

e

3.

107
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SAVLE SELECTION
t

The careful selection of an appropriate survey sample is crucial to,

the design of any survey or other data collection proces,s where data is to

be collected from ltess than the total universe of Potential respondents.

Obviously, the best gay to_prevent sampling biases or other sampling prob-

lems wquld be to distribute closure and follow-up surveys to allAclients.

However, not only,would allbut the smallest states find this impractical,

but it is also not necessary. For the purpops of this survey, a randomly

selected sample of appropriate sizewill provide :dequate.daia to respond

to the VR Performance Standards as well as provide state.VR agencies with

a valid base for collecting .information about any other aspects of the pro-
fgram that the agency.may choose to include in thesurveys.

Who Should Be Included in the Sample?

The closure survey is designed to collect data froln clients as they

are closed from VR services. Since thb closure survey is designed to

gather information about clke nts' satisfaction with services.and the

usefulness of those services, clients closed in Status 08, having received

no services, will not be surveyed. Thus, the sample will include:

26 closures,

28 closures, and

50 closures.

The follow-up survey was designed with a different purpose in mind.

Rather than surveying all clients who received services from VR to find

out about their experiences, ihe follow-up survey is designed to determine

whether the benefits received have been'retained over time. For this sur-

vey, only those receiving substantial benefit; from theii VR services are

included. Thus, the sample will include only 26 closures.

, 1 u
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Haw Rally Caielits,are Needed for the Sample?
t

For the closure.surveyOhe sample should include 500 clients each

year. This Should be distributed arunt the three closure statuses as

follows: -

26 closures - 300,,

28 closui.es 100,

30 clodures - 100. f

Clients shoulCI be sampled on a monthlzxbasis throughout the year. Thus,

the -s&Mple size for each Closure status will be as follows:

26..closures - 25 per bonth, I.

28 'tures - 8-9 per mon-Lb, .

30 closures -8.-9 per month.

For the follow-Up survey; the sample should include, 200 clients per
.

year. As in the case of the closure survey, clients shduld be sampled

throughout the year on a monthly basis. Thus, the sample for the iollow-AN,up survey will include 16-17 26 closures,per month%

1.

The'Monthly'Samplin Plan

In order ta ensure the best possible survey data,, it is important that

the selection of clients be made on a random basis. Each,month the sample

-should be draWn by systematically selecting every "n" case. The "n" here

is determined by dividing the total number of cases by the number to be

selected.- For example:

Actual # Monthly Select
Status of Cases Sample Size Every

26 250 ÷ 25 10th

28 99 i-- 9 Ilth

30 78 + 9 8th

A new monthly samPUng plan must be made each month. To facilitate

thiS process, sampling forms lor an entire year follow.

lii



Monthly Sampling Plan: Closure Survey

' +

,

Statuc

Month
7

Month Modth
Month.

Actual
Sumter
of (*.Ices

,

-

,
Winthl>

Sample
Size

125

: .9

: 9

celect
Every

Actual

Number
of Cases

Monthly
Sample.

Size
Select

Every 4

Actual

Number
of Cases

Monthly
Sample
Size

i 25

+ 9

4 9

Select' '
Every

.th

Actual

Number
of Cases

.

,c

I

Nonthly
Sample
Size

'i 25

:,...

.

1 9

Select
Lvery

' th

26

28

30

th

.

.

1 .

: 25

4 9

,

4 10

- th .

V

IV

.

th

..__,--

th

.

.

th

,

th/'

th 1.).

th-
th

. th

Status

Month

.

Month
Month

..

...

Month.
i /.
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INSTRUMENT DEVELOPMENT

The next major'link in the survey chain to be described here is that

of preparing the questionnaires for distribution. The size of this task

will vany greatly from state to state, depending on-the extent to which

agencies choose to modify the standardized questionnattes to meet.the

state's ofqn needs. The preparation of- a questionnaire consists of tilt*

major activiNs:

1). writing the questio ;

2) 'developing the form t; and

3) printing the questionhaire.

Berkeley Planning Associates has already done the first-two of these steps.

liht surveys' appear at the end of this chapter qn.pages W-33. Care-

.

fully review the proposed surveys. If there are no additional questions

your staa VR agency wishes to ask, and ff there are no d'esired format

changes, the first two steps may b4 skipped and you may proceed direcIly

to_Step 3 -- printing the'questionnaire. For those agencies wishing to

modify the surveys, however; Steps 1 and 2 are desCribed

411

'-
Step 1 - Writing the Questions

t The survey; Ameloped by Berkeley Planning Associates includes all of
.

the questions necessary to collect client survey data for the VR Perform-

ance Standards% While agencies may choose to add .tlditional quetions, the

closure and follow-up surveys must aintain at least those questions included

in BPA's questionnaire. It is also important that all states re the same

wording of these questions and ask them in the same order to standardize

the response-s st5 that data can be aggregated and compared across states.

Any questions.that your agency may wish to'add must be added to the end of
/

the surveys, f011owing the standardized questions.

Some states may ct14bSt to take advantage of this survey contact with

clients to ask additional questions that relate to the state's own program

evaluation and planning needs.When_writing questions for a survey there

are a number of consideratiQns to keep in mind.
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Identify the Kind.of Information Teing Sought .

The first step in writing a question is to identify exactly what kind
of information is desired from Survey respondents. Questions can usually
be classified-as re4Uesting one or more ot these types of information:

8, attitudes -= what people'say,they want;

Beliefs -- what people,think is true;

liehavior -- what people do; and

attributes -- what people are.

4
It isp. important tO distinguish between these types ofinformation and:to

1
.

determine which of these is the most appropriate for answering I-given I-
researchfor evaluation question.

.

Othetwise, e4orts to write questionse ,

may inadvertently result in Obtaining a different.type of information ftom
. 4that which is desired. , r

. /'

Deciding Question Structure

The second major decision in writing questions is to determin question
strutture4 &e basis for'distinguishing among question structures is the

nature of the response behavior aSkkd of the client.

Open-ended -- respondents create theii own answers;

Closed,ended with ordered choices -- respondents choose the

most appropriate rep4pse along a scale; ft

.Closed-ended with uniordered choices -- respondents.choose

\from among discrete categories; and
.

i

paitially closed-ended -- although responses are provided,

4 respondents have the option of creating their Own.
r

Eack type of information mentioned earlier (i.e., attitudes, beliefs,behav-
.

,ior, and attributes) can be requested using any of these structures. However,

some structures tend to be more suitable kor obtaining certain types of

information than others. Open-ended questions are usefulcfor allowylg res-

pondents to express themselves freely or to elicit a precise piece of

information where the number of possible responses is so large that histing

(them would be unwieldy. Clo ed-ended questions with ordere choices 'are

/
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suited to determining such-things as iniensity of feeling, degree of
s

involve-

.4men and,frequency of activity. Clved-ended.questions with unordered

ch1oitas areuseful for asking fespondents to evaluate ach choice individ-

ually. Partially closed4nded questions provide an opportunity to give a
.

Nr.

response that the q uestion-writer may.not have thought of.

Choosing the Wording ,4 V

\ .

Having aecided what...to ask Fd how to ask it, the third decis' n is

how to word it. Effective wording of survey questions is a skill)that is .

developed through experience: However, there are a number of consideretions

that can help even a novice to state the question in a meaningful way. The'

following questions can serve as a useful gdide to developing survey clues-

tions:

1. Will the words be uniformly. understood?

2. Does the question contin akreviations oi unconventional

phrases?

3. Is the question too vague?

4. Is the_question too precise?

5. Is-the question biased?

6. I's the question objedtionable?

7. Is the question too demanding?

8. Is it a double question?

9. Does the questionAave a double negative?

10. Are the angwer choices.mutually exclusive?

11. Have you assumed too m ch knowledge?

12. Has too much been ass ed about respondent behavior?

13. Is the question techni ally accurate?

14.4Is an appropriate time referent provided?

15. Can the responses be compared with existing information?

16. Are the questkons too cryptic?

The use of this list as a checklist in writing survey questions can help

the writer avoid gi;jmost common pitfalls in wording questionnaires.



Tritthereareanumber of practical considerations that shouldcbe taken into
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4

1
4(

step 2 - DelkloRing the Format

/ Once the questions hilve been written, the ext'step is te figure out
how to lay them olAon the page and tie themAogether in such a way that

the questionnairb.can be self-explanatory and as easy as possible to com-
,plete. While it is not possible here to dekeribe in detail layout 4vsign,

VJA

account:

provide dirtvtiins for how to answer questions; '-

show clearly how to skila questions (if applicable);

establish a vertical flow to reduce the likelihood that

questions will be missed;
.

...

4,-
t

-

il

use different typeface for questions, answers, and instruc-

tion ,
. ,

A

pre-code the responses to the maximum eatent possible;

make questions fit comfortably on each page;

use transitions-for continuity; and
%

constder carefully the order of the questiiiiio, .

11"

Step 3 - Printing the Queptionnaire

The cliea's first exposure to the look and feel of the questionnaire
it

may be critical to ensuring a good response rate. It is very important

that the questionnaire make a good first impression. It mustn't look too

bulky, long, formidable, disorganized, or difficult tp complete. Take
into account the following:

A

Make the questionnaire legible

i-i.se white or off-white paper;

- - use printing method that produces quality very close to

the original;

r- use large type for visually-impaired; and

using photo reduction, don't reduce smaller.than
,

three-fourths of the original size,

Consider printing the questionnaire in booklet format

-- combined with quality paper(and printing (this looks

very professional); and-
's.
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--,use 8-1/4" x 12-1/4" paper folded in half, as this

will fit in a conventional envelope and keep mailing

costs down.

*

Don't print questions on the front or back pages ("cover"

pages) ; and

Make sure to make an adequate number 9f copies take

into account follow-up mailings.

118
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SURVEY- DISTRIBUTION

.00"

. Once the questionnaire has been prepared for estribution th e are
,

still a few addition41 tasks involved in actually getting the surv in the
mail. It is important that the survey be accompanied by a peAenable oVer

letter from the VR agencyesthe client, explainirr the purpose of the

survey. It is,also important that ap'propriate re ord-keeping procedures
,

be established to ensure accuracy in administering the survey. Finally,

the surveys must be packaged and mailed out. .

Step 1 - Prepaiing the Cover Letter

Thecover lettee'should be the first part of e mailout package that. ,

the client will see. It serves to inti-oduce t e survey and hopefully
'

motivates the respondent to immediately pick up the questionnaire, fill it

out, and return it. .The,cover letter is virtually the only opportunity for

anticipating and responding tol4respoildent questions. It must be short and

to the point while still proViding adequate information (see Figure 2).

The first paragraph of the cover letter shob1d (1) explain what the.

survey is for and (2) convince the client that the results will be useful.

The second paragvaph should be usedl-to convince the client that his or her

'response is important. Subsequent paragraphs should address confidential.ty,

tell the respondgnt what to do if questions arise, and extend appreciatio

for participation.

In addition to the body of the letter there are a few additional

details that can help increase the response rate and are worth considering.

The first is that datirig the letter gives it an air of greater iMportance
AO .

and gives the respondent a frame of reference of elapsed time s ould it

ellbecome separated from the envelope before being filled out. econdly, it
.b. is best to type the name, address and salutation (if used) individually

onto each 4ter so that it appears pers'elized rather than as a typical
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Figure 2

f SAMPLE COVER LETTER

41 (Closure Survey)

Date :

Dear_

In order to improve the effectiveness of'client services, VR is
asking for the opinions of some of our past VR clients. Please

find enclosed a brief questionnaire regarding your feelings towards
VR counselors, and the services you have received. The results

from this simvey will help guide the modification of VR services
to make them more responsive to client nee'ds.

Since only a smal*l number of former VR clients are receiving this
survey, each person's timely response is of great importance. Use

the enclosed preaddressed envelope to make returning the. completed

survey easier.

All responses.to the,3urvey will be confiqential. If you have any

questions regarding the survey, please cat].

at , r write:

VR is commit* to providing aefulkand beneficial services to all

VR clients. Your help in this effo rl. is greatly appreciated.

Sincerely,

12u



form letter. Finally, he letter shoula be printed onto agency letter-

head, (or a very goodcOpy).

. !.

Step 2 - Setting Up the Records

- 4
"

Effective administration of the surveys refluires that the required *.

information be recordea systematically in an.easily accessible form: The

attached"Survey Contrbl Sheet Provides'a simple Irnech.anism for recor ing. all

of the information needed during survey distribution (and collectionJ in one

place.
-

The first step in setting up the records is to compile a listing of

all members`of the sample with up-to-date addresses and telephone numbers. ,

This information is recorded on the control sheet, on for each client.

Having this information on the control sheets makes it readily available

for follow-up response prods later and also provides a place to record

changes in addresses and'phone numbers should they arise.

The next step is to 'clearly identify each client by recording Social

Security number and case number on the control sheet: This is important

for ensuring accuracy since, to protect 'confidentiality, no identifying

m information will appear on the questionnaire.

As the questionnaires.are sent out, the questionnaire number from the

survey sent to each client must be recorded on the control sheet to identify
-

each questionnaire with a given client. This provides the identification neces-

sary to merge survey data yith other agency data making it possible to look

at the survey data in the cOntext of client characteristics. This is also

the only way to keep track of which clients have returned surveys; informa-

tion that is essential for follow-up purposes. Also essential to the

follow-up lAtocedure is the recordill of the date mailed out in order to

keep track of elapsed time.

This is the last of the preliminary step . Once Jis record-keeping

system has been set up, the surveys can be packaged a mailed out.

.Step 3 - Packaging and Mailing Out the Survey

The survey package should include the .survey, a cover letter, and
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. A

(Number on Survey Conirol dheet and
Questibnnaire must cOrrespond)

C-20

VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION CLOSURE SURVE`f

Survey Control Sheet

To.Be Completelify Agency Personnel 01114

I. Agency.and Client Identification

1. Case No. /t/ / / / / / / / 2. Closure Date

3. Social Security No. it/ / /-;/ / /-/ / / / /

4. Client's Name,

5. Client's Address
street name and number

^

Apt. No.

city

6. Client's Telehone No. (

state, zip code

or-

II. Survey Control Information (Check the boxes that apply and give the dates)

1. Initial QueStionnaire Distribur*d -- Date / ,/ /

How: by counselor? / /

by distriat office?

by central office?

/ I

/ /

Response Prods: .
, .

2. Reminder postcard 'I / -Date"! / / /A

3. Second survey form /_ / Date / / / /

Telephone follow-up / / Date / / / /

S. AOther: /' / (Date / / / ri

b. Classified as non-response

7. Questionnaire Completed? /

Hdw: by mail?

by telephone?

lij'person?

Ra4. / // / / /

Date / / / /

Interviewer's name:

(sk, 122
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a:return addressed envelope. The return envelope should preferr;,bly be

postage paid, as this tencis to help maximize the response rate. Once

again, the importance of rpcording questionnaire numbers on the dppropriate

survey control sheets-cannot be overemphasized.
This is usually the las.t

step in the mail out process in conjunction with the envelope stuffing

process. The materialS should be folded nd the envelope stuffed it such

a manner'that the respondent notices the cover letter first.

Experience shows that to ensure thit mail reaches its destination as

soon as possible after the'mail out date, the,best time to mail the surveys

is early in the week. This avoids the weekend build up. It is also helpful

to avoid holidays a much as possible.

1
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SURVEY COLLECTION

Most people who answer questionnaires do so almost immediately after

they receive them. A questionnaire ihat lies unanswered for a couplrof

weeks is not very likely le be returned. There are many reasons.why

respondents may not return the questionnaires:

The questionnaire nevA reached its destination because the

wrong address was used.

The questionnaire arrived at the appropriate address but was

discarded without being opened because it resembled "junk" mail.

The respondent found no colvincing explanation about why it

should be completed so threw it away.

The client decided to fill out the questionhaire but temporarily

laid it aside and just never got back to it.
A

The questionnaire was filled out but the return addres's was

misplaced so it was never returned.

The client was unable, because of his or her disability, to fill

out the questionnaire withput assistance..

While some of these problems can be overcome by carefully preparing

,the survey package, there will always be individuals ytho do not return

the .questionnaire. For this reason it is important to follow the surveys

with reminders or prods to those who have not responded. Berkeley Plannidg

Associates recommeas the following four step process for maximizing:

response rate. As will be seen, this is where Ihe survey_ control_sheet

will be an effective tool. :

4

Step 1 - Two Week Reminder

TWo weeks after the initial distribution, reminder post cards

letters should be mailed to clients for whom a questionnaire has not been

.41
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returned (see Figure 3). The reminder should be written not to overcome re-

sistance, but rather to jog memories and to influence the respondents' pri-

orities. It should be carefully Worded 'to convey a'sense of importance without

sounding impatient. this can be accomplished by stating that a questionnaire

was sent, stressing why the respondent is important, offering a replacement

questionnaire, and providing a contact person.

To keep costs down, reminders.should be sent only to those who have

not responded. While some states may choose to use computerized flagging

systems, this can be accomplished mechanically and quite simply through

'use of the control sheets. When questionnaires are returned by clients the

date is recorded on the control, sheet and.that control sheet is pulled from

the pending file and filed by closure date. All those remaining in the

current monthrt pending file at the end of the two week period would receive

a twoweek reminder.

Step 2 - Second Questionnaire

One week after the two meek xeminders have been sent out, a second

questionnaire should be maile4 to the remaining non-respondents. Once again

this should be accompanied by a cover letter (see Figure 4). Tpis letter

should combine elethent of the first cover letter and the reminder by

"stating that a questionnaire was mailed previously, thanking those who

have already responded (in case this reminder has crossed in the mail

with the response), explaining why the survey is important, stressing the
4

importance of the individual's response and providing a contact person.

If, as in the case of ;the rethinder letter, the control slteets for those

-who have returned questionnaires have been pulled and filed appropriately1

then those rethaining in the pending file at the end of the third week

would receive the second questionnake.

Step 3 - Telephone Reminder

One week 'following the second Survey mailing, a telephone reminder

should be undertaken for those surveys still unreturned. Once again,
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I

a

3

SAMPLE P TCARD REMINDER

4
a

Dear°
Date:

Our effort to refine and improve VR services has included
sending brief questionnaires to selected_former VR clients.
Such a questionnaire was recently sent to you and we want
tO emphasize how much we would appreciate your response.
We encourage you to complete the questionnaire and return
it to us in the preaddressed envelope as soon as poSsible.
If you have questions or need a new questionnaire, please
-contact at .

or write:

,

Thank you for your help.

\

:

\

''.

,
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Figure 4

SAMPLE,REMINDER COVER LETTER

4(Closure Survey)

Date:

Dear

VR is committed to improving the effectiveness of client services -
and is asking for tNt opinions of past VR clients. A questionnaire
was recently sent to you regarding your.feelings towards VR services
and'counselors. Sance the results from the survey will help guide
the modification of VR servi4s, your response to fhe questionnaire
is of tremendous importance.

Fldase finAenclosed another copy of the questionnaire. We encourage
yoll to complete the quesfionnaire and return it to us in the enclosed
preaddressed envelope. All responses to the survey will be confiden-
tiaf.

If you have already returned a completed questionnaire, please accept
our gratitude. If you have questions regarding the survey, please
ca11 at
or write:

Thank you very Much for your help.

Sincerely,
a

,:4
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respondents should be urged gently. ,The focus of the telephone codtact

should be to determine the cause of the delay and establish whether the

respondent is willing to participate. For those clients who have difficulty

completing the survey themselves it may be necessary to make special.

arrangements.

Step 4 - Last Try

If no response is received after Step 3, the agency may elect to

mail a third questionnaire (if neceSsary) or to complete the survey through

telephone or personal inierview with the client. The latter should be

arranged at a mutually convenient time and place for the parties involved.

The "last try" is the step most often omitted in survey.implementation,

especially where resources are limited and the 4esponse rate has been

relatively high. In-person and telephone interviews take time and are

more costly than self-administered mail-back surveys. Howeveromission

of this step increases the tendency for sample bias: Therefore, the

extent to which an agency will implement these procedures should receive

.careful consideration.
:

Surveys still unretu'illa or uncompleted two weeks following.the

telephone contact should be considered non-responses and classified as'

ss,uch. This alloWs for a total of six weeks for completintiltheAuestionnaire

before it is classified as a non-response.
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DATA PREPARATION

,The return of the questionnaires to the Ifik agency is not the

completion of the survey/datacollection process. Rather, the final link

) in the chain is the preparation of.the data for analysis. Before the data-

dan be analyzed, the questionnaires must be edited.

Step 1 - Editing Completed Questionnaires

All completed questionnaires must be edited to ensure that the
\

) proPer information is being collected, to ensure that the questionnaires

have been properly completed, to ensure that information is recokded con-

sistently and to prepare the data for,keypunching.

In the process of edifing, the editor reviews each and every item

in the questionnaire. He or she examines all responses to make sure that
i

the instructions were followed, that the answers are appropriate and that
,

,the appropriate number.of responses is given to each question. The agency

should strive to:have only One or two individuals edit,completed instruments.

By minimizing the number of editors the consistency of ihe data is increased.

Also problems or trends in interp eting or answering questions are quickly

detected.

Editors also keep track of items with a high degree of missing data,

and items with which respondents have difficulty. Knowledge of problematic

variables is very important in the analysis phase.
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Exhibit:

THE SURVEYS

The closure and follihrup surveys in their standardized form appear

in the following pages. As mentioned previOusly (Instrument Development)

in order to gather consistent data acrbss states it is essential that all

states ask,the same questions using the same wordAng.

Howevr, some states may wish to include additional questions relating

to their own internal program planning and evaluation needs. Any additional

questions that your agency may wish to add must be added to the end of the

surveys following the standardized questions. This exposes all clients to

the standardized questions in the same order, thus assuring comparable data.

. 130
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Client Closure SurVey

to

(Column #)

(1-3) Questionnaire No. / / / /

(4) / (Cal:c1 Number)

(5-14) / / / / / / / / / (Client I.Q.)

VR CLIENT CLOSURE SURVEY,

1. Are you satisfied with your overall experience
with the rehabilitation program? [PLEASE CHECK
ONE]

1. Yes

2. No

9. Not sure or no5opinion

2. Are you sOtisfied with your counselor's pe...)
formance (that is, did he/she do a aood job
for you)? IPLEASE CHECK ONE)

(16) 1. Yes

2. NO

9. Not sure or no opinion

..

3, Did yourS counselor arrange for you to have

physical restoratIon services, such as medical

treatment, physical therapy, artificial limbs,

eyeglasses; dentures, hearing aids, etc.?
[PLEASE CHECK ONE] .

1. Yes

2. No

9. 1 don't.remember
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(Column 11)

4, *If YES, are you satisifed with these ser-

vii6e8? [PtEASE'CHECK ONE]

(18) i.,yes

2. No

9- Not sure or no opinion

5 Did yOur counselor arrange
)

for you to have

job training? [PLEASE CHECK ONE)

(19) 4. Yes

2. No

I don't remember

I

(20)

(21

6. If,YES,, are-you satisfied with the kind of

training you r;eceived? [PLEASE CHECK ONE]

Yes'

2. No

9- Not sure.or no opihion

7, Did your counselor help you looleror a fob?

[PLEASE CHECK ONE)
.:..;

1. Yes

2. No

9. I don't remember

8, If YES, are you satisfied with the help.you

received? [PLEASE CHECK ONE]

(22) 1. Yes

2. No

9. Not sure or.no opinion.
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A
,

(Column it)

_

(23)

I

9, Were the services or training YOU received

.from the rehabilitation program useful in '

helping you to perfOrm in your present situ-

ation Or in helping you gétiit? [PLEASE
CHECK ONE] \

1. Yes

2. No

3. 1 received no services or training
from the rehabilitation. program

9. I have no opinion

,

i

,

)

4.

133
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Client Follow-qp Survey

(Column #)

(1-3) Questionnaire No. /.7/ / / /

(4) / / (Card Number)

(5-14) / / / / / / /,/ / / / (Client I.D.)

(15)

(16-19).

VR CLIENT FOLLOW-UP SURVEY

l, Which of the following statements best de-

scribes your Present work situation? [PLEASE

CHECK ONLY ONE]

1. I earn a wage 'or sOary, either at a

regular job Or froth self-employwt

2. I ealm a wage or salary in a slieltered

worEshop or Business Enterprise Pro-

gram (BEP)

3. I am a homemaker

4. I work in a family farm or business

Without pay

5. I am n6t working at present

6. Other (explain):

2, How mUch total' income, if any, did you and

your dependents receive last month from all

sources of public welfare? [PLEASE CHECK

ONLY ONE AND FILL IN THE SPACE]

We received $ last month't

Nonea

I don't remembera
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(Column #)

3, What were your total earnings last week (from
a job, self-employment, sheltered workshop,
or Business Enterprise Program (BEP)?

(20-21)
I I earned $ last week

I am working but I don't receive a

wage or salary a

I am not workinga

I don't knowa as'

4, What WQS your income last month fr'om private

sources other than the earnings reported IQ
Nestion 3 (for example, froM rents, divi-
dends, or private insurpnee)?

(22-26)
I I received $ last month

4
None-a

I don't remembera

5, (Iieths aSsessihg functional ability 9nd life

status; Items to be determined thro gh pre-
te.st of the Life Functioning Index ( FI),

a
These responses will require multicolumn dodes (e.g., 000r"None"
on Question 2, 9999 for "I doh't remember" on question 2).

r,
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THE FIVE PROCEQURAL.STANDARDS

.The Procedural Standards coirist,of five goal-statements for the Voca-.

tiailal Rehabilitation program,'pertaining to R-30 validitjr., compliance with

key regulations, and.certain aspaCts oT case handling. Ihese standards

-include:

Standar 9: Information c011ected on clients by the R-300

and all reporting systems used by RSA shall be valid,

reliable accurate, and complete,

Standard 10: Ellgibility decisions shall be based on accurate

and sufficient diagnostic:information, and VR shall contintally

review and evaluate eligibili deCisions to ensure that deci-

sions are being.made in a ordance,with laws and regulations.. A,'

Standard 11: VR shall ensure th eligibility decisions andir
client movement through tbe VR pncess occur in a timely'manner

appropriaie to ,the needs and capabilities,of the clients.

Standard 12: VR Shall provtde an Individualized Written Rebab-
.

ilitation_Program tor each applicable client, 'Ad VR and the

client shall be accountablvto each"other for complying with

this 4reement.

Standard 13: Counselors shalt.make an effort to set realistic.

goals,for clients.- Comprehensive consideration must be given

to.all factors in developing apprOpriate vocatidhal goals'such

that there is a maximum of correspondence between goals and

outcomes: competitive goals should have competitive outcome's
4

And noncompetitive pals should have noncompetitive outcomes.

The Procedural 'Standards will be reported for a given state agency

every third fiscal year. ,RSA will conduct the data Collection and will

.

The R-'300 is the dataksystem which has'been use4 by VR agencies and
therefOre served as the framework around which specific standards were
constfucted. Changes in the R-300 system may result in a need to alter
certain data elements Or instructions.

13 7 ,
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report the results to...each state Agelisly_t_The_data elements'for each standard

consists of a number of individual information items pertaining to various

aspects of the issues addressed by a given Procedural Standard. For example,

the eligibility standard includes data elements on the process followed in

declaring applicants ineligible, asIvell as data elements on the process fol-

lowed for eligible applicants.. Thus, fiSA and state agency program managers

will be presented6:/ith information on "how things.are done" in the agency,

with respect to the key processes embodied.in each Procedural Standard. It,

is intended for states to use the Procedural Standards to benefit their pro-
,

gram evaluation efforts and facilitate the improVement of services to clients.

The information obtained via the Procedural Standards.will form the basis for

agencies to make appropriate changes in practices, where current processes

are not in keeping with client interests and positive prograth performance.

The methodology for implementing the Procedural Standards reflects RSA's

desire to allow maximum flexibility to states in the VR process, yet still

ensure attention to a common set of concerns and provide sufficient data to

allow for program:wide analysis of these concerns. Ideally, a uniform pro-
.

cedure would be followed by all states for monitoring these process aeas,

even though states retain differences in the ways.they organize and conduct'

case service delivery. For example, indicators of cotpliance with legal

requirements, such as eligibility and IWRP, should be the same for all states.

All states should be asked a'standard set of questions, with the resulting

information being reported in uniform maner.

Most ok the Procedural Standards' data'needs are best met through a

careful review. Thps, a single case'review process.will be implemented to

address the case review needs of four of the Procedural Standards. This

process will use the Case Review Schedule (CRS) developed by the San Diegq

State RCEP IX as the basic document for Procedural Stahdards data collection.

The CRS has already been mandated by the RSA as the standardized instrument

to be used by regional RSA offices whenever they conduct case.reviews. For

Procedural Standards 10 (Eligibility) and 12 (IWRP), the CRS items essential

to adequately assess compliance have been .selected. These items make up the

Modified CRS, whiCh is considerably shorter than the full CRS. 'RSA .could

-138
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choose either the CRS or the MCRS as the,instrument for collecting Procedural

Standards data.

While the CRS is an appropriate vehicle for collecting compliance data,

it lacks certain items needed to assess the validity of R-300 data (Standard

9) or to assess timeliness of case service (Standard 11). For these stand-

ards,. two separate instruments have been developed to complement the CRS.

These two instruments are incorporated directly into the CRS to provide a

unified data collection instrument.

Finally, Standard 13 on the correspondence between IWRP occupational

goals and final outcome uses data from the R-300. Because the R-300 is the

sole data source for this standard, progress on this standard can be reported

annually.

To summarize, the Procedural Standards consist of five process-oriented

goal-statements for the VR program. For Standards 9 - 12, data,collection

will occur in a given state agency ev.ery third year, with RSA conducting the

necessary' case reviews. Standard 13 uses R-300 data, and could be reported

annually.
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THE FIVE PROCEDURAL -STANDARDS

STANDARD 9: R-300 VALIDITY 4

Information collected on clients by the R-300 and all data'
reporting sYstems used by 11.8Vshall be valid, reliable, : .

accurate, and comPlete,T

While the VR 'service delivery systems need an objective data base from

which to measure performance, inconsistencies and errors in reporting cur-
,

rently exist among and within VR program data 'Systems. ,Similarly, confusion

or misundeistandings over definitions exist. This Procedural Standard

addresses these shortcomings by ensuring that state agencies maintain accept-

j4ie levels of validity and reliability in their reporting of R-300 and other

data. This standard also assumes that careful attention to good data proces-

sing is pertinent to all of the standards. Thus; given the importance of

reliable, valid, and accurate data on which to base, the program's evaluation
.

capacity, this Procedural Standard relates to.the broad RSA goals of compli=

ance, quality, and cost-effectiveness.

Reliability, accuracy, and completeness of data could be checked.in

/P.*

several,ways. While a state agency could conduct validity studies on a

periodic basis, and ediE checks as a part of routine data processing, this

standard encompasses a specific recommended procedure for states to follow

tb ensure the accuracy of data recorded and submitted to RSA thrtugh the
.t

R-300. Primarily, the case review, process includes an accurac check between

the case folder information, the.R-3q0 form,itself, and, if the tate has a

computer system, computer output listing of R-300 items selected for review.

In particular, those R-300 data items which areNused in cOmputing the stand-
,

ard's data elements are subjected to checks of accuracy and validity through

case fo
4
lder documentation.

This'standard uses the R-300 Verification Instrument (Section I.0 of

the Modified Case Review Schedule) as' its data source, Table 2 shows the\

R-300 items which are checked using the R-300 Verificatio4;1 Instrument.

'3
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Table 2

R-300 Items Checked Using the R-300 Verification Instrumenta.-

Referral date

Closure date

Social Security number.

SSDI status at referral

SSI status at referral

Major (primary) disabling condition

Secondary disa'bility

Work status at referral

Earnings the week prior.to referral

Receipt or nonreceipt of public
assistance at referral

Type(s) of public assistance re-
ceived at referral (SSDI, SSI-
Aged, SSI-Blind, SSI-Disabled,
AFDC, Other)

Monthly amount of public assistance
receiyed at referral_

Length of time,, prior to referral,
-during which the client received
public, assistance

Appropriateness of -Ike Federal

Special Program,Identlfication
checks (TF, Vet, MAW, PO, WIN,
,SEC4, SF, SU)

SSDI status at closure

SSI. status at closure

Work status at closure

Weekly earningstft'closure

Receipt or nonreceipt of public
assistance at closure.

Type(s) of public assistance re-
ceived at closure (SSDI, SSI-

Aged, SSI-Blind, SSI-Disabled,
AFDC, Other)

Monthly amount of public assistance
received at closure

Occupation at closure

DOT code for çhat occupation

Outcome status (08, 26, 28, 30)

Reason for nonr bilitated closure

Total cost of all.case services

Total cost of all case services
provided ip rehabilitation
facilities'

Total cost of case services charged
to Social Security Trust Funds

Toeal cdst of case services charged
to Supplemental Security Income
Funds

Receipt or nonreceipt and cost
statuS of the following services:

Di\agnostic and evaluation;

Restoration (physidal or mental);

College or university;

Other academic elementary or high
school;

Business school or college;

Vocational schoal;

On-the-job training;

,Jersonal and vocationaladjustmenf;

qiscellaneous training;

Maintenance;

Other services;

Services to other family members

aThe R-300 Verification Instrument appears in Section I.Ck/
Case Review .Schedule.

f the Modified
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STANDARD 10: ELIGIBILITY

Eligibility decisions shall be based on accurate and
sufficient diagnostic information, and VR shall con-
tinually reviewand_evaluate eligibility decisions to
ensure that decisions are being made in accordance with

laws and fegulations.

The determination of an applicpt's qualifications for eligibility is

a critical point ilk.the VR process for both the client and the agency.

This atandard,seeks to protect the client's interests by requiring that

state agencies install procedureS for monitoring eligibility decisions in

a sample cif cases. This system would ensure that all decisions are appro-

priate, thaethey are in compliance with legal requirements, and that they.

are supported by the proper diagnostic information. Standard 10 pertains

to two road RSA goals. First, inasmuch as the eligibility determination

pro ss rests on.a legal footing, the standard pertains to the goal of legis-

five compliance. Second, it pertains to the goal of cost-effectiveness,

since it is a misuse of money to Serve ineligible persons, particularly if

other, eligible clients are turned away due to an incorrect determination

of eligibility. Thus', a procedural standard for the review of eligibility

determination implies concern for the appropriateness of this decision-making

,process. Information krom this review "11 address two issues: (1) that

clients who are not eligible for VR rvices not be accepted for services,

and (2) that clients who are eligible re indeed accepted.

While monitoring'and review of el ibility decisions by supervising

counselorg or managers will provide,a, eck,on that-determination, the actual

Procedures,utilized in.providing this uperVision will not be monitored.

Consequently, states wirl be allowed t 'retain flexibility in.establishing

their monitoring practices. Although dross-checks on impending eligibility'

decisions are important, they are not a requirement this standard.

The Modified Case ReView Schedule (CRS) serves as'the data source for

this standard. Table 3 shows the MCRS items used to address Standard 10;

the table is organized by the various relevant sections of the MCRS.

1

4
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Table 3

Modrfied Case Review Schedule (MCRS) I,tems Used

for Standard 10 (Eligibility)

SECTION II: EVALUATION OF REHABILITATION POTENTIAL

A: Preliminary Diagnostic Study - Status 02

Does the preliminary diagnostic study...

4. include an appraisal of the current general health status
of the client?

5. include a psy.chiatric or psychological examination in all
cases of mental or emotional disorder?

6. include such examinations and diagnostic studies as necessary
to;

a. determine eligibility?

b. determine the teed for extended evaluation?

. plaCe primary emphasis upon the determination of the client's
potential for achieving a vocationaf got.13.

8. support-the determination tOt the client has a medically-%
recoknized physical or mental disability?

4

9. support the determination that the medically-recognized
disability constitutes a substantIal handitap to employ-
ment for the client?

10. support the determination that VR services.may reasonably
be expected tO benefit the client in terms of employability?

4

11. suppqrt the deiermination that an extendedevaluation is
necessary to 4etermine that VR services may reasonably
be expected to.benefit the client in terms.of employablaity?

p.

14 3
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Table 3 (Contiicued)

SECTION II: EVALUATION OF REHABILITATION POTENTIAL

B: Extended Evaluation Status 06

Does the case re.cord...

14. ,contain a certification for extended evaluation to
determLife rehabilitation potential?

Does the IWRP for:extended evaluation. (State form)...

19. present the general basis for a determination that an
extended evaluation of rehabilitation potential ii nec-
essary to make a determination of eligibility?

46.. show that a thorough assessment of the client's progress'
was made at least once in every 90_-day period during the
provision of services under the extended evaluation?

Does the case reCord...

40. contain a certification of eligibility for the continuance
'of VR services?

42a show that the de;ision to terminate services was made in
full consultation with.the client, or as appropriate, with
the parent, guardian, or other representative?

42d. show that the provision was made for a periodic review, at
least annualry, of the ineligibility decision?
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Table 3 (continued)

1.1
SECTION III: ELIGIBILITY - STATUS 10

Does the certification of eligibility...

lc. ihdicate that the,client has met the 'basic eligibility
requirements? -

How well does the counselor documentation in the age record...
.

3. establish the presence of a physical or mental disibility
with necessary medical, psychiatric, psyahologicW and
other information?

4 7. shOw that the substantial handicap to employment exists,
even though the client is employed, because the client
is unable to.obtain a gainful ock.upation.consistent with
the client's capacities and .abilities?-'

8. show the likelihood of YR services enabling the client to
achieve vocationp goals consistent with the client's
capacities and abilities?

4

145 1
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Table 3 (continued)

SECTION VII:: .TERMINATION.OF CASES - STATUS 08
(Numbers in parentkvAs indicate Case Review item numbers)

CASE CLOSED STATUS 08 FROM 00/02 - INT16ENING REASONS

Does the,case record... .

docuMent specific"reasons for the closure action?

show that the client, or as appropriate, the parent, guardian, Or other representative; was Idvised
of the reasons for closure and the clo,sure action taken?

CASE CLOSED STATUS 08 FROM 00/02 - INELIGIBILITY

Does the certification of ineligibitity..

(6a) indicate the date of certification?

(6c) include the reasons for the determination of ineligibility?

Does the case record...

show that the client does not have a medically recognized physical or mental disability? -
show tha't the client does noehave a substantial.handicap to employment?

show that beyond any reasonable doubt the client js not expected to benefit in\effs of employability
from VR services?*

Contain data $upporting the ineligibility determination, inAoding:

a summary of medical and other case data obtained during the preliminary diagnostic study?

documentation of a review of the ineligibility determination not later, than 12 months following
such determination

show that the ineligibility determination was made only after full consulttior with the clieqt, or as
appropriate, with the parent, guardian, or othei -representative?

document that the cllent was notified in writfilg of the closure'action tak n? /

document that the client was informed in writing of client rights and remedie

. the right to adminisrative review and fair hearing?

the right to participate in the annual review of the ineligibility de ermination.

document any action,and decision involving the client's request for an adm_nistrative review of
agency)a'ction or fair hearing?

CASE CLOSED STATUS 08 FROM 06 - INELIGIBILITY

Does the certification of ineligibility...

(17a) indicate the date of certification?

(17;) include the reasons for the determina.tion of ineligibility?-

*Does the case record...
,

(18) show that beyond any reasonable doubtthe client cannot be expected to benefit in terms of employabilit
from VR services? c

1

I

(20) ; contain the iationale for the ineligibility determination as an amendment to the IIIRP?

(21) show that the ineligibility determination was made only after full consultation with the client, or as
apprppriate with the parent, guardian,,or other representative?

1 ,

(23) documenivthat the client wad informed in writing of the closure action taken?
I

(24) document any, action and decision involving the client's reqbest for an administrative review of
agency action or fair hearing? , N.

(25) document that the inejigibility determination was reviewed not later than 12 montns follo%ing such
determination/

oi
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Table 3 (continued)

'SECTION VII:' TERMIiATION OF CASES - STATUSES 30 and 28

Does the certifiCation of ineligibility...

. 28a. indicate the date of certification?

28c. include the reasons.for the determination of ineligibility?

Does the'cd.se record...

34. contain the ratiopAle for the ineligibility determination
as an,amehdment to the program?

35. show that thq ineligibility determination was.made only
after full consultation with the client, or as appropriate,.
with the parent, guardian, or other representative?

3t. document that ihe client was notified in writing .of:the
.closure action taken?

Does the case record show that the client was informed in writing of...440

37a, the right to administrative review and fair hearing?

37b: the_right to participate in the annual reviewof
the ineligibility determination?

poes the case record...

38.' document any action and decision involvin.g the client's
request for an administrative review of agency,action
-or fafr heating?

39. document that the determination that the client was no
longer eligible was,yeviewed not later-than 12 months
following such determination?
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STANDARD 11: TIMELINESS . ,

,. VR.shall ensure that eligibility decisions and crient .
movement through the VR process occur in a timely manfier
appropriate to the needs and capabilities of the clients.

This standard seeks to avoid delays in the'VR process that-"gre likely

to.impede-or hinder successful rehabilitation of the client. Rather than

set a performante standard using time-in-status to.define "undue delay,"

thisTrocedural Standard.requires that each state have a monitoring or flag-i

ing mech4misM -for cases reniaining in statuses over a given length of time;

and a procedumto evaluate the appropriateness of any case delay. Many of

t,he state VR agencies already have variations of-such a system in place.

This standsTd pertains to the RSA goal of providing quality case ser-

vices, for two reasons. -First, one aspect of the-quality of a client's

service experience is the speed with which' his:or her case'is handled. The

client's perception of his/her treatment

attitude toward ,YR and about the us

y V an have an impact on his/her
_

iess of p rticipation n VR. Second,

research on successful rehabilitation outcomes h s suggested a relationship

between timeliness and success, a relationship th t may be a consequence of

the client's perceptions allliscussed 'above. .

The issue of timely case movement or "undue delays" has been one of

long discussion and controverSy. Whilp there is literature to support the

correspondence between the time it takes for.certain processes, such-as the
4

eligibility decision, to take place and outcom e, there have also been-ques-

tions about interrater reliability in-th use of case reviews to judge time-

liness. Neverthelessn overall review of timely case movement oh a

client-by-client basis is best handled through case review, if items can be

identified which have.gooVinterrater'reliability.

Much effort has gone into establishing standards for the timeliness of

case service progress. Attempts to monitor the timeliness of service pro-

vision by way of a standard on "undue delay," however, have, been hampered

by several problems.- The first is that "undue delay" means different things
4

to different people.. While the current standards use the approach of arbi4

trary time peridds to define "timely" case Movement-(i.e., eight months for

timely eligibility decisions; 22 months for timely completion of the YR

process, etc.), this approach has been widely Criticized for.its latk of

1 4
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sensitivity to the legitimate differences in individual cases. A complex

case, perhaps involving long-term educational,services, might well require

more than 22 months, but may not constituZean unnecessary delay in the

service process.'

In response to this criticism, other approaches to objective measure-
,

ment have been undertaken. For example, recording planned initiation ahd

completion dates for each service and monitoring compliance with' the Schedule

has also been considered as a way to obtain all the information necessary for

a careful-analysis of the timeliness of case movement wit *dentify4ig a-

particular time 1)eribd as more or"less appropriate. This a WOWt.

'ever, has been critized'for its cumbersome and time-consuming implementation

.Subjective judgements of timeliness, while allowing for the reviewer to

assess each case on its individual merits, have been vulnerable to criticisms

of unieliability in application. Case reviewers might viell differ in judg-
A%

ments as to the cause'of a delay and, therefore, differ in their interpreta-

tion of whether the agency shoulid.bt-tretd accountable Eor the.delay. One

reviewer might view a delay in the handling of a Client's case as unnecessary

and, therefore, the responsibility of the agency in question, while another

reviewer might perceive the delay as stemming from a lack of client motiva-

tion or actions by an outside venOor and, therefore,not the agency's respon-
1

sibility. To correct these problems, a new timeliness assessment instrument

has been developed whi ile relying upon reviewer judgment, divides case
_

assessments of timeliness IAA two segments: first, a notation of whether a

delay has occurred in terms o time lapse between necessary activities; and

second, an a ssment of the easons for ihe lapse. The relevant questions

are included in MCRS a concern'critical phaSes of case progress --

eligibility determi , development of service plan, service delivery,

and termination. In addition, the Timeliness Assessment instrUme)Nt allows

- for notation of w4lethera case gas'handled with "undue speed":, that is, if

the case moved too fast, in the reviewer's judgment, given the circumstances

of4.
The-Timeliness Assessment Instrument is included as Section VIII of the

Modified Case Review Schedule (MCRS). Table 4 shows the information items

obtained for each reviewed case by the Timeliness Assessment Instrument.
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Table 4.

Information Items Obtained by the TimelinesS.
, ,

A.Ssessmegt Instrument for geviewea Casesa

.4.

1. Was the case handf4d,in a timely manner' (i.e., without undue

speed or undue delay)?
;

2. If undue speed:

a. Reasons fol- Judging the case as ioVing foo fast.

3. If undue delay:

a. Were the reasons for.delay docuMented 'in the clients'
case record?

;

b. Reasons for delaY.,

aThe Timeliness Assesstent Instrumlitt appears in Section VIII of the Modified -

Case Review Schedule.

.0%
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STANDARD 12: IWRP

'ar

VR shall provide an Individualized Written Rehabilitation
Program for'each applicable.client;-and VR and the client
shall be accountable to each other for complying with this
agreement.

* Several aspects of the Individualized Written-Rehabilitation Program

are addressed in this Procedural Standard, including: (a) compliance with

the requirement that an MIT be fully developed for clients accepted for

services or extended evaluation; (b) assurance of thelorotection of client

drrigh6 and'client awareness of the remedies available for mitigating dis-

satisfaction; (c) joint client/counselor development of the job goal and

the service plan; (d) mutual client/counselor reSponsibility for follow-

through on.the agreement and annual review of its progress and appropriate-

ness; and (e) the appropriate handling of plan revisions.

This standard bears a relation to the RSA goals of ensUring compliance

and qh44ity case services. Obviously, given the regulations mandating pro-

vision of an IWRP to al-I-accepted clients, this standard's relation to the

compliance goal,..i.S clear. While the regulations concerning the IWRP stip--
ulate complian ce with-the provisions of the law, elevating the issue to the

levetiof a procedural standard will ensure compliance with.the legislative

intent of the IWRP.

Inclusion of this standard Could be justified simply on the:basis of

the stiong regulation regarding compliance with the IWRP provisions olthe

1973 Rehabilitation Act. However, perhaps an even more-important reason to

include this,standard is the fact that research has shown a positive assoc-

iation between complifance with the IWRP requirements and successful outcomes

of the VR process. Since research has supported the premises underpinning

the IWRP by showing that the process and the p6ssession of the IWRP affect

clieht outcomes positively, adherence to the IWRP requirements becomes a

'powerful nomfor quality case management in VR, as well as a protection of

client interests and rights.

The Modified Case Review Schedule serves as the data source for this

standard. Table 5 shows the MCRS items used-to address Standard 12.
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Table S

Modified Case Review Schedule (MCRS) Items Used

for Stand1112 (IWRP)

SECTION II: EVALUATION OF REHABILITATION POTENTIAL

B: Extended Evaluation - Status 06

18. Is there an IWRP for extended evaluation j.n the case record?

Does the IWRP for extended evaluation (state form)...

pr sent the general basis for a determination that an
eXt nded evalliaZion of rehabilitation potential is
necessary to make a determination of eligibility?

20. Set forth the terms and conditions for the provision of
service, including:

a. client responsibilities in carrying out the
program, such as attendance,.cooperation,'etc.?

b. the extent of client participation in the cost
of services?

21. document that the client was informed of client rights and
remedies, includimg:

,* a. th,e right to be fully consulted regarding
any changes or amendments in the rehabilitation
program?

b.' the right to administrative review in case of
dissatisfaction with services?

d. the right to participate in the annual rtvieW of
the program?

e. the right to participate in the artnual review of
the ineligibili.ty decision?

//. reflect that' the IWRP for extended evaluation was maintained
as a separate part,of the case record?

23. show that the client received a copy of the IWRP and sub-
stntial amendments?.

26. indicate that the program was developed and ameAded with
the client's participation, or as appropriate, withthe
parent,,guardian, or'other representative?,;;

28. state the intermediate rehabilitation objectives?
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SECTION II.B (continued)

Does the IWRP for extended evaluation (state form)...

29: state the VA services to be provided which are necessary
for the determination of rehabilitation potential?

30. contain the projected, date for the initiation of each
service?

31. Contain the anticipated duration for each service planned?

32. prOvide the projected time within which rehabilitation
objectives may be, achieved?

33. show that a thorough assessment of the client's progress
was made at least once in every 90-day period during the
provision of services under the extended evaluation?

34. state the objective criteria upon which an evaluation of
the client's progress is based?

,35. state the procedure by which the client is evaluated?

.416. contain a schedule for the periodic review and progress
evaluation?

37. contain a record of the results of scheduled reviews and
progress evaluations?

38. show that a formal, annual reView has been conducted if the
IWRP has achieved at least first anniversary status?

39. docuEent the client's views, or,, as appropriate, the views
of the parent, guardian, or other representative concerning '

the objecti2ves and VR services being provided?

,Does the case record...

42a. ,show that the decision to terminate services was made in
full consultation with the client, or as appropriate, with
the parent, guardian, or other representative?

42b. show that the rationale for the decision to terminate
services was recorded as a certified amendment to the
IWRP for extended evaluation?

42c. show'that a certification of ineligibility was then executed?

42d. show that the provision was made for'a periodic review, at
least annually, of the ineligibility decision?
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Table 5 (continued)

"
SECTION II.B (continued)

Questions 43 through 51 have two parts:

Item B: Does the case record document that the service was planned
for the client?

item C: Does the case record document that the service was given to
the client?

Each item is asked in reference to,the folloWing services (keyed to

CRS question numbers).

43. Diagnostic and Related Services

44. Counseling and Guidance

45. Physical Restoration

46. Mental Restoration

47. Vocational and Other Training

48. Maintenance

49. Transporation

50. Services to ihe Family

51. Specialized Services for Blind, Deaf, Severe Disabilities,

52/. Telecommunicatitns

53. OCcupational LicAnses, Tools, Equipment

54: Other Goods and Servixes
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.00.110 Table 5 (continued)

SECTION V: INDIVIDUALIZED WRITTEN REHABILITATION PROGRAM -

STATUS 12 AND ABOVE

1. , Ls there an rimp in the case record?

Doei4the IWRP (state form)...

2. present the general basis for a determination of eligibility?

3. set forth the terms and conditions for the provision of
service's, including:

client responsibilities in carrying oUt the
program, such as cooperation,

attendance,'etc.?

e extent of client riarticipation in the cost
f serVices?

4. document that the client was informed of client rights andremedies, including:
l

a. the right to be'-fully consulted regarding,any
. changks or amendMents in the rehabilitation

prograin ?

ihe'right to adminisirative review in case of
'dissatisfactiOn with services?

'd. the right to paxticipate in the annual review of
the prograM?

e. the right to participate...in the annual review of
the ineligibility decision

A
,

reflect that the IWRI5mas.maintained
as a separate part of

the case record? .t

,
6. show that the cliaft received-a copY of the will) and'

substantial amendMehts?,:

9. indicate that the preiraM was deVeloped and amended with
the client'siparticipation cor, aapprDpriate with the
parent, guardi.an, or,other representativef

t. A
11. place primary emphasis on the determination and achieve:

men.of a vocational gRaI?

T2. state the long-range -employment ,g64.1?

13. state 'tte intermediate rehabilitaticrn objectives?
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Table 5. (continued)

.SECTION V (continued)

Does the IMO (state form)...

14. state the specific VR services to be. provided to
achieve the intermediate objectives and the employment
goal?

15. contain the projected datefor the initiation of each
service?

16. contain the anticipated duration for each service
planned?

17. provide the projected time within which rehabilitation
objectives and goals may be achieved?

18. state the objsitive criteria upon which an evaluation of
the client's progre oward an employability goal is
based?

19. state the procedure by which the client is evaluated?

20. contain a schedule for the periodic reviews and progress
evaluations?

21. contain a record of the results of the s%edUled reviews
and evaluations?

22. show that a formal, annual review has been conducted, if
the IWRP has achieved at least first anniversary.status?

23. document the client's views, or as appropriate, the views
of the parent, guardian, or other representative concerning
the goals, objectives, and VR serv,ioes being provided?.

156
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SECTION V (continue'd)

Does the case record...

24a. show that the decision lb terminate services was made in full
consultation with the client or as appropriate, with, the
pareft, gutirdian, or other representetiVe?

-g4-1
24b. show that the rationale for the ddcision to terminate services

was recorded as a certified amendment to the IWRP?

24c. show that a ceriification of ineligibility was then,
executed.?

24d. show that the provision was made for a periodic review,
at least annually, of the ineligibility decision?

25. contain a closure statement as an aMendment to the program
for a case tlosed rehab.ilitated?

Doei the closure statement...

25a. a descriptionbf the.basis upon which the client was
detexmined to be rehabilitated?

'

26. Is there an amended IWRP for Post Employment Servic s?
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Table 5 (continued) /,

SECTION VI: DELIVERY OF SERVICES - STATUSES 14, 16, la, 20, 22 and 32

Questions 1-14 have tw ts:

Item B: Does the case iiecord document that the service was planned
for the client?

Item C: Does the case record document that the service was given
to the client?

Each item is asked in reference to the following,services-:(keyed to

CRS question numbers):

Services:

1. Evaluation and Diagnostic Services

2. Counseling and'GUidance

3. Physical RestoratiOn

4. Mental Restoration

5. -Vocational and Other Training

6. .Maintenance

7. Transporcation-

8. Services to the Family

9. Specialized Services for Blind, Deaf, Severe Disabilities

10. Telecommunications

11. Occuiationr Licenses, Tools, Equipment

12. Other Goods and Services

13. Placement

14. Post-Employment

15s
/-

1.

.,



Table S t Acontinued)-,

SECTION VIi: TERMINATION OF CASE.STATUSES 30 arid 28

f: 4

Does the case recoid..4

, .

34.'' contain ;.the rationale fbr.tlhe irligibility determination
as an amendment to the program?

,

-3S: show that the ineligibility determinition was made only
after full consultation with theclie:nt, or as appropriate,4

with.the pareht, guardian, oi4 Dther'representative?b;
,;

a
This is the same.working as.used in item 20.(not shown) pertaining to

-lients closed 08 from 06; except.th-at the work "IWRP" is substituted
for "program."

bThis is the same wording as used.in Item 22 (not shown) pertftining,to
clients closed 08'from 06

0/
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STANDARD 13:' COAL:PLANNING

Counselors shall make an effort to set realistic goals-
for olients. Comprehensive consideration.must be given
to all factors in developing appropriate vocational goals
such that there is a maximum of correspondence between

'goals and outcomes: -competitive goals should have compet-
itive outcomes and noncompetitive goals should have non-

, .

competitive outcomes,

Competitive employment may not be the appropriate placement for all

clients. Nevertheless, VR regulations require that all placements be into

"gainful activity" and that placements be consistent with the clients'

"capacities and abilities," *hether in competitive, sheltered, or non-

competitive employment.

There is much speculation in the field over the abuse of "homemaker"

and "unpaid family worker" categories, specifically regarding the use of

these categories to ensure sUccess rather than because the placement is

appropriate. While maximizing the proportion of successful closures (as

captured in the Performance Standard 3)4is important to VR, it does not

enstere that noncompetitive placements are suitable for the client. This

standard addresses the concern that noncompetifive closure categories not

be used to salvage "successes" for clients Who were unsuccessful in their

planned competitive goals.

However,, this standard is not intended to lock counselors and their

clients into the goals set out in the original IWRP. Such an effect would,

be a misapplication of the IWRP process. The.IWRP is, intended to be a-

statement of a realistically attainable goal *fiich, if necessary, can be
.

modified for a variety of valid reasons as the client progresses through

the VR process-.

As such, state agencies should not use the stihndard to ovtremphasize

the importance of-matching the outcome tO the goal- ThiS would serve as a
40 J:e,

disincentive to setting ambitious (i.e., competitiveempfdyment) goal,s in

the original IWRP, and would reduceithe flexibility of the.coi:inselor in
*

refining the goa(7171 response to a client's progress,:' InStead, the results

should be used in conjunction with data on client characteristics and ser-

vic!) to investigate how counselors can beoppre effective in the task.of

"fitting" clienW potentials to feasible outcomes. In this way, the stan-

dard is used appropriately to facili,tate *effective goal-planning.
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. Standard 13 uses four variations en a common theme as data elements:.

# of 26 closurei with competitive goal AND competitive
.

outcome
# of 26 cleSures

(ii) .# of 26 closures with.competitive goal BUT noncompetitive
outcome
# of 26 closures

(iii) .# of 26 closures with noncompetitive goal AND noncompetitive
outcothe

# of 26 closures

(iv) # of 26 closures with.noncompetitive goal BUT competitive
outcome

.# of 26 closures

The RSA-300 provides the data necessary to address this standard and,

consequently, it cah be reported annually.

4



COMPUTING THE PROCEDURAL STANDARDS DATA ELEMENTS

The data elements'for the Procedural.Standards consist, for the most

part, of individual information-items pertaining to specific aspects of the

standard in question. In the Procedural.Standards reports, these informa-

tion items will be presented in terms of_a series of "percentage achieved

scores; for example, the percent of revieWed case records which "document

that the client was informed of client rights and remedies, including the

right to be fully consulted regarding any Changes or amendments in the rehab-

ilitation program" (MCRS,Jtem V.4.a, used for,Standard 12). Likewise, all
. .

other ittms from the MCRS will be computed and reported as a "percentage

achieved" score.
1

With this, program managers will be able to see the extent

to which an agency is in compliance (or has valid R-300 data, or serves its

clients in a timely manner) in terms of a number of separate indicators.

This will allow program managers to pinpoint specific problems occurring in

the agency's case-handling and data-recording processes.

The one exception to the "percentage achieved" method occurs on Standard

13. As-noted in thediscussion of that standard, its data elements consist

of four similar ratios, each of which compare clients' IWRP.goals to their

ultimate outcomes.

Given the straightforward interpretation of the Procedural Standards data

elements, the instructions for computing the data elements can be stated simply:

1) collect the necessary data; and

2) compute the percentages, using valid cases only.

The only remaining task is to specify the information items used for the

Procedural Standards. Table 6 provides the specifications. The table lists

the Procedural Standards (and, for Standard 13, the four data elements), the

data source and item specifications for the data items and instructions for

completing the data items.

1As with the Performance Standards data elements, the "percentage achieved"
scores must be computed using valid cases only. In the example-given above,

for instance, we would divide the number of cases for which the case record
documented that the client had been "informed of rights and remedies regardin
TWRP changes," by the number of clients reaching Status 12. All Other cases

are "invalid" (for this particular data element) and are not to be used in

computing the percentage score.

1 62
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Table 6

Summary of Standards, Data Sairces, and Data Specifications

for the VR Program Procedural Standards

1

. ,

Standard

.

Data Source

.

. .

.Data Specifications
-

9. R-300 Validity

Modified
Case Review
Schedule

Section I.0 (R-300 Verification
Instrument)

.

/
.

Information collected on clients by the'11-300
and all data reporting systems used by RSA
stiall be valid, reliable, accurate, and com-
plete.

10. Elfgibility
....,

Modified

Case'Review
Schedule

\
Section II.A.: 4-11

.

Section II.B.: 14, 19, 33, A2, 42a, 42d
Section III: lc, 3, 7, 8
Section VII: 2, 5, 6a, 6c, 7, 8, 9, 10a,

10d, 11, 12, 13a, 13c, 140
17a, 17c, 18, 20, 21, 23, 24,
25, 28a, 28c, 34, 35, 36,-
37a, 37b, 38, 39

..

Eligibility decisions shall be based on
accurate and sufficient diagnostic Informa--
tion, and VR shall continually review and
evaluate eligibility decisions to ensure
that decisions are being made in accordance
with laws and regulations.

II. Timeliness ,

Modified
Case Review
Schedule

Section- VIII.A and VIII,B '(Timelingss

Assessment Instr6Ment)
.

-t

VR shall ensure that eligibility decisions
and client moveMent through the VR pro-
cess occur in a timely manner appropriate
to the needs and capabilities of the
clients.

12. IWRP

Modified .
Case Review
Schedule

.

Section II.B: 18, 19, 201, 20b, 21a, 21b,
21d, 21e, 22, 23, 26, 28-39,
42a, 42b, 42c, 42d, 43-548,
43-54C

Section V: 1, 2, 3a, 3b, 4a, 4b, 4d, 4e,
5, 6, 9, 11-23, 24a, 24b, 24c,
24d, 25a, 26

Section VI: 1-14B, 1-14C
.

Section VII: 20, 22, 34, 35

.
a

VR shall provide an Individliz Written
Rehabilitation Program for eich applicable
client and YR and the client.'sh01 be ac-
countable to each other for co4lying With
this agreement.

.a
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Table 6 (continued)

4

Standard Data Source

-

.

Data Specifications
.

13. Goal Planning RSA-300:.

Work Status

of MP Coal

Work Status
at Closure

N 26 closures

.

.

,

t

Item 3.B [Competitive emp1pyment= codes 1
(wage and salar workers) and 3
(self-employ , not BEP)]

.

.

Item 4.1 [Competitive employment = same
as for Item 3.1l] .

Item 4.P.2 (total number)

.

.

.

.

.

-

,

Counselors shall make an effort to set roalis.
tic goals for clients. Comprehensive consic1.-
eration must be given to aIl factors in

developing appropriate vocational goals such
. that there is a maximum of correspondence

.,
'between goals and outcomes: -competitive ,

,

goals should, have competitive outcomes and

noncompetitive goals should have noncompeti-
-..N tive outcomes.
---)

..

.q .

' Data Elements:

(i) 4 of 26 closures with competitive
pal AND competitive outcome -

0 of 26 closures

(ii) 0 of 26 closures with competitive
goO'l BUT noncompetfltive outcome
# of 26 closures

(iii) 0 of 26 closures with noncompetitive
goal AND noncompetitive outcome
0 of 26 closures

(iv) # of 26. closures with nontompetitive
.

goal BUT competitive outcome .'

1 of 26 clesures
ki
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INTRODUCTION'TO THE MOPITIED CASE. REVIEWSCHEDULE

OVERVIEW

The Case Review Schedule (CM), designed by the Rehabilitation Counselor

Education Program (RCEP) pt San, Diego State University, cdn be used to deter-

mine if.ttate VR programs,axe providing, services consistent with the federal

regulations and guidelines pandated by the Rehabilitation Act Of 1973.

Berkeley Planning Asjsociates, under contract to the Rehabilitation Services

Administration to develop an evaluation standards system, used a modified

versidn of this case review inttrument to assess selected procedures.

Five of the 13 program standards are "process" or "procedural" in nature;

of these, four relate to case reviews:

Standard 9: Information'colltected en clients by the R-300
1

and

all data reporting systets used by RSA shall be valid, reliable,

accuratev-and complete. .

Standard 10: Eligibility decisions shall be based upon accurate

and sufficient diagnol.c information, and VR shdll continually

review and eValuate eligibility decisions to ensure that deci-
1

sions are being made in accordance with laws and regulations.

-Standard 11: VR shall .ensure that eligibility decisions and

client movement through the iprocess occur n a timely manner

appropriate to the needs and capabilities of the clients.

Standard 12: VR shall provide an individualized written rehab-

ilitation program for each applicable client:and VR and the

client shall be accountable to each other for complying with

this agreement.

The fifth Procedural Standard, Standard 13, pertains to the setting of "real-
.,

istic" goals for'VR clients, consistent with their capabilities and abilities,

A

1TKe R-300 is the data system which, has been used.by VR agencies-and
therefore served as the framework areuna which specific sfandards were con-
structed. Changes in the R-300 system may result in a need to alter certain
standards or instructions.
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whether this means setting competitive employment goals or sheltered or non-

competitive employment goals. The data elements necessary to-address this

goal are included in the R-.300 system and-consequently will not be discussed

in this guide. A review of this standard and its corresponding data,elements

is found in "An Overview to the Five Procedural Standatds," a companion docu-
.

ment to this guide.

The Case Review Schedule as modified (primarily item deletions) by BPA

can be used to verify agencies' compliance with Standards 10 and 12, the

standards regarding eligibility and the IWRP. .BPA designed two new sections

for inclusion in the Modified Case Review Schedule to address Procedural

Standards 9 and 11. These two additions are.:_ ,

The R-300 Verification, designed,to asSess the degree to which

information submitted to RSA on critical items.of the R-300

(defined as items used in the calculation of Performance Stand-

ards' data elements) was corroborated by casefile information,

in order to respond to Standar& 9; and

The Timeliness Assessments, designed to link subjective assess-

ments of the timeliness of case movementto objective data on

the length of time spent in variousstatuses by different dis-

ability types, thereby generating.a data pool from which

accountable parameters for times-in-status could be drawn, in

order to'respond to Standard 11.

. Whether administered by the states or by the Regional Rehabilitation

Services Administration, the training ofcase reviewers will emphasize all

aspects of the case review process to ensure consistency within states and

across states in collecting'ihe data. Only the smallest margin for self-
_

interpretation of the Modified Case Review Schedule will be necessary follow-

ing the thorough training and explanation oi each item on the MCRS. By

integrating the R-300 Verification and4he Timeliness Assessment into the
, .

MCRS, the process of.examining case files oan become more efficient. Also,

the,MCRS includes only those items which directly relate to Compliance,with

eligibility and IWRP stan&ards,:as well as items relating.to sUpportive eval-
.

c,
uation and, therefore, is the most 'coMpaceinstrument possible for fully

%

verifying compliance with ProceOral StandardS, and allowing for.the investi-
;v

-gation into reasons for pro lemdtib perfcirmance..
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DATA ELEMENTS IN THE MODIFIED CASE REVIEW SCHEDULE

As part of its project to revise the VR Program Standards, Berkeley

Planning Associates (BPA) reviewed theLase Review Schedule (CRS)edeveloped

by the San Diego State University RCEP IX, and selected those items needed

to adequately address Standards 10 (Eligibility) and 12 (IWRP). In addition,

items were selected which were felt to be of use in the problem identifica-

tion stages of the decision-support system. Finally, BPA developed two.new

instruments -- the R-300 Verification Instrument and the Timeliness Assess-

ment Instrument -- tO address the Procedural Standards not already covered

by the CRS. BPA merged those two new'instruments with the items from Ule

existing CRS -- selected to address Standards 10 and 12, ei'd the problem

identification activity -- to form a new Modified Case Review Schedule (CRS).

The MCRS serves as the unified data source for Standards 9 - 12'. Below, we

briefly describe each of the sections of the MCRS, identifying-their specific

use in the Procedural Standards and the 'information they elicit. A summary

of the relationship of each section to each of four.televant standards is

presenied in Table 2.

Sections I:A and LB: Identifying,Information and Significant Case Data

These sections provide information to identify the 'client (e.g., his or

her case number) for use in analyzing the other MCRS data and for merging

the data with other documents (such as the client's R-300). As well, Section

I.B records certain singificant dates relevant to the client!s program exper-

ience (e.g., date of service initiation). These are used as supplemental

information for Standards 9 - 12. ':'

Section I.C: R-300 Vertification Instrument

The R-300 Verification instrument.is designed to respond to-Standard 9.

It assesses the degree to which information submitted to RSA on critical

items of the Rr300 was corrOorated by casefile information. All of the

data items on the R-300 Verification instrument are necessary to ensure the

. integrity of the data source.on which many of the Performance Standards'

data elements,are based. One of the purposes of Standard 9 is to verify- the, .
,

11-300 ihfOrmation such that users of the R-300 data can have confidence in

1 6
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Table"V

Summary Table of i4CRS Data Sections

And Their Rela4onship to Specific Standards

MCRS Data Sections
'Data for

Standard
Data fen.

Stand4rd 10'
Dat Or

,Sianda d Il
D r'ia fo

St dard 12

Section I.A:,.1 Identifying Information
----:=---

V

Section I.B.: SignifiCant Case Data V
,

1

_

Section I.C: R-300 Verification Ipstrument
._

.

V ,

,

, ,I
).

Section II.A: Evaluation,- Status 02.,
. .

)
.

,

Section II.B:
.

Extended Evaluation
Status 10

.

).

,

.

,

.

,

.

Section III:
,

-r
Eligibility - .tatus 10

,

.

.

V .

Section IV:

.I,

Evalualion"- Prbblem
,

Identification

,

.

,4. .

,

Section It: liVRP - Status 12,
.

. 1 ..

Section VI:
.

Delivery of ServiceS

Statuses i4, 16, 18, 20,: 22, 23:

. ,

,

0

. , -

V
.

.Spction VII:
, _.,,,,,,,,

Termination of S; vices
-,

. .'' '
.

.

.

Section VIII:
,

,

Timliness,5Ismént
,

instrumen,

,

.

.

.

l

.

_

.

47.
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the accuracy of the data reported to the states, the depar ent administra-

tion, and the Congress. In the Procedural Standards, "veri ication of

accuracy" refers to a manual confirmation procedure intende to ensure that

file information.supports and corroborates the R-300 docume ts.

Section II.A: Evaluation of Rehabilitation Potential:
Preliminary Diagnostic Study -.:Status 02

This section; used for Standara 10, assesses the extent o which the'case

record documents the occurrence of the various activities nee ed to conduct

an effective preliminary diagnostic study. This study, completed during the

application phase, should contain all of the information necessary to make a

reasonable assessment of a Client's. elEgibility for VR services. Among these

necessary pieces of information are all relevant medical and psychiatric

examinations, and other evidence that supports 'the client's need and eligibility

for rehabilitation services: Nithout this information, agencies will notbe

able to select the disabled in- diViduals wha can most benefit frOm available

-- but limited --.VR services.

_

Section II.B: Evaluation of Rehabilitation PotenZielv
Extended Evaluation Status 06

Section 1I.B is used for Standards 10 and 12, and for probleT identifi-

cation. In regards to Standard 10 (Eligibility), Section II.B seks docu-

mentation that the state agency has followed proper procedure inllacing-

applicants into extended evaluation, status 06. In.partitilar,4i concerns

are that case records include:

a certification for extended'evaluation to determine rehlbi 1-

,tation potential;.

the basis for the need for extended evaluation;

evidence of the occurrence of thorough assessments_of_progre s

at least every 90.days; and

fo, documentation ofthe eligibility decision resultingfrum exten-

ded evaluation.

Provision of this information helps ensure that extended evaluation is.nsed

only when appropriate, that the client moves through extended evaluatiOnin

a timely manner,,and that the minimal recording needs for Status 06 are main:

tained.
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In regards to.Standard 12 (Iy/RP), this section seeks to document that..

the IWRP's for clients placed into eXtended evaluation contain all-of the

information required under.Statu's 06: In this context, he concerni ofthe

Procedural Standards are that IWRP's for cases entering 06 do the following:

define the terms and condiiions for the provision of services;

document that the clien was informed of specific rights,

including the riiht to p rticinate,in the development of the

program;

specify a vocational goal and- a timeframe for its achievement;

specify evaluation procedures and criteria;

document the final eligibility decision and; for those clients

closed as ineligible:*

-- document that the client participated in the decision;

, and

-- document that provision was made for periodic review.

Provision of this information helps ensure adherance to the IWRP provisions,

and,helps ensure that clients move through Status 06 in 'a. timely manner and

are a\are of their rights to continued services or review if declared inelig-
ible.

Section III: Eligibiliy *- Status 10

While it is important to document in the preliminary diagnostic study

the extent to which applicants meet the basic eligibility criteria, it is

even more important to ensure that all clients accepted for services meet

all of the,reqpirements for eligibility.The purpose of Section III is to

demonste compliance with Standard 12 by documenting that a certification

of eligibility was completed foreach accepted client, and that the case

record confirms:
0

the existence of a disability;

the existence of a substantial,handicap to employment; and

the likelihood that VR services will benefit the clients.

Section IV: Evaluation of Rehabilitation Potentiak:
' Thordugh Diagnostic Study -- Status 0 and 10

This section is used solely for problem identi idation, It includes

questions on the quality and scope of the thorough diagnostic study.
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Section V: Individualized Writtenlgehabilitation Program - Status 12
%p

Section V is. used for Standard 12 (IT). In a sense, the purpose:of

the IWRP is to esta6listi an alliance between, the agency and the client for

the prOvision of certain services toward the achievement of a.specific voca-

tional goal. As such, it is important that the IWRP contains all the
-

information necessary to establish such an alliance. Section V documents,

among other things:

that the client was informed of the terms and conditions for

the provision of services;,

that the client was informed of client rights;.

that the client participated in the full planning and review

process; and

that the IWRP contains essential information such as goals,

time frames,evaluation procedures, and schedules, etc.

piclusion of this information in the IWRP clarifies the roles, relation-

fships, and duties of agency and client toward achieving the vocational goal,

.1 This is the esse e of the IWRP process.

,

Section VI: Delivery of Services - Statuses 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, hnd 32

This section, used for Standard 12, complements the information provided

in Section V. When these two areas are reviewed together, they describe the

overall VR process, consisting of the plan (i.e., the terms, conhitions, and

information set forth in the IWRP needed to provide services) and the specific

program of services undertaken to achieve the vocational goal embodied in the

IWRP. By knowing the extent to which planned services are actually delivered,

we can determine the extent of effective "follow through" on the'service plan-

ning.process, in keeping with the spirit of the IWRP legislation.

Section VII: Termination of Cases

Section VII mlates to Standards 10 and 12. As might be expected given

its focus on eligibilitr, the questions used for Standard 10 focus on non-
:

successful closures: 08's (from both 02 and 06), 28's, and 30s. OK these

closure statuses, Standard 10 attempts to assess (through review of case

record documentation) the following compliance issues:
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. .

Does the case record document the imeligibility/termination

-

decision, and the basiS for that decision?
0

Have-clients been granted their legal rights to-participate in'

the ineligibility/termination decision?
.

Have clients been informed of their right to an annual revieW

'of the decision? and

Have the required annual

been documented?

The need for this inforMation is twofold. First, it is reasonable-to
-

expect that supervisory personnel might want to review any ,given case involv-
.

. -

reviews occurred, ana the resu1tS
,

ing ineligibility or unsuccessful termination for. any ,givevunselor.

Management personnel should have the ability to review cases samples at ,

random (i.e., across all cou,elors, as in an audit-type procedure), or to,

target reviews to particular counseLors (as might be needed far lesS exper-

ienced counselors). Either Way, it follows that for any case of ineligibility

or unsuccessful closure, the closure.action anglthe basis for it must be.

adequately documented ip the case record.,

The information in Section VII is important for a second reason, which

stems from VR's desire.to protect the rights Of its apPlicants and clients:-

The best way to ensure_such client protection is to require proof,in the

case record that the necessary steps have occurred: for example, a "Bill of

Rights" signed by.t e client, a schedule for review, signed perhaps by the,

client; and "Results of Review" form, which.could be signed by the client.

In short, VR,agencies need.to know the reasons for unsuccessful'closures,

arid need to ensure that the ineligibles and unsuccessful closures are aware

oE their rights to review.. Once this is ensured, then informed clientv.--

whose circumstances have changed such that they are eligible -- hopefully will.

'teenter the system later and be successfully rehabilitated.

In addition to its use's in assessing eligibility-determination proceses,

Section VII is'also useci-Eor Standard 12, on the IWRP. The questions used

here seek to ensure':

that the rationale for closure decisions are recorded on. the

IWRP; and

thai the'client (or his/her appropiiate representative) was

consulted prior to the.closure decision.

.174
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Provision of this information ensures that the agency has a source from

Whin it can draw Information about past ineligibility decisions, to make

sure they were made in a consistent manner-, and to ensure that client rights

were protected during tIle closure process. .

Finally, several questions pertaining to 26 closures are included in

Section VII. These questions will be used for problem identification.

S' I

Section VIII: Timeliness Assessment Instrument

The Timefiness Assessment instrument responds directly to Standard\LL.

It is designed to link subjectiye assessments of the timeliness of case

movement to objective data on the length of time spent in various statuses

by different disability types. -The assessments are used in conjunction with

data On client characteristics and services provided, to investigate how

agencies might avoid undue delays in the service process.

SAMPLE SELECTION AND FREQUENCY OF REVIEW

'As designed, the MCRS does not needAto be coMpleted on all individuals

in a given VR system to determine 'the level of compliance with each of the

four Procedural Standatds represented in this system. Such a determination

can be made based upon a review of a selected sample of cases. This selection

process, however, needs to'consider a number of issues in order to ensure that

the sampled cases accurate(y represent the experiences of the general popula-

tion. Originally, it was thought that this representativeness could.be

achieved by randomly selecting a number of cases from each of the potential

closure categories. This strategy, however, did not result in a sufficient

number of cases in certain classifications to allow for a full analysis of all

of the issues identified in the-four standards. This problem can be corrected

simply by incorporating an additional elemen into the sampling framework:

specifically, the variable "entered/did not enter extended evaluation!' should

be included as a sampling criterion and the individual selecting, the sample

should be careful to include a sufficient number of cases,in which entry occur-

red. Likewise, future data collection efforts should include 08's in sufficient

numbers to allow assessment of compliance with the regulations pertaining to

ineligibility determinations.

. 175
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In addition to-including a sufficient nuMber of cases from all relev-ant

closure categories, it is.also beneficial to conduct case .reviews on a sample

of those clients currently in-service. Initially, those cases selected far

review in,the pretest were cases for whom services had been terminated. In

assessing this procedure, pretest reviewers noted that'since the sample

included Only closed cases, there was no possibilityfor using the review

pi.ocess as a management tool. To correct this short-coming, it is.recommended

that agencies select cases for review that are at various points in the ser-
.

trice system, including eligibility, extended evaluation, plan development,

service provision, and closure. By selecting cases from the full range of

stages in the service process, the MCRS can be used not only to analyze the

issues surrounding successful and unsuccessful closures but also to assess

current operating procedures and to offer the possibility of taking correct'ive

-action in those cases where the MCRS indicate problems'exist.

The last point concerning conduct of the data collection relates to the

physical location of the data collection,effort. Logistically, it is prefer-

able to centralize the data collection activity in one place (e.g., the state's

central offices). However, it was noted during the pretest that requiring

removal of case files from the district offices was problematic in cases where

the files were needed by caseworkers or clients. This problem will be further

exacerbgted by the suggestion that the sample also include in-service statuses.

This issue should be consideied and resolved as,appropriate in each particular

state A possible solution might involve the reviewers traveling to individual

district offid6 :to Conduct rCvfews, if this can be done without incurring

excesSive travel or other costs.

Statewide assessments should occur-every three years, and never les4:

frequently'than every four years. These statewidelassessments should be

supplemented by more frequent, targeted spot checks, as suggested by the

statewide assessments.

CASE REVIEWERS: QUALIFICATIONS AND EXPERIENCE

The rrocedural Standards rest squarely on the process of case review.

The quality of those reviews, and their resulting data, is strongly influenced

by the capabilities of the people who conduct the reviews. There are four

main qualifications an effective,case reviewer must have:
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The most important quality desired in a reviewer is that he/she,

have an intimate familii.rity with a wide variety of aspects of state agency

o era ons. The MCRS requires that reviewers possess detailed undefstanding

of al aspects of the program's operations.

.In addition,to having familiarity with the particular agency's overt

all operations, ideally case reviewers would have_experience in casewor0
(i.e., counseling),'casework supervision, .overall operations, and4dministra-

.:

tion.

The third quality is.that of "aloofness": the reviewer should have

no conflict of interest when reviewing cases.

Finally, the last qualification_has less to do with'the personal

qualificatIons of reviewers than with the way the reviewer positions will be

structured. Ideally, the reviewing function will be one of the reviewers'

main assigned responsibilities. In other word;, the reviewing task should

not be shifted to different personnel with each data collection cycle. The

benefits of maintaining a core staff of reviewers are numerous. First, to

the extent that the MCRS is.part of a person's overall duties, perceptions

that this type' of data collection is intruding on the person's other regufar

duties will be miniMized. Further, by assigning the review function to par-.

ticular individuals, the person's familiarity wiWthe task will be reinforced,
/

his or her reviewing ability-will be impryed, and the necessity for intensive,

training with each new data collection cycle will'be obviated.

,
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